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Introduction
Who is this book for?
Professional English in Use Engineering presents around 1,500 of the most important
technical words and phrases in English that engineers and engineering technicians need
for their work. The vocabulary has been carefully chosen to include:

•

terms that are essential in all fields of engineering - for example, all engineers need to
discuss dimensions and tolerances, know the names of common materials, and describe
how components are fitted and fixed together

•

language for discussing and applying key engineering concepts - for example, stress
and strain, work and power, and fluid dynamics

•

more specific language for mechanical, electrical and civil/structural engineering.

This book is for professional engineers who are already familiar with engineering
concepts and for students of engineering. Language teachers who teach technical English
will also find the explanations helpful. The level of English used is intermediate to upperintermediate (Levels B1 to B2 in the Common European Framework).
You can use the book on your own for self-study, or with a teacher in the classroom,
one-to-one or in groups.
Professional English in Use Engineering is part of the Professional English in Use series
from Cambridge University Press. More information on this series is available at
www.cambridge.org/elt

How is the book organized?
The book has 45 units which are grouped into nine themes. Each theme covers an
important area of engineering such as Materials technology, Static and dynamic principles
and Mechanisms. Each unit has two pages. The left-hand page explains key words and
phrases and shows you how they are used in context. The right-hand page has exercises
which allow you to practise the new language and improve your understanding of how it
is used. The Over to you activities at the end of each unit (see opposite) are discussion
and/or writing activities.
There are 13 appendices which provide the professional and student engineer with a
reference of English terms used in key engineering activities. For example, language for
describing three-dimensional drawings and shapes, the names for the chemical elements
and terms for sensing, measuring and regulating devices.
The answer key at the back of the book contains answers to all the exercises on the righthand pages. Most of the exercises have questions with only one correct answer.
The index lists all the key words and expressions presented in the book, together with
the numbers of the units in which they are presented. It also shows how the terms are
pronounced.

The left-hand page
This page presents the key words and phrases for each topic in bold. Key vocabulary is
introduced using short texts, scripts, diagrams and tables. Many vocabulary items are
illustrated. Each unit is divided into sections {usually A and B) and each section has a
specific title.
Some sections include notes on the key language - for example, explanations of words
that have different meanings in technical English and in everyday English, and references
to other units where related topics or words are covered in more detail.

6
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The right-hand page
The exercises on the right-hand page allow you to check your understanding of the words
and expressions presented on the left-hand page, and to practise using them. There is
a wide range of different types of exercise: for example, short texts, gap fills, matching
exercises, crosswords and notes to complete.

'Over to you' sections
An important feature of Professional English in Use Engineering is the Over to you
section at the end of each unit. These sections give you the opportunity to use the words
and expressions you have just learned, and to relate them to your own work or studies.

How to use the book for self-study
You can work through the book unit by unit, or use the contents page at the front of the
book to choose specific units that are relevant to you.
Read the texts on the left-hand page and concentrate on the key words and phrases in
bold. If you find technical terms that are not in bold, look at the index to see if they
are explained in another unit. You can also look at the index to help you learn how to
pronounce new words. Do the exercises on the right-hand page, then check your answers
in the key. If you have made mistakes, go back to the left-hand page and read the texts
again. Do the Over to you section. Try to use as many new words as possible. It is best to
discuss your ideas out loud and to record yourself if you can.

How to use the book in a classroom
Teachers can use Professional English in Use Engineering to provide a framework for an
'English for Engineering' course.
The illustrations can often be used as a warm-up activity or as a talking point during
the lesson. Sometimes, the left-hand page may be used as the basis for a presentation,
by either the teacher or the learners. Learners can do the exercises individually or in
small groups. They can then compare answers with other groups or in a whole-class
feedback session. The Over to you sections can be used as a starting point for role plays,
discussions and presentation activities, or adapted to out-of-class projects.
This book is also a perfect complement to Cambridge English for Engineering which
focuses on communication skills for engineers. More information on this title is available
at www.cambridge.org/elt/englishforengineering
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Drawings
-

Drawing types and scales
In engineering, most design information is shown on drawings. Today, drawings are
generally not drawn by hand. They are produced on computer, using CAD (computer-aided
design) systems.
A key factor on a drawing is the scale - that is, the size of items on the drawing in relation
to their real size. When all the items on a drawing are shown relative to their real size, the
drawing is drawn to scale, and can be called a scale drawing. An example of a scale is 1:10
(one to ten). At 1:10, an object with a length of 100 mm in real life would measure 10 mm
on the drawing.
Most engineering designs consist of a set of drawings (a number of related drawings):
•

General arrangement (GA) drawings show whole devices or structures, using a small scale.
This means objects on the drawing are small, relative to their real size (for example, a
1:100 drawing of an entire building).

•

Detail drawings show parts in detail, using a large scale, such as 1:5 or 1:2. Small parts
are sometimes shown in a detail as actual size (1:1}, or can be enlarged to bigger than
actual size (for example, 2:1).

For electrical circuits, and pipe and duct networks, it is helpful to show designs in a
simplified form. In this case, schematic drawings (often referred to as schematics) are used.
An everyday example is the map of a train network.
Notes: When written, drawing is often abbreviated to dwg.
CAD is pronounced as a word: /kred/.

-

Types of views used on drawings
Technicians are discussing different views shown on drawings (looking at components from
above, from the side, etc.), as they search for the information they require.
We need a view from above showing -the ge.nual a((ange.men-t
of all of -the roof panels - a plan of -the w'nole area.

According "to ihis lis-t, -there are e.te..va~ of all
four sides of -the machine on draWing 2B. So one
of T'nose s'nould show -the fron-t of -the machine.
lhe.re s'nould be a :5e.e11a'l Through

ihe pipe, showing ihe valve Inside,
on drawing %.

We need an e.xplode.d 1/\e.W of -the mechanism,
showing -the componen-ts spaced ou-t.

I-t's hard "to visualiz..e ihis assembl'j, based on i'Wo~ eleva-tions
and sec-tions. I-t would be clearer if
ei-ther an

ob11qJe.

we

had a i"nree~ view, as

pr~t1on or an lsome:tl1c

Pfo:\eGt1on.

Notes: See Appendix I on page 98 for examples of three-dimensional drawings.
In non-technical, everyday English, engineering drawings are often called plans.
Section is the short form of cross-section, and is commonly used in technical contexts.
Two-dimensional and three-dimensional are often short~ned to 2D and 3D.
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1.1

Complete the sentences. Look at A opposite to help you.
1 Enlarged drawings show components larger than their ................................................................ .
2 For engineering drawings, 1:5 is a commonly used ................................ .
3 Whole machines or structures are shown on ................................................................ drawings.
4 Electrical drawings don't usually show sizes. They're shown as ................................ .
5 A ................................ of drawings for a large project can consist of hundreds of pages.
6 Most drawings are produced on computers, using ................................ software.

1.2

Match the descriptions (1-6) with the names of views used on drawings (a-f) . Look at B
opposite and Appendix I on page 98 to help you.
1 a 2D view of the side of an object
2 a 2D view inside an object, as if it is cut through
3

a a plan
b a section

c an
d an
e an
f an

a 2D view, looking down on top of an object

4 a 3D view, showing an assembly taken to pieces
5 a 3D view, with the 2D face of the object at the front
6 a 3D view, with a corner of the object at the front

1.3

isometric projection
oblique projection
exploded view
elevation

Write the full forms, in words, of the abbreviations and shortened terms below. Look at A
and B opposite and Appendix I on page 98 to help you.
1 GA

2
3
4
5
6

1.4

................................................................
CAD
................................................................................................
dwg
3D
section
1:50

Complete the sentences, taken from conversations about drawings, using the words and
abbreviations in the box. Look at A and B opposite and Appendix I on page 98 to help you.
3D

detail

elevation

GA

plan

scale

schematic

section

1 We need a ................................ through the bridge, showing the profile of the deck.
2 The only drawing we have is the ······-························ , which is 1:100, so it obviously doesn't

show things in detail.
3 On drawing 12, there's a large ................................ of the entire top deck of the ship.
4 This is the ................................ showing the front face of the tower.
5 Modern CAD systems can produce ................................ drawings that look almost as realistic as

photographs.
6 We don't need dimensions and positions at this stage. We just need a ................................

showing how many branches come off the main supply pipe.
7 We don't have a proper drawing. We've just got a rough sketch, which is not to

8 The fixings aren't shown on the 1:50 general arrangement. But there's a ................................ ,
at 1:5, on drawing 42.

Ove,r .f-o tjou

~

Imagine you are in a meeting at the start of a project. You and your colleagues are about
to begi n work on the design of a device, instal lation or structure you're familiar with.
What types of drawing w ill be neede d to communicate the design?

Professional English in Use Engineering
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Design development
-

Initial design phase
A structural engineer from a fum of consulting engineers has sent an email to a more senior
colleague, with an update on a project for a new airport terminal.

Delete

Reply

Reply All

Forward

Pri nt

----

Stefan,
We had our first design meeting with the airport authority and the architect
yesterday. As you know, the client just gave the architect a short list of essential
requirements for the terminal, so the design brief was pretty open. As a result,
the ideas he's come up with form quite an adventurous concept . However, things
are still at an early stage - there are no scale drawings yet, just eight sketches
showing roughly what he wants the building to look like. So it wasn't possible
to assess the design in detail. The next step is for the architect to develop the
sketches into preliminary drawings. These are due at the end of April.

- - Collaborative development
When a design team consists of engineers and consultants from different organizations, the
design development process needs to be carefully co-ordinated.
Before the first draft (version) of a drawing is sent to members of the team, a decision is
made about who needs a copy. Sometimes, a drawing will only be issued to certain specialists
in the team. Sometimes, it will be circulated to all the team members.
After team members have received a drawing, they can comment on it, and may ask for the
design to be changed. Following these comments, the drawing will be revised- that is, drawn
again with the requested changes made to it. Every drawing is numbered, and each time a
drawing is amended (revised), the letter next to the drawing number is changed. Therefore
drawing 11 OA, after a revision, becomes 11 OB. When revision B is issued, it becomes the
current drawing, and A is superseded. With each new revision, written notes are added to the
drawing. These describe the amendments that have been made.
When engineers revise drawings during the early stages of the design process, they may have
to go back to the drawing board (start again), and redesign concepts completely. For later
revisions, the design should only need to be refined slightly.
After a preliminary drawing has been finally approved (accepted), a senior engineer can
sign off (authorize) the drawing as a working drawing- that is, one that the production or
construction team can work to. However, this does not always mean the drawing will be final.
Often, working drawings go through more revisions to resolve problems during production.
Pre-production phase
Design
brief

Rough
sketches

Production phase
Preliminary
drawings

Working drawings

--------------- - ~

Revisions

10
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Revisions

2.1

Find words in A opposite with the following meanings.
a description of design objectives
2 a rough, hand-drawn illustration
3 an initial diagram, requiring further development

4 an overall design idea

2.2

Put the words in the box into the table to make groups of verbs with similar meanings.
Look at B opposite to help you.
amend
approve

2.3

circulate

redesign
refine

ISSUe

revtse
sign off

supersede

1

2

3

4

change
rmprove

send out
distribute

accept
agree

replace

Choose the correct words from the brackets to complete the sentences about drawings. Look
at B opposite to help you.
1 Has the drawing been revised, or is this the first (draft/refine)?

2
3
4
5

2.4

This has been superseded. It's not the (current/preliminary) drawing.
Has this drawing been signed off? Can they (circulate/work) to it in the factory?
I still need to (comment/note) on the latest set of drawings.
Construction can't start until the first (current/working) drawings have been issued.

Complete the email using the correct forms of the words in the box. Look at B opposite to
help you. The first one has been done for you.
amendment

current

draft

ISSUe

note

revtswn

supersede

work

C)

There seems to be a problem with dwg 1120, which you (1) ......... i ~.?..l:i.~~t .......
yesterday. The drawing is marked as (2) ................................ C, but there are no
(3) ................................ in the right-hand column detailing the (4) ................................
made. And on the actual drawing, there are no visible differences from the first
(5) ................................ . Has the (6) ................................ version (11208) been sent
accidently, incorrectly labelled as 1120C, instead of the new drawing? Please
advise asap, as we are assuming this is not the (7) ................................ drawing, and
I have therefore told the fabrication team not to (8) ................................ to it until we
receive clarification.

Ove-r .f-o tjotc

~

Think about design development on a project you have worked on, or on a type of project
you know about. Describe the key stages from the design brief to the issue and ongoing
revision of working drawings. Say how designers, consultants and production teams are
involved at each stage of the process, and explain what procedures are used.

Professional English in Use Engineering

II

Design solutions
Design objectives
The web page below is from a manufacturing company's intranet.

Company design procedure- the design brief
A design brief for the proposed product should be drawn up by the
project engineer. This should consist of a detailed list of technical
objectives which the design team must work to, in order to produce a
design solution .
Key elements of the brief are:

•

function - the product's intended use (what it is designed to do),
including performance targets (strength, power, durability, etc.)

•

constraints - limits on the design (for example, it must not exceed a
maximum size or weight limit)

•

comparative targets- how well the product should perform, compared
with existing models (competing products already on the market. or
the current model that the new product will replace)

•

design features - specific things the new design must have (for
example, rechargeable batteries, or a lid with a lock)

e

budget - the cost limits that must not be exceeded, in order to make
the design cost-effective.

- - Design calculations
Design information is shown on drawings, and written in specifications - documents which
describe the materials, sizes and technical requirements of components. In order to specify
this detailed information, an engineer must evaluate- that is, identify and calculate- the
loads (forces) that key components will have to carry. To do this, the engineer needs to
determine (identify) the different loads, then quantify them- that is, calculate them in
number form. Usually, each load is quantified based on a worst-case scenario- in other
words, the engineer will allow for the maximum load, such as an aircraft making a very hard
landing, or a bridge being hit by extremely high winds.
After maximum loads have been quantified, an engineer will apply a factor of safety. This is
an extra margin to make the component strong enough to carry loads that are higher than
the worst-case scenario. For example, a factor of 1.5 increases the load a component can
carry by 50%. After this has been factored in, the engineer will then size the componentsthat is, calculate their required size.
Engineers are sometimes criticized because they overdesign things (add excessive factors of
safety), which increases costs. However, according to Murphy's Law, 'Anything that can go
wrong, will.' This suggests that belt and braces- an expression often used in engineering,
based on the safest method of holding up trousers - is a sensible approach.

12
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3.1

Complete the sentences from technical con versations using the words in the box. Look at A
opposite to help you.
budget
constraint

cost-effective
designed

exceed
existing

feature
function

proposed

!Ju-t

Of Cou(se.., mone'j i.s limi-ted. C..O.s-t limi-taiion.s ace alwa'j.s a ................................

A ................................ has been a lloca-ted fQ( -the pceliminac'j
of •:.?,000. !Ju-t we mu.s-tn '- t ................................ Tha-t amoun-t.

some fina nce i.s available .
de.sign phase. -

2

a -to-tal

Obviou.sl'j, if we have -to spend €BO on componen-ts fQ( each appliance, and

-the appliances ace .sold fo( €70, -tha.-t '.s no-t a ................................ des ign .soluTion.

3

lhe ................................ of fui.s de-tec-to( Is -to loca-te unde(g( O<Jnd cable.s

b<j

giving audio

feedback. . Since i-t '.s ................................ -to be use..d in noiS<j envi(onmen-t.s, -the ea(phone is
an impoc-tan-t ................................ .

4

A(e -these. al(ead'j on -the mack.e-t ace

3.2

we

ace -t'ne<j ................................ produc-ts? Or

-talk.ing abou-t ................................ pcoduc-t.s Tha-t ace .siill under developmen-t?

Choose the correct words from the brackets to complete the sentences. Look at B opposite to
help you.
1 The types of loads that will be encountered must be (designed I determined).
2 Maximum loads are based on predicted (specifications I worst-case scenarios).

3 On top of maximum loads, additional safety margins are (factored in I sized).
4 For cost reasons, components shouldn 't be (overdesigned I quantified) .
5 The practice of overdesigning components can be described as the (belt and braces I factor
of safety) approach.
6 (Quantifying I Sizing ) components means calculating their dimensions.

3.3

Replace the underlined words and expressions with alternative words and expressions from
A and B opposite.

Most engineeri ng designs ( I) make provision for excessive or abnormal operating
cond it ions.The critical question is, how much of a (2) percentage of extra size or capacity
should be applied without (3) adding too much of a margin? To (4) calculate an amount
fo r this figure , it is critical to assess the consequences of a technical failure.Where
the stakes are high, in applications such as aviation, designing for (5) the most extreme
situations is clearly critical on safety grounds. On the face of it, the result of this may seem
costly. But where the human implications and expense of failure are serious, a high level of
expenditure aimed at accident prevention can be considered (6) financially viable.

Ov~r 1-o tjou

fJ1

Think about overdesi9n in a field of mgincering you are familiar with. How easy or diffirult
is it to predict and quantify loads? How serious are the eonscqut' lllTS (human ami financial)
of terhniral failures? As a result, how high are typiral fal'lors of s<lfl'ly?
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Horizontal and vertical measurements
-

Linear dimensions
The web page shows the key dimensions of the Airbus A380 in metres, and the explanations
below it describe how they are measured. In the explanations, the word plane means an
imaginary surface (not an aeroplane). On drawings, planes are shown as lines that indicate
where dimensions are measured from and to, and are positioned to strike (touch) the faces
(edges or surfaces) of components. Often, they are either horizontal planes or vertical planes.

Airbus A380 dimensions:

E

C')
,....

.r:

c;,
c:

.S1

Wingspan 79.Bm

~
Q)

H Maximum
i ! fuselage width

>

0

[

J

7.14m

~

'' ''
Maximum cabin width 6.58m

Overall length is a measurement of how long the aircraft is in total. The measurement is taken
between the two points that are furthest apart (the front and rear extremities), along the length
of the aircraft. The length is measured along a horizontal plane. It is the distance between a
vertical plane striking the front of the nose, and a vertical plane striking the rear of the tail.
Wingspan is the total distance spanned by both wings . The span is measured as a straight line
between the two wingtips.
Overall height measures how tall the aircraft is. The dimension is measured vertically between
the underside of the wheels and a horizontal plane striking the top of the tail.
Maximum fuselage width is the external width of the aircraft's body- how wide it is,
measured horizontally between vertical planes striking the outside faces of the fuselage.
Maximum cabin width states the maximum internal width, measured between the inside faces
of the fuselage. The measurement is equivalent to the external width , less the thickness of the
fuselage at each side of the aircraft.

Notes: When written, the words dimension and dimensions are often abbreviated to dim and dims.
Span is also used to describe the distance(s) crossed by a bridge, between its supports. If a
bridge has a support at its centre (as well as at each end), then it has two spans.

-

level and plumb
If a surface is described as being level, this means it is both horizontal and flat (smooth).
However, a surface which is flat is not necessarily horizontal. A flat surface may be vertical,
or inclined (sloping at an angle to the horizontal or vertical plane).
Faces that are vertical, such as those of the walls of buildings, are described by engineers as
being plumb. Structures that are slightly inclined from vertical are said to be out of plumb.
14
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4.1

Complete the key dimensions of the Millau Viaduct in France, using the words in the box.
Look at A opposite to help you.

I height

overall

thickness

span

width

(1) ................................ length: 2,460 m
(2) Maximum ................................ between supports: 342m
(3) ................................ of tallest support (ground to deck): 245m
(4) ................................ of deck: 32m
(5) ................................ of deck: 4.2 m

4.2

Decide whether the sentences about the viaduct are true or false, and correct the false
sentences. Look at A and B opposite to help you.
1 The height of the towers is measured horizontally.
2 The overall span is measured along the width of the bridge.

3 The tops of the towers are at different levels, so a horizontal plane striking the top of one
tower will not strike the tops of all the others.
4 The highest point of the structure is the top extremity of the highest tower.
5 The thickness of each tower decreases towards the top, so the faces of the towers are
plumb.
6 The greatest thickness of each tower is its internal thickness at its base.

4.3

Circle the correct words to complete the text about extra-high voltage (EHV) power lines.
Look at A and B opposite to help you. The first one has been done for you.
On EHV transmission lines, cables- called conductors- (1) incline /~between pylons, which
are described as supports. The conductors are suspended from the supports by rods, called
insulators. On straight sections of line, the insulators are (2) level 1 plumb, hanging vertically
from the supports. At supports where the direction of the line changes, pairs of insulators are
used. In this situation, the insulators are (3) inclined j striking from the vertical plane, as they
are pulled (4) plumb 1 out of plumb by the conductors pulling in different directions.
The higher the voltage being transmitted by the line, the greater the required distance between
the conductor and the support, in order to provide effective insulation. The (5) length I width
of insulators therefore varies, depending on the voltage. Higher voltages also mean that
conductors must be located at a greater minimum (6) height 1 thickness above the ground, for
safety. This distance is measured between the ground and the lowest point of the cable.

4.4 Read the text below. Can you answer the questions?
On long suspension bridges, when the distance between the vertical centres of the towers
at either side of the bridge is measured horizontally, the distance between the tops of the
two towers will be several millimetres longer than the distance between their bases. Does
this mean the towers are out of plumb? Why is there a difference?

Ov~r .f-o

tjOll

~

Think of a product with a fairly simple shape. What dimensions would need to be specified
on a drawing in order to allow the product to be manufactured?
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locating and setting out

-

Centrelines and offsets
The drawing below shows the position of some holes for bolts. The distances between
the holes can be shown as running dimensions or as chain dimensions. In both cases, the
centreline (CL)- a line through the centre of the hole- is marked (drawn), and the distances
between the centrelines are given. Distances between centrelines are called centre-to-centre
(c/c) dimensions. The holes below are at 100 mm centres.

-$ -$ -$ -$
I

I

~

I

·I

·I

100
100

~I.

1..

I

200
100

·I

Running dimensions

.I

Chain dimensions

300
100

. I.

100 mm c/c

A written note

Centrelines are often used as reference points. These can be measured from, in order to locate
-that is, give the position of- points on components. The measurements are offset from the
centreline - each is at a certain distance from it, and the offsets are measured at a right-angle
to the centreline (at 90 degrees to it).
Note: We can say at a right-angle to X, at 90 degrees to X, or at right-angles to X.

-Grids
In large designs, notably those of structures, grids are used for horizontal positioning. The
gridlines have numbers and letters. All numbered gridlines are parallel with one anotherthat is, they are straight, and are regular distances apart. Lettered lines also run parallel with
one another, and are perpendicular to (at a right-angle to) the numbered lines.
The plan below shows part of the floor of an office building. The perpendicular gridlines
intersect at (cross at) the centres of columns. An opening (hole) in the floor is shown using
coordinate dimensions. These allow the site engineer to set out (mark the position of) the
opening by squaring off the gridlines- marking lines that run at a right-angle to them- and
then measuring along these lines using a tape measure.
A theodolite- an optical device used for measuring angles- can be used to square off
gridlines accurately. To double-check dimensions- that is, carry out an extra checkdiagonal measurements can be used, as in the engineer's sketch below. The length of
diagonals can be calculated using Pythagoras's Theorem.
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Site engineer's sketch

5.1

Look at the sentences about the design of a ship. Replace the underlined words and
expressions with alternative words and expressions from A opposite.
1 The handrail is fixed by 115 brackets, which are 175 mm apart, between their centres.
2 The dimensions are measured from the line down the middle of the ship.

How far is the widest point of the ship located away from the centreline?

3

4 Are the adjacent lengths of handrail at 90 degrees to each other?
5 These dimensions allow you to establish the position of the hole.

5.2

Look at the extracts from technical discussions on a construction site. Complete the sentences
using the words in the box. Look at B opposite to help you.
grid line

intersect

parallel

perpendicular

set out

square off

Ac.cocding -to -this dfa.wing, ................................ 8 funs along -the. ex-tefr)(l.l wall of -the. s-tfuC:tO(e.

2

lhe. posHions wefe maf\(.ed ac.cufa-tel'::l -

3

ihe.'::l wefe ................................ b'::l ouf si-te engir>e.ef.

lhe. ex-tef nal wall funs along gfidline \, and -the. ln-tefnal c.ocfidOf wall
f uns along gfidline 2, so -the. walls ace ................................ wi-th each oihe.f .

4

I '11e ma(\(.ed a Cfoss on -the. concfe-te flooc, showing whefe -the. -two gfidlines ................................ .

5

We need -to show -the. posHion of -the. COfr>e.f of -the. s-taifcase wi-th COOfdina-te
dimensions. lhe.fe should be -two ................................ dimensions, -ta((.en fcom -two gndlines .

6

5.3

We '11 use -the. -theodoli-te -to ................................ -the. gndline and mac((. a nine.-t'::l-degfee offse-t.

Match the two parts of the sentences to complete the extract from a training manual.
Look at A and B opposite to help you.
In civil engineeri ng, the following precautions can help to prevent costly setting-out mistakes.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Always use a steel tape measure (never a plast ic one)
Check that both diagonals of rectangular shapes are equal
Measure dimensions in two directions, from parallel gridlines,
Add up cha in dimensions to give ru nning dimensions

a

to check that corners are right-angles.

c

to prevent slight errors being multiplied.

b

to ensure it does not stretch under tension .

d

to double-check you r measu rements.

Ove,r .f-o 1:fou

~

Choose a nearby object, or part of a building. Describe it, using language from A and B
opposite. (You could also give approximate measurements.) Then imagine you are designing
the object or the part of the building. What dimensions and lines will be needed on the
drawings in order to locate its features?
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Dimensions of circles

-

Key dimensions of circles
An engineer is giving a training course to a group of technical sales staff who work for a tyre
manufacturer. During the talk, she mentions a number of dimensions relating to circles.
'Obviously, the outside edge of a tyre forms a
circle, as you can see in this simple diagram. The
outer circle in the diagram is the outside of the
tyre, and the inner circle - the circle with the
smaller diameter - represents both the inside
of the tyre and the outside of the wheel. And,
clearly, the inner circle is right in the middle of
the outer circle - it's exactly in the centre. So
because it's central, that means the inside and
outside of the tyre form concentric circles. And
as the tyre is circular, simple geometry tells us
that measurements of the radius, taken from the
centre of the circle to different points on its edge
-points on the circumference- are equal. All
the radii are the same. In other words, the tyre
has a constant radius.'
'But when a tyre is fitted to a vehicle, it's
compressed against the road surface. That
means its geometry changes. So while the wheel
- the inner circle - obviously remains round,
the circumference of the tyre - the outer circle changes shape. It deforms. Before deformation,
this part of the tyre forms an arc of the circle,
between points A and B. So, as you can see
in this diagram, it's not a straight line - it's a
curved line. But after deformation, it's no longer
a curve. The tyre becomes deformed between
points A and B. It becomes a chord of the same
circle, forming a straight line between A and B.
However, the length of a chord and the length
of an arc, between the same two points on a
circle, are different. So the design of the tyre
has to allow for this change in shape- from a
rounded edge to a straight edge.'
Note: See Appendix II on page 99 for more on shapes.

-

circumference of outside of tyre

L

diameter of wheel
diameter of tyre

road
------~~~~~~~--surtace
chordl- -----!- - '

A

crown

Specific terms are used to describe the circular
dimensions of pipes. The width of the inside of a
pipe is called the inside diameter (ID). It can also
be called the bore. The outside width is called
the outside diameter (OD). When pipes are laid
horizontally, the top of the outside of the pipe is
called the crown, and the bottom of the inside of
the pipe is called the invert.
inside diameter
(ID) or bore
outside diameter

(OD)
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1

B

arc

6.1

Complete the notes, made by a salesperson attending the engineer's talk, using the words in
the box. Look at A opposite to help you.
arc
chord

circular
circumference

constant
curved

deformed
diameter

radius

E>e.tore. tyrH A.re. .fftte.d to ve.hicle.~:
- ~hA.!>e. i~ rolAI\d - olAt~ide. e.d1e. i~ l'>e.r.fe.ctly C I) ............................... .
- di~tA.I\Ce. .froM ce.l\tre. ot whe.e.l to e.d1e. ot tyre. = C2') ................................
- totA-l di~tMce. A.cro~S" tyre. = 2 x rA.di~ = C3') ................................ ot tyre.
- A.ll Me.MLAre.Me.l\t~ .froM ce."tre. to F>Oi"t~ A.rolAI\d tyre. '~ C4') ................................ A.re.
e.'lMI - tyre. hM (~') ................................ rA.di~
- bottoM ot tyre. i~ C6 ') ................................ ot A. circle.
Whe." .fftte.d to ve.hicle., bottoM ot tyre. i~ COM!>re.He.d A.l\d C7') ................................ chM1e.~ .froM C8') ................................ li...e. to ~trA.i1ht li...e.. ~trA.i1ht lil\e. i~

C9') ................................ ot A. circle..

6.2 Find words and expressions in B opposite with the following meanings. One question has
two possible answers.
the highest point of a horizontal pipe
2 the lowest point of the inside of a horizontal pipe

3 the maximum overall external width of a pipe
4 the maximum internal width between the pipe walls

6.3

Change one word in each of the sentences below to correct them. Look at A and B opposite
to help you.
1 The distance travelled by the vehicle each time its wheels turn
completely is equal to the radius of one of its tyres.
2 The diameter of the tyre is measured from the centre of the
wheel to the outside edge of the tyre.

3 The radius of the curve in the motorway is constant,
so the edges of the road follow chords of a circle.
4 The curve in the motorway has a constant radius, so
the inside and outside edges of the road are arcs of two
deformed circles that have the same centre.
5 The invert is on the circumference of the external face of the
pipe, and therefore cannot be in contact with the liquid flowing
inside the pipe.
6 The thickness of the wall at the bottom of the pipe, plus the
distance between the invert and the crown of the pipe, is equal
to the inside diameter of the pipe.

Over 1-o tjotc

·~

•

Choose an object which has circular and/or curved shapes. Describe it using language
from A opposite. (You could also give approximate measurements.)

•

Imagine you arc designing the object. What measurements and lines will be needed to
define its circular/curved features?
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Dimensional accuracy
-

Precision and tolerance
It is impossible to produce components with dimensions that are absolutely precise, with
sizes exactly the same as those specified in a design. This is because all production processes
are imprecise to a certain extent. Therefore, the sizes of several components produced from
the same design will vary (differ). Although the variation may only be a few hundredths of a
millimetre, sizes will not be 100% accurate (exact) compared with the design.
Because engineers know that accuracy cannot be perfect, in designs they often specify
tolerances -that is, acceptable variations in precision. Instead of giving one precise size, a
tolerance specifies a range of acceptable sizes- an allowed amount of variation. This is often
given as a deviation (difference) from a precise size.
The drawing below shows a shaft with a specified diameter of 88 mm, plus or minus (±)
0.05 mm. This means the diameter may deviate 0.05 mm either side of this size. Therefore,
diameters of 87.95 mm and 88.05 mm, which are slightly inaccurate, are still permissible
(allowed), as they are within tolerance. However, diameters of 87.94mm or 88.06mm are not
permissible- they are outside tolerance.

0

du.fr P aa"""'± o.os

When the permissible deviation in size is very small, we say it is a tight tolerance (or a close
tolerance). A large permissible deviation is a loose tolerance. For example:
•

Machining a metal component to a tolerance of ±0.1 mm is relatively easy to do, so this
tolerance is loose. But a tolerance of just ±0.01 mm is a tight tolerance in metalworking.

•

In a concrete structure, ±10mm is a loose tolerance. But ±1mm is tight, because it is
difficult to place wet concrete accurately.

-Fit
When one component goes through another, such as a shaft or a bolt going through a hole,
the two must fit together- their sizes and shapes must match. The key question is, how
tightly (or loosely) should they fit together? There are two main types of fit:

20

•

A clearance fit allows a component to slide or turn freely, by leaving clearance (a gap)
between itself and the sides of the hole. This distance must be quite precise. If there is
insufficient clearance - if the gap is too small - the component will fit too tightly. As a
result, the component will bind - it will not be able to slide or turn freely. In other words,
there will not be enough play. However, if there is too much clearance, there will be too
much play and the component will be able to move too much.

•

An interference fit is a very tight fit which does not allow a component to move freely
inside a hole. This type of fit can be achieved by forcing the component into the hole.
Alternatively, the metal around the hole can be heated so that it expands (increases in size
due to heat). After sufficient expansion, the component is placed in the hole. The metal
then cools and contracts (decreases in size due to cooling). The contraction results in a
tight fit. An example of an interference fit is a train wheel fitted on an axle.
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7.1

Find words and expressions in A opposite with similar meanings to the words and
expressions below (1-10). Sometimes there is more than one possible answer. The first
one has been done for you.
allowed
permissible
exact
differ
4 exactness
5 not exact

1
2
3

7.2

Match the related sentences. Look at B opposite
1 It'll bind.
2 It'll contract.
3 It'll expa nd .

4 There'll be too much play.
5 It needs a clearance fit.
6 It needs an interference fit.

7.3

deviation between maximum and minimum
an acceptable deviation
8 an unacceptable deviation
9 little deviation allowed
10 large deviation allowed
6
7

a
b
c
d
e
f

The
The
The
The
The
The

to

help you.

bolt will have to turn in the hole.
bolt won't be able to turn freely enough in the hole.
bolt won 't fit tightly enough in the hole.
wheel will have to fit very tightly on the axle.
hole will widen with the high temperature.
shaft will shorten and narrow slightly as it cools.

Complete the article about engine blueprinting using the words in the box. Look at A and B
opposite to help you.
clearances
fit

mmus
permissible

plus
preCLse

range
tolerances

The advantage of racing in a kart class with a
standard engine spec seems obvious - everyone
has the same power, so it's driving talent
that makes the difference. But things aren't
quite that simple. No two standard engines
are identical. There will always be a slight
(1) ................................ in the size of engine parts,

ov~r ~o

variation
within

since they are manufactured, not to perfectly
(2) ................................ dimensions, but to specified
(3) ................................ . Although these differences
may only be (4) ............................. or (5) ............................ .
a few hundredths of a millimetre, they will
nevertheless result in a slight performance gap
between any two engines.
One way round this problem (if you have the
cash) is to have your engine blueprinted. The
process is perfectly legal, as the sizes of all parts
remain (6) ................................ the tolerances that
are (7) ................................ for the standard engine
specification. However, by carefully matching pairs
or groups of parts that are all in either the lower
or upper half of the tolerance (8) ................................ ,
a blueprinted engine is built to (9) ............................... .
together very precisely, thanks to almost perfect
(10) ................................ between moving parts.

t:fou . ,

Think of a type of product or structure you're familiar with . Imagine you're designing it, and
art· discussing the tolcrant-es required for different components. Say what tolerances arc
permissible, both for production (not too tight du e to co sl), and for quality (not ton loose) .
Say which parts require the tightest tnlcmntTS, and explain why.
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Numbers and calculations

-

Decimals and fractions
A manufacturer is thinking about giving both metric measurements (for example, millimetres)
and imperial measurements (for example, inches) in its product specifications. One of the
company's engineers is giving his opinion on the idea in a meeting.
'One problem is, when you convert from metric to imperial you no longer have whole
numbers - you get long decimal numbers . For example, one millimetre is nought point
nought three nine three seven inches as a decimal. So to be manageable, decimals have to be
rounded up or down. You'd probably round up that number to two decimal places, to give
you zero point zero four. Now, you might say the difference is negligible- it's so small it's
not going to affect anything. But even if it's just a tiny fraction of a unit- one hundredth of
an inch (1/100), or one thousandth of an inch (1/1000)- and those numbers are then used in
calculations, the rounding error can very quickly add up to give bigger inaccuracies.'
Note: See Appendix Ill on page 100 for
a list of metric and imperial units.

-

I

MM

=

0 .o3q 37 if!Ghes "" 0 .0 4 if!Ghes

Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
During a TV programme about garden design, the presenter is explaining the calculations
required to make a large setsquare which can be used for setting out.
To mal<:.e one of -these, 'jOO need -to use P'jfuagora..s 's lheorem. So, a <jUicl<:. geome-tr'j
lesson. tv\easure a leng-th of -timber for one of -the sides ad1acen-t -to -the right-angle.
I 've made This :, fee-t long. lhe.n :>qJafe. -thai" number -

:,

WIUH:.iplle.! b'j :, e.ljUo.ls 9. lhe.n

do -the same Wifu -the o-ther side ad1acen-t -to -the right-angle. I 've made This one 4
fee-t long. Worl<:. ou-t

the.

ihose -two numbers -

root of

~uo.re.

so if I

of

is 1'=>. lhe.n worl<:. ou-t the. SUWI of
I'=> plus 9 is 2?. lhe.n, calcula-te the. ~uo.re.

-thai". So, 4 ti~nes 4

o.c:ld I'=> to 9

fua-t. lhe s<jUMe roo-t of 2') is ?. lha-t means -the longes-t side -

h'jpo-tenuse -

-the

needs -to be ') fee-t long. And i-t doesn '-t matter wha-t leng-th '::lou mal<:.e

-the -two ad1acen-t sides -

if -the s<juare of -the h'jPoi"enuse is ~I

each of -the adiacen-t sides,

o.c:lde.!

i.o

-the S<jUMe of

t~the.r, '::lou '11 have a perfec-t nght-angle .

A large setsquare for setting out
Now 'jOU can also s-tart b'j mal<:.ing -the h'jpoi"enuse, s<juare fue leng-th of fua-t, -then

subi.ro.d one frOWI
less I'=> Is 9. And -the S<jUMe

mal<:.e one of -the o-ther sides, S<jUMe -the leng-th of -thai", and -then
-the o-ther. ~or This e x ample, -tha-t would be 2? W~lnus I'=>. So, 2?

9 is :,, Which gives me fue remaining side . Al-temaTivel'j, 'jOO can mal<:.e bofu -the
- mal<:.e fuem -the same leng-th. So, -tal<:.e -the S<juare of fue
h'jpoi"enuse, which is 2?, divide. -tha-t b'j 2, which is \2.?, -then war\<:. ou-t fue S<jUMe roo-t of
roo-t of

ad1acent sides ~uo.l
\2 .?, which

re<juires a calcula-tor! lha-t's wh'j i-t's easies-t -to use a :,-4-') -triangle, lil<:.e

This, Which convenienii'j worl<:.s wifu whole numbers. And fua-t 's also Wh'j I 'm measuring
l~lo.\, because :, fee-t b'j 4 fee-t b'j ') fee-t is a pracTical siz...e -to war\<:. wifu.
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8.1

Write the numbers in words. Look at A opposite to help you.

1.793
2 1/100 mm
3 1/1000 mm
4 0

8.2

millimetre
millimetre
................................ or ............................... .

Complete the descriptions of the numbers using words from A opposite.
1 0.25 = %

The first number is a decimal, and the second is a

2 0.6368 "'0.637

The second number is ................................................................ to three

3

The second number is ................................................................ to one

7.5278 "' 7.5

4 8,26,154
5 Error: 0.00001%
6 0.586 kg X 9,000 = 5,274 kg

0.59 kg

8.3

X

9,000 = 5,310 kg

This difference is the result of a ............................... .

Complete the calculations using the words in the box. Sometimes there is more than one
possible answer. Look at B opposite to help you.
divided
less

mmus
multiplied

14 + 8 = 22
2 100 X 20 = 2,000
3 7 X 11 = 77
4 400 + 8 =50
5 95 + 2 = 97
6 82 = 64
7 50-30 = 20
8 ~100 = 10
9 112=121
10 48- 12 = 36

8.4

The numbers aren't fractions or decimals.
They're ................................ numbers.
The error is so small that it's ................................ .

plus
square

square root
squared

subtract
swn

times

Fourteen ................................ eight equals twenty-two.
One hundred ................................ twenty is two thousand.
Seven ................................ by eleven equals seventy-seven.
Four hundred ................................ by eight equals fifty.
The ................................ of ninety-five and two is ninety-seven.
The ................................ of eight is sixty-four.
If you ................................ thirty from fifty, it equa ls twenty.
The ................................ of a hundred is ten.
Eleven ................................ is a hundred and twenty-one.
Forty-eight ................................ twelve equals thirty-six.

Use your knowledge of basic geometry to complete the sentences. Use one or two words from
B opposite to fill each gap.
1 The ................................ of the three angles in a triangle equals 180 degrees.

2 The area of a circle is equal to the ................................ of its radius ................................ 3.14.
3 The area of a right-angle triangle is equal to the length of one adjacent side, ............................... .

the length of the other adjacent side, ................................ two.
4 The length of each side of a square is equal to the ................................ of the square's area.
5 If each angle in a triangle is 60°, then the lengths of its sides are ................................ .

Ov~r ..f-o J:iou ~
Write down a few examples of some calculations you did recently, or ones that you do
frequently, and then explain them.
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Area, size and mass

-

Area
The textbook extract below looks at different aspects of area.

The sizes of electrical wires are specified by a number which gives an area in square
millimetres. For example, in a home, a 6 mm2 wire may be specified to supply an electric
oven in a kitchen . This number gives the cross-sectional area of the conductor. Increasing the
cross-sectional area allows the conductor to carry more current safely, without overheating.

---'<-------\---conductor
insulation
r----+---1--radius: 1.38 mm

Cross-sectional area = nr

2

= 3.14 x 1.382 = 6

Cross-section of 6 mm 2 wire

In high-voltage power lines, it is not only the
cross-sectional area of conductors that is
important, but also their surface area - the
amount of surface that is in contact with
the air, to allow cooling. Therefore, instead
of using single cables with large sections
for each conductor, power lines often use
groups of two, three or four small-section
cables, to give more surface area than a
single, large-section cable.

-

Weight, mass, volume and density
In everyday language, the term weight means how heavy things are (how much they weigh),
and grams and kilograms are used as units of weight. But in physics and in engineering,
grams and kilograms are units of mass. Whether an object is on earth -where it is subjected
to gravity (the pull of the earth) - or floating weightless in space, its mass is always the same.
The mass of an object depends on:

•

the volume of the object, measured in cubic metres (m3 ) -as an object's volume increases,
its mass increases

•

the density of the object, measured in kilograms per cubic metre (kg/m3 ) - as density
increases, mass per unit of volume increases.

The mass of an object is the object's volume multiplied by its density. The weight of an object
is the force exerted on the object's mass by gravity.
Some materials are very dense, and therefore very heavy. An example is lead (Ph), which has
a density of 11,340 kg/m 3 • Other materials, such as expanded polystyrene (which can have a
density as low as 10 kg!m 3 ), are very lightweight.
24
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9.1

The component below is made of mild steel. It has a radius of 40mm and it is 1,200mm long.
Complete the calculations using the words in the box. Look at A and B opposite to help you.

cross-sectional area

density

surface area

mass

volume

(1) ................................ of mild steel: 7,850kg/m 3
(2]................................ : nr2 = 3.14 x 402

=

5 024mm 2 = 0.005024m 2

(3) ................................ : 0.005024 m 2 x 1. 2m

=

0 .0060288 m 3

(4) ................................ : 0.0060288m 3 x 7,850kg/m 3

=

Circumference: 2nr

0.251 m

=

3.14 x 40mm

=

251 mm

=

47.32608kg

Total (5) ................................ to be painted: 0.251 m x 1.2m + 0.005m 2 + 0.005m2 = 0.311 m 2

9.2

Now write the whole words for the unit abbreviations in the calculation in 9.1 above.
Look at A and B opposite to help you. The first one has been done for you.
1 m
2 mm

4 m2
5m3

metres

3m~

9.3

7 kglm 3

6~

Complete the extract from an article about satellite design using the words in the box. Look
at A and B opposite to help you.
cubic

gravity

lightweight

mass

square

weigh

weightless

Satellites need to be designed to cope with two very different
phases: deployment (the journey into space by rocket) and operation
(working in space).
For the first phase, engineers are faced with the problem that every
(1) ................................ metre of volume taken up within the rocket will add
millions of dollars to its ticket into space. And each extra gram of
(2) ................................ added to the craft will increase the fuel needed to
propel it upwards against the pull of (3) ................................. That extra fuel,
in turn, will (4) ................................ a little more, further adding to the total
weight of the craft. With the cost of kilograms so high, the satellite must
therefore be as (5) ................................ as possible.
In the second phase, with the orbiting satellite now (6) ................................ ,
its mass is practically irrelevant. As for the amount of space occupied,
the situation is completely reversed. The satellite's solar panels, which
transform sunlight into battery power, must unfold to cover as wide an
area as possible- opening out to cover an area of several
(7) ................................ metres- in order to maximize their exposure to the sun.

ov~r .f-o tjotc ~
Talk about different materials that are suitable for specific engineering uses due to their
density - because they are either very dense, or very lightweight.
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Measurable parameters
Supply, demand and capacity
The article below is fro m the technology section of a business magazine.
Calculating the capacity of an electricity grid -the amount of energy it needs to supply to users
-might seem simple. Just add up the power supplied over a given period of t ime to give the total
amount consumed by users. Then, divide the cumulative amount of power used during the whole
period by the number of hours in the period.The result is an average level of consumption per hour.
But there's one problem w it h this method -and it's a major one.
The rate of power consumpt ion -the amount that's being consumed at a particular moment- is
not constant. In other words, consumption does not stay at the same level all the t ime. So electricity
supply requireme nts ca nnot simply be averaged out over t ime. People use more power at certain

times of day, and less at other times, which means that demand for power fluctuates sign ificant ly.
Generally, it rises to a maximum in the evening (peak demand is at evening mea ltimes), and fa lls to
its lowest levels during the night. These fluctuations are so big that at peak times consumption
can be twice as high as it is during off-peak times. Clearly, the grid needs to have sufficient capacity
to meet demand when consumption peaks. But since each peak is brief, the grid w ill only run to
capacity - at or close to its maximum capability- for a few moments each day. This means, most of

the time, it has sign ificant spare capacity.

-

Input, output and efficiency
Power lines and transformers are relatively inefficient, wasting energy - ma inly by giving off heat.
As a res ult, there is a difference between input - the amount of energy put into the grid by power
stations, and output - the amount used by consumers. On a typical grid, the difference between
input and output is about 7%- th ere is a 7% energy loss. Bu t if electricity is generated at the place
where it's consumed, and not transmitted through long-distance power lines, this loss can be
avoided. Consequently, locally produced electricity is more efficient than grid-supplied power, as
there is a gain in efficiency of around 7%.
One way to produce power loca lly is with photovoltaics
(PVs) - often called solar panels. However, many PV
installations are stil l con nected to the electricity grid.
This means that when there is surplus power - when
electricity is being produced by t he solar panels faster
than it is needed in the home - it is fed into the grid.
If consumption exceeds production - if electricity is
being used in the home faster than the solar panels can
produce it - then power is taken from t he grid. Homes
with low consumption may therefore become net
prod ucers of power, producing more electricity t han
they consume.
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10.1

An engineer is talking to a colleague about the design of a fuel tank for a water pump.
Complete the explanation using the words in the box. Look at A opposite to help you.
average
capacity

constant
consume

consumption
cumulative

duration
rate

f-uel (I) ................................ fo( -this e.ngine. is abou-t \.? \i-t(e.s pe( hou(. Of

CCXJ(.5e.,

some.-time.s

t-t'\1 (2) ................................ a bi-t mQ(e., some.-time.s a bi-t le.ss, de.pendlng on -the. wo(\:.load . !J<.tt

\.? is an ('~) ................................ figu(e. . And le.-t 's sa'j -the. (4) ................................ of a WO(\:. shifT

Is 5 hou(s. lhe. pump Will have. -to be.. s-topped oc.c.asionall'j, -to cle.an -the. in-tak.e. fil-te.(,
so i-t won '-t be.. 5 hou(s of (')) ................................ (<Jnning. !J<.tt

we. '11

sa'j 5 hours, -to be.. on

-the. safe. side.. So 5 hours of (Unning a-t a (lo) ................................ of \.? li-t(e.s pe( hou( give.s
12 lrt(e.s of (7) ................................ consump-tion over a shifT.

So if we. wan-t -the. pump -to have.

sufficie.n-t fuel a<.ttonom'j fO( an 5-hou( shifT, -the. (e) ................................ of -the. fuel -tank.
ne.e.ds -to be.. 12 1!-t(e.s, minimum.

10.2

The graph below shows water consumption in a washing process at a manufacturing plant.
Write figures to complete the comments. Look at A opposite to help you.
Water consumption fluctuated between ................ and ................ litres per second.
2 Averaged out over the period shown, consumption was roughly ................ litres per second.

3 Consumption peaked at a rate of ................ litres per second.
4 If the process ran to capacity, it could use water at a rate of ................ litres per second.

5 When consumption peaked, the process had spare capacity of ................ litres per second.
10
9
8

.................................. Maximum supply capabi lity

7 -------- --------6
5

4

-

3
2
1

o +-----.-----.------.-----.-------r------, Cumulative time - seconds
0

10.3

10

20

30

40

50

60

Choose the correct words from the brackets to complete the explanations from a guided tour
of a manufacturing plant. Look at A and B opposite to help you.
A lot of heat is generated in this part of the process. And all of that (input I output) is
recycled- it provides a (demand I supply) of heat for the next stage of the process. So it's
quite an (efficient I inefficient) system.
2 Sometimes, there's (insufficient I surplus) heat, and it can't all be recycled. At other times
there isn't quite enough recycled heat to keep up with (peak I off-peak) demand for heat
energy further along the process.
3 Some material is lost in the washing process, but the mass of water absorbed is greater
than the mass of material lost. So there's a net (loss I gain) in total mass.

ov~r .f-o t:fotc ~
Think of an energy-consuming appliance you're familiar with. Imagine you are starting a
project to redesign it, in order to improve its efficiency. Answer the following questions:
•

How much energy does the appliance consume? Is consumption constant or fluctuating?
Describe any fluctuations, in terms of average and peak consumption.

•

How efficient is the appliance? What are the main reasons for inefficiencies? What are
your first thoughts on how efficiency could be improved?
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Material types

-

Metals and non-metals
Engineering materials can be divided into:
•

metals- examples of metallic materials are iron (Fe) and copper (Cu)

•

non-metals- examples of non-metallic materials are carbon (C) and silicon (Si).

As iron is such a widely used material, metals can be divided into:

-

•

ferrous metals- those that contain iron

•

non-ferrous metals- those that do not contain iron.

Elements, compounds and mixtures
With regard to the chemical composition of materials -the chemicals they contain, and how
those chemicals are combined- three main categories can be used:
•

Elements are pure materials in their most basic form. They cannot be broken down into
different constituents ('ingredients'). Examples of elements widely used in engineering
materials are iron, carbon and aluminium (AI) .

•

Compounds consist of two or more elements that are chemically bound - that is,
combined by a chemical reaction. An everyday example is water, which is a compound of
hydrogen (H) and oxygen (0).

•

Mixtures consist of two or more elements or compounds which are mixed together, but
which are not chemically bound. In engineering, common examples are alloys -that is,
metals which have other metals and/or non-metals mixed with them. A common example
is steel, which is an iron-carbon alloy, and can include other alloying metals- metals
which are added to alloys, in small quantities relative to the main metal. Examples of
widely used alloying metals are chromium (Cr), manganese (Mn) and tungsten (W).

IBrE: aluminium /,rel.jo'mm.i.~m/; ArnE: aluminum /~'lu: . mr.n~m/1
Note: For a list of chemical elements and their symbols, see Appendix IV on page 104.

-

Composite materials
The article below is from an engineering journal.

Materials under the microscope: composites
hen you think of examples of hi-tech materials,
composite materials come to mind- such as
carbon-fibre, used in aerospace and Formula 1 cars.
But although we think of composites as hi-tech and
highly expensive, that's not always true. The earliest
examples of composite materials were bricks made
from mud and straw. Or, to use the correct composite
terms, from straw reinforcement- the structural
network that reinforces the material inside, and a mud
matrix- the material surrounding the reinforcement.
These terms explain what a composite material is: a
matrix with a reinforcing material inside it. A modern,
everyday example is fibreglass- correctly called glassreinforced plastic (GRP) -which has a plastic matrix
reinforced with glass fibres.

W
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11.1

Complete the sentences using the words in the box. Look at A opposite and Appendix IV on
page 104 to help you.
metal

non-metal

metallic

non-metallic

ferrous

non-ferrous

1 Carbon (C) is a ................................ .
2 Copper (Cu) is a ................................ metal.
3

Aluminium (AI) is a common ................................ .

4 Steel (Fe + C) is a widely used ................................ metal.
5 Although it is used in steel, carbon is ................................ .

6 Aluminium is relatively lightweight for a ................................ material.

11.2

Decide whether the sentences below are true or false, and correct the false sentences. Look at
B opposite to help you.
1 The elements that make up a compound are chemically bound.
2 Alloys are chemical compounds that are frequently used in engineering.
3

Alloys can contain both metallic and non-metallic constituents.

4 In an alloy, an alloying metal is the biggest constituent, by percentage.
5

11.3

Steel is a metallic element.

Complete the extract about concrete and steel, using suitable forms of the word reinforce
from C opposite. Sometimes there is more than one possible answer.
(1) ................................ concrete is one of the most widely used construction materials, and one we
take for granted. However, using steel bars to (2) ................................ concrete structures located
outdoors is only possible thanks to a fortunate coincidence: concrete and steel have practically the
same coefficient of thermal expansion - in other words, as atmospheric temperature varies, the
concrete and the steel (3) ................................ expand and contract at the same rate, allowing uniform
movement. Using a (4) ................................ material with a different coefficient of expansion would not
be feasible. For example, (5) aluminium-................................concrete would quickly disintegrate.

11.4

Read the text below and find two elements, two compounds, an alloy and a composite.
Look at A, B and C opposite to help you.
Generally, the steel used in reinforced concrete will have previously been exposed to water
and to the oxygen in the air. As a result, it will usually be partly corroded, being covered
with a layer of iron oxide (rust). However, once the steel is inside the hardened concrete,
it will be protected from air and water, which prevents further rusting. Additionally, the
cement in concrete does not react aggressively with the iron in steel.

Ove-r ..f-o tjou
Think of some of the materials used to make products or str uct ures you know about. Say
whether the materials are elements, compounds, mixtures, al loys or composites. If they are
composites, wh<1t materials are used (a) as the matrix, and (b) as re inforcement?
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W

-

Steel
Carbon steels
This extract from an article in an engineering journal is about different types of steel.

Steel is the most widely used engineering material.
Technically, though, this well-known alloy of iron
and carbon is not as simple as one might think. Steel
comes in a huge range of different grades, each with
different characteristics. For the inexperienced, it can
be difficult to know where to begin.
A good place to start is with the two main types of steel.
The first, carbon steels, consist of iron and carbon, and
contain no significant quantities of other metals. Carbon
steels can be divided into three main grades:
• Mild steel - the most widely used grade - is a low carbon steel which contains up
to approximately 0.3% carbon.
• Medium carbon steel contains between approximately 0.3% and 0.6% carbon.
• High carbon steel contains between approximately 0.6% and 1.4% carbon.
Note: The chemical symbo l for iron = Fe, and carbon = C.

- - Alloy steels
The article goes on to look at alloy steels.

The second main category of steel is alloy steels, which consist of iron, carbon and
one or more alloying metals. Specific grades of alloy steel include:
• low alloy steels, which contain 90% or more iron, and up to approximately 10% of
alloying metals such as chromium, nickel, manganese, molybdenum and vanadium
• high strength low alloy steels (HSLA), which contain smaller quantities of the
above metals (typically less than 2%)
• stainless steels, which contain chromium as well as other metals - such as nickel and which do not rust.
• tool steels, which are extremely hard, and are used in cutting tools. They contain
tungsten and/or cobalt. A widely used grade of tool steel is high-speed steel,
which is used in cutting tools that operate at high temperatures, such as drill bits.
Notes : The terms carbon steel and alloy steel can cause confusion, as carbon steels are also alloys,
and alloy steels also contain carbon.
The chemica l symbo l for chromium = Cr, cobalt= Co, nicke l = Ni, manganese= Mn,
molybdenum = Mo, tungsten = W, and vanadium = V.

-

Corrosion
One weakness of mild steel is that it corrodes - its surface progressively
deteriorates due to a chemical reaction. This reaction takes place between
the iron in the steel and the oxygen (0 2 ) in the air, to form iron oxide. When
iron corrodes, we say that it rusts. In some metals, such as aluminiwn (Al),
the presence of corrosion is not a problem, as the layer of oxide around the
metal remains hard, which prevents it from oxidizing any further. However,
when mild steel goes rusty, the rust on the surface comes off continuously,
and a new rusty layer forms, progressively 'eating into' the metal.
30
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12.1

Decide whether the sentences below are true or false, and correct the false sentences. Look at
A and B opposite to help you.
Steel is an alloy of iron and carbon.
Mild steel is a high carbon steel.
Alloy steels contain carbon.
Chromium and nickel are used as alloying metals in steel.
Low alloy steels contain more chromium than iron.
Stainless steel is an alloy steel.
7 Tungsten is added to steel to make it softer.
8 High-speed steel is suitable for making cutting tools that get very hot.

2
3
4
5
6

12.2

Complete the table with words related to corrode, oxide and rust. Then use the words to
complete the sentences below. There is more than one possible answer. Look at C opposite to
help you.

Verb

Adjective

Noun

corroded
oxidized
I go rusty
1 When steel is exposed to air and water, it ................................................ .
2 A br own/red material on the surface of steel is called ................................................ .
3 The strength of steel is reduced if it is ................................................ .

12.3

Complete the article about a special type of steel, using words from A, B and C opposite.

eathering steel
The perennial problem with mild (1) ................................ is that it
(2) ................................ when exposed to air and water. Generally,
the only solution is either to apply a protective coating, or to
use another (3) ................................ of steel that is resistant to the
(4) ................................ process- the most well-known being
{5) ................................ steel, which contains significant quantities
of (6) ................................ and, often, nickel.
There is, however, an alternative solution. So-called
weathering steel is a special alloy suitable for outdoor use.
But rather than being completely protected from corrosion,
the surface of the steel is allowed to go (7) ................................ .
Once a layer of (8) ................................ has formed on the surface, it
stabilizes and forms a hard protective layer This layer differs
from ordinary (9) ................................ oxide, as it does not continue
to eat into the metal. While not everyone may like the 'rusty
look', weathering steel has been widely used in architectural
applications and outdoor sculptures.

Ove..r ..f-o tjou

~

Think about some items you're familiar with that are made of steel, but which are not
protected (for example, by paint) . How serious is the potential problem of corrosion? How is
it prevented or limited- for example, by using a specific grade of steel?
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Non-ferrous metals
-

Common non-ferrous engineering metals
These website extracts look at the engineering applications of some non-ferrous metals -that
is, metals that do not contain iron.

Aluminium is widely used, often in alloy forms . An example is duralumin, an alloy
used in aircraft manufacturing, which also contains copper ( 4.4%) and magnesium
(1.5%). Aluminium can also be alloyed with titanium to produce very strong,
lightweight metals.

Copper is an excellent electrical conductor, which makes it ideal for use in electric wires.
Good ductility also makes it suitable for pipes. Copper is widely used in alloys, notably
brass (copper and zinc) and bronze (copper and tin, and sometimes lead) .

Silver is a precious metal - a reference to its high cost. It is a better electrical
conductor than any other material, so it is often used for electronic connections. Another
precious metal - gold - is also an excellent conductor, and is highly corrosion-resistant.
Notes: For more on metals and alloys, see Unit 11. For more on ductility, see Unit 18.
The chemical symbol for aluminium =AI, copper= Cu, magnesium = Mg, titanium = Ti,
zinc = Zn, tin = Sn, lead = Pb, silver = Ag and gold = Au.

- - Plating with non-ferrous metals
Non-ferrous metals can be used to protect steel from corrosion by plating it- that is,
covering it with a thin layer of metal. An example is galvanizing (zinc plating).
Steel can be hot-dip galvanized, by placing it in molten (liquid) zinc. It can also be electrogalvanized, which is a type of electroplating. With this technique, the steel component is
placed in a liquid (often an acid)- called the electrolyte- and connected to the negative
terminal (-) of an electrical supply, to become the cathode (the negative side). A piece of zinc
is also placed in the electrolyte, and is connected to the positive terminal (+) of the supply.
This then becomes the anode (the positive side). An electric current then flows between the
pieces of metal, through the electrolyte. This causes a chemical reaction, which deposits zinc
on the cathode, plating the component.
A related process, called anodizing, is used to protect aluminium. The component to be
anodized is connected to the positive terminal (to become the anode) and placed in an
electrolyte, with a cathode. As electricity flows, aluminium oxide is deposited on the anode.
As this is harder than aluminium metal, it provides protection.
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13.1

Make correct sentences using one part from each co lumn. Look at A opposite to help you.
The first one has been done for you.
1 Duralumin \

can be mixed with copper to make

silver.

2 Titanium

resists corrosion better than the other precious metal,

brass.

has a high strength-to-weight ratio and is often alloyed with

aluminium.

4 Copper

is an aluminium alloy that also contains copper and............___

bronze.

5 Gold

can be mixed with tin and lead to produce

3

Zinc

~ magnesmm.

13.2

Complete the word groups below using the names of the metals in 13.1 above. You will need
to write some names more than once. Look at A opposite to help you.

13.3

Complete the checklist for electroplating using the words in the box. Look at B opposite to
help you .
anode
cathode

electrolyte
electroplating

galvanizing
negative

plated
positive

.I Check that there is sufficient (1) ................................ in the bath to completely cover the
component, in order to ensure that the component will subsequently be (2) ............................... .
over its entire surface area .
.I Ensure that the component is connected to the (3) ................................ terminal of the electrical
supply. During the (4) ................................ process, the component should function as the
(5) ................................ .
.I Ensure that the metal being used for plating- e.g. zinc for (6) ................................ -is
connected to the (7) ................................ terminal of the electrical supply. During the process,
it should function as the (8) ................................ .

.-----.---electrical supply
(direct current)

bath containing electro lyte

....----~-- e l ectrical

supply
(direct current)

bath containing electrolyte

steel component being
plated= cathode(-)

L _ - - - -Electroplati ng

metal being used for plating
(e.g. zi nc) =anode (+)

aluminium component being
' - -- - - - anod ized =anode (+)
Anodizing

Ov~r .f-o 1:fou ~
How are non-ferrous metals used in your industry, or an industry you're familiar with? Is
electroplating common? If so, what kinds of metals are used for plating, and why are these
specific metals chosen?
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Polymers
Natural and synthetic polymers
The web page below, from a website for engineering students, provides an introduction to
polymers .
r :_ 1r~1~1

With names such as polytetrafluoroethyline and polyethyleneteraphthalate, it's not
surprising that polymers are usually called by their more common name, plastic.
But what, exactly, is a polymer or a plastic?
Polymers are compounds made up of several
elements that are chemically bound. Most
compounds consist of large numbers of tiny
molecules, which each contain just a few
atoms . For example, a water molecule- H2 0contains two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen
atom. But the molecules of polymers contain
huge numbers of atoms, joined together in
long chains.

Rubber, thanks to its many uses from rubber
A polymer chain
bands to car tyres , is one of the best-known
polymers. It comes from latex, a natural liquid which comes from rubber trees . Rubber
is therefore a natural polymer. However, most of the polymers used in industry are
not natural, but synthetic. The term 'plastic' is generally used to refer to synthetic
polymers- in other words, those that are manmade.
Note: Rubber can be natural (natural rubber) or synthetic (synthetic rubber).

Thermoplastics and thermosetting plastics
The page goes on to look at types of polymer.

Synthetic polymers can be divided into two main categories:

Thermoplastics can be melted by heat, and formed in shaped containers called moulds .
After the liquid plastic has cooled, it sets to form a solid material. A thermoplastic
is a type of plast ic that can be heated and moulded numerous times. Examples of
thermoplastics that are common in engineering include:
• ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene)- stiff and light, used in vehicle bodywork
• polycarbonate - used to make strong, transparent panels and vehicle lights
• PVC (polyvinylchloride) -a cheaper plastic used for window frames and pipes.
Thermosetting plastics, also called thermosets, can be heated and moulded like
thermoplastics. They may also be mixed from cold ingredients . However, during cooling
or mixing, a chemical reaction occurs, causing thermosets to cure. This means they set
permanently, and cannot be moulded again. If a thermoset is heated after curing, it will
burn . Examples of thermosets used in engineering are:
• epoxy resins- used in very strong adhesives
• polyimides- strong and flexible, used as insulators in some electric cables.
Two more categories of polymer are engineering plastics and elastomers. Engineering
plastics are mostly thermoplastics that are especially strong, such as ABS and polycarbonate .
Elastomers are very elastic polymers which can be stretched by force to at least twice their
original length, and can then return to their original length when the force is removed.
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14.1

Circle the correct words to complete the text. Look at A opposite to help you.
A lot of rubber is made from latex, a (1) natural/synthetic polymer which comes from rubber
trees. However, not all rubber comes from trees. Synthetic rubber is a (2) manmade/natural
polymer with similar properties to latex. Plastics are also polymers. Like rubber, they consist
of long chains of (3) atoms/molecules which form extremely large (4) atoms/molecules.

14.2

Read the extract describing a plastic panel manufacturing process. Then decide whether the
sentences below are true or false, and correct the false sentences. Look at B opposite to help you.

By this stage of the process, the plastic is solid, and has fully cooled. Selected panels can now undergo
quality-control testing, to check they are strong enough to cope with the tough conditions they will
be exposed to in use. Tests include tensile testing, where narrow lengths of panel are subjected to high
tension loads to check they do not stretch or fracture. More tests are carried out to check the panels'
resistance to impacts and scratching. Any products that fail the tests are returned to the beginning of
the production process, melted down, and their material is reused.

1 The plastic was heated earlier in the process.
2 The plastic has now set.
3 The plastic is now liquid.

4 To pass one of the tests, the plastic must be an elastomer.
5 T he description suggests the plastic is a type of engineering plastic.

6 The material is a thermosetting plastic.
7 The material is a thermoplastic.

14.3

Complete the word puzzle and find the word going across the page. Look at A and B
opposite to help you.
1 a shorter name for polyvinylchloride

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

used for forming melted plastic
a group of atoms
a long chain of atoms
to set permanently
a very elastic polymer
a plastic that sets permanently
a natural polymer
a very strong thermoset resin
not natural
particles that form molecules
another word for 'not natural'
material used to make rubber

4

3
2
1

-1

-1

-1

7

-

12 13

8

6

9

-1

-1 -1

-1 -1

10

5

11

-1

-1

1--L--

L___

L___

Ove,r ..f-o /10tc

~

Talk about specific types of polymer that are used in your industry, or an industry you're
familiar with . How are they used? Which of the categories mentioned in A and B opposite do
the polymers belong to?
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Minerals and ceramics

-

Mineral and ceramic engineering materials
A mineral is a natural, inorganic material (one that is not living) which is found in the
ground, often within rocks. Minerals are quite pure. Rocks, on the other hand, can be
mixtures of several minerals, and may also contain previously organic material. Examples of
minerals include different types of ore- from which metal can be extracted- such as iron
ore. Non-metallic minerals include:
•

diamond, an extremely hard form of carbon (C), which is used as an abrasive (very hard
and rough) material in cutting tools- frequently referred to as industrial diamond when
used in engineering

•

silicon (Si), found in sand as silica (silicon dioxide- Si02), which can be heated to high
temperatures to make glass.

Generally, inorganic, non-metallic materials
that have been formed by heating are called
ceramics. Glass is therefore a ceramic. When
materials are heated to extremely high
temperatures to form ceramics that are glasslike - that is, with a structure like that of glass
- we say that they are vitrified.
Ceramic materials are used to make
construction materials such as bricks. These
are made from clay, and are then fired in a
kiln- that is, heated to a high temperature in
an industrial oven. Clay can also be vitrified for example, to make waterproof pipes.

IIIIIIIICil

Clay bricks

Glass
A technical adviser for a glass manufacturer is giving a briefing to a group of engineers at a
trade fair.
'Sheets of glass, which are obviously flat and thin, are called float glass. This refers to the
manufacturing technique where molten glass is floated on molten tin, to produce flat sheets.
Usually, after float glass has been formed, it's annealed - it's left to cool slowly. But if it's left
in this state, and the glass later gets broken, it breaks into dangerous, sharp pieces. So for
most engineering and architectural uses, annealed glass is unsuitable. We need to use what we
call safety glass.'
'One type of safety glass is toughened glass, also called tempered glass. As the term suggests,
the glass is tempered - it's heated and kept hot for a certain time, to change its structure.
Then if tempered glass is broken, it shatters - it breaks into tiny pieces. These are a lot
safer than the long, sharp pieces produced when annealed glass breaks. The disadvantage of
toughened glass is that it can't withstand impacts from small objects, such as flying stones.
So, for instance, that makes it unsuitable for vehicle windscreens. So in cases where impacts
are a problem, another type of safety glass -laminated glass- is generally used. This is made
by laminating glass with a polymer- in other words, making a glass and polymer 'sandwich',
with a sheet of polymer in the middle and sheets of glass at either side. The advantage of
having a laminated material is not just that it's very strong. The layers of glass are bonded
to a layer of polymer- they're stuck to the polymer- so if the glass does break, the broken
pieces are held together, and don't fly.'
BrE: windscreen; ArnE: windshield
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15.1

Decide whether the sentences below are true or false. Then, change one word in each of the
false sentences to correct them. Look at A opposite to help you.
1 Minerals are organic.
2 Minerals can be found in rocks.

3 Silica is a compound containing silicon.
4 Minerals can be metallic or non-metallic.
5 Industrial diamond is an abrasive, metallic mineral.
6 In order to become ceramics, materials must be vitrified.
7 Clay can be fired to produce material with a glass-like structure.

15.2

Use the words and expressions in the box to describe each photo. You will need to use some
words more than once. Look at B opposite to help you.
annealed glass
laminated glass

safety glass
tempered glass

toughened glass
windscreen
3

15.3

Complete the article about bulletproof glass from a science and technology magazine, using
words from B opposite. Sometimes, more than one word is possible.
'Bulletproof' is a loosely used word, suggesting something is totally unbreakable. But technically
speaking, how accurate is the term 'bulletproof glass'? Outside of Hollywood movies, can glass
really stop bullets? The answer is, not on its own. But if several (1) ................................ of glass are
sandwiched with a high-strength polymer to form (2) ................................ glass, a bullet-resistant, if not
completely bulletproof. barrier can be obtained.
The technique of sandwiching polymer and glass is nothing unusual. Car windscreens are made by
(3) ................................ glass to a polymer, such as polyvinyl butyral (PVB), to form a type of safety glass
Unlike the other main type of safety glass- (4) ................................ glass -laminated glass remains
intact on breaking. If a stone hits a windscreen, even though a small section of the glass on the
outside may crack, the polymer behind it will stop the stone, and also ensure the entire piece of
glass doesn't (5) ................................ Bullet-resistant glass uses the same principle, but must be much
tougher. A stronger polymer is therefore used - often polycarbonate - as well as a greater number
of (6) ................................ of glass and polymer.

01

Ove,r ..f-o tjou ~
Think about the different ceramics and minerals used in your industry, or in an industry
you're familiar with. What types of material arc used, and why?
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Concrete
-

Concrete mix design

Cement

Sand - fine aggregate

Gravel - coarse aggregate

Cement is a key material in construction. It consists of a very fine powder. When water
is added to cement, a chemical reaction occurs, and the cement begins to set - it starts to
become solid. The most widely used cement-based material is concrete, which is made from
cement, fine aggregate (sand), coarse aggregate (gravel) and water. After concrete has set,
it needs time to reach its structural strength - the strength needed to perform effectively.
Generally, engineers consider that this strength is reached after 28 days - a point called
28-day strength.
Concrete mix designs, which are specified by engineers, state the proportions of cement, fine
aggregate and coarse aggregate to be used for specific structures. For example, a 1:2:4 (onetwo-four) mix consists of one part cement, two parts fine aggregate and four parts coarse
aggregate. For mixing precise quantities- known as hatching- proportions are measured by
weight. Mix designs also specify the water-cement ratio - the amount of water added relative
to the amount of cement used. Excess water reduces the strength of concrete, so the quantity
of water is kept to a minimum. But as drier concrete is more difficult to work with, an
additive (added chemical substance) called a plasticizer is often used. This helps the concrete
to flow more easily. Other additives can also be used- for example, a retarder may be added
to delay setting, which gives workers more time to pour (place) the concrete.

Reinforced concrete
Reinforced concrete (RC) structures contain
steel bars. Steel reinforcement is needed mainly
because concrete is weak in tension - that is, bad
at resisting stretching forces . As steel is strong in
tension, reinforcing bars overcome this weakness.
In order to form the different parts of structures,
formwork - sometimes also called shuttering - is
used. This consists of moulds of the required size
and shape, made from steel or timber, which are
used to contain the concrete until it has set.

In-situ reinforced concrete being poured

When wet concrete is cast (placed) in its final position, it is called in-situ concrete. Instead of
being cast in-situ, reinforced concrete elements can also be precast- cast at a factory - then
delivered to the construction site ready for assembly. Sometimes, precast concrete is also
prestressed. With prestressing, tension is applied to the reinforcing bars, by machine, usually
before the concrete is poured. The bars are then held in tension while wet concrete is poured
around them. After the concrete has fully set, the bars become 'trapped' in tension. This
increases the concrete's ability to resist bending forces.
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16.1

Find words and expressions in A opposite to match the descriptions (1-10).
1 gravel used in concrete

sand used in concrete
powder that enables concrete to set
mixing concrete accurately
specification of concrete ingredients
effective structural capability of concrete
affects th e wetness and strength of concrete
8 different types of chemical put in concrete
9 allows concrete to stay wet fo r longer
10 makes drier concrete easier to work with
2
3
4
5
6
7

16.2

Complete the tex tbook extract about a type of prestressed concrete using the words in the
box. Look at B opposite to help yo u.
cast
concrete

formwork
in-situ

pourmg
precast

prestressing
reinforcement

structural

Prestressing techniques
In the production of reinforced concrete components, the process of (1) ................................
usually involves holding the (2) ................................ in tension while (3) ................................
the concrete. This form of prestressing is called pre-tensioning, as tension is applied
before the concrete is poured . The technique is often used in the manufacture of floor
components, which are small enough to fit on the back of a truck, and can therefore be
(4) ................................ at a factory.
A less common prestressing technique is post-tensioning (applying tension after the
concrete has set). This is more suitable for large elements, especially long beams, which
cannot be transported, and therefore need to be poured (5) ................................. Before the
concrete is poured, ducts (usually plastic tubes) are placed inside the (6) ............................... .
along the length of the beam . These ducts contain steel cables. After the concrete has
been (7) ................................ and has gained sufficient (8) ................................ strength, the cables
are put in tension, using jacks at either end of the beam . This is only possible because
the cables are free to move within the ducts- it is not possible with pre-tensioned
reinforcing bars, which are held fast by the hard (9) ................................ surrounding them .
The ends of the cables are then permanently anchored at either end of the beam.
cable anchored
at each end

cable inside duct

Post-tensioned reinforced concrete

Ove,r .f-o t:tou
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Think about a reinforced concrete structure in your area - for example, a building or a
bridge. In what sequence do you think it was built? Do you think it was poured in-situ,
or were its parts precast?
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Wood
Categories of wood
The two main categories of wood are:
•

hardwood - usually from deciduous trees, which lose their
leaves in autumn, although some hardwood (for example,
tropica l hardwood) comes from other types of tree

•

softwood - from coniferous trees, which remain green throughout the year.

In engineering, wood can be categorized as:

•

solid wood - softwood or hardwood that has been sawn into specific shapes and sizes, but
whose natural structure, consisting of grain and knots, remains intact

•

engineered wood- made by bonding {sticking together) layers of solid softwood or
hardwood, or by mixing quantities of wood particles and bonding them with resin.

Notes: In ind ustry, wood is oft en referred t o as t imber (BrE) or lumber (AmE).
In American Engl ish, tim ber genera lly means wood that is still growing in trees.
Knot is pronounced /not / (the k is si lent).

Solid structural timber
The text below is from a technical handbook about structural timber- wood intended to
support loads in a structure.
Generally, timbe r is cut to th e requ ired section- the width and depth tha t determin e its crosssection -at a sawmill, whe re a range of section sizes are produced. Timber from sawm ills
is generally supplied in rough-sawn sections. Thi s refers to the surface te xture produced by
sawing timber with a circular saw. If the timber needs to have a smooth finish - for exa mple,
because it will be visible in the structure- it can subsequ ently be planed to smooth its surface.
Because the strength of wood varies , structural timber must be stress-graded . Th is means its
strength is tested in order to give it a stress grade- a stand ard strength value which an engineer
can use for design calculations . Timber can be mechanically stress-graded, where its strength
is checked by machin e. It can also be visually stress-graded , where the wood is exam ined by an
inspector w ho looks for pote ntial weaknesses- in part icular, the position of knots.

Engineered wood
Engineered wood covers a range of softwood and hardwood materials. It includes:
•

cheap, low-strength boards, such as particle board (often called chipboard) and mediumdensity fibreboard (MDF)

•

stronger boards suitable for structural use - primarily orientated strand board (OSB),
which is made from strands of wood bonded with resin, and plywood, which consists
of several plies {layers) of solid wood, bonded so that the grain of each ply runs at 90
degrees to that of the adjacent plies, to provide increased strength

•

glue-laminated sections- sometimes called glulams - which can be used as major
structural elements, such as beams, in large buildings.

Particle board or chipboard
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Orientated strand board (OSB)

Plywood

17.1

Match the two parts to make correct sentences about wood . In each case, there is more than
one possi ble answer. Look at A opposite to help you.
1 Engineered wood
2 Softwood
3 Solid wood
comes only from coniferous trees.
comes only from decid uo us trees.
can come from either conifero us or decidu ous trees.
specifica lly describes single pieces of timber, not multiple pieces that have been bonded
together.
e is always made from multiple pieces or particles of wood.
f may have knots in it.
a
b
c
d

1 7.2

Complete the sentences below using words and expressions fro m B opposite.
1 Wood has a smooth finish after it has been ............................................................... .
2 Wood cut with a circular saw is called ............................................................... timber.
3 After timber is tested for strengths and weaknesses, it is given a ............................................................... .
4 When tim ber is inspected by a person who looks for weaknesses, it is
5 When timber is inspected by a machine which tests its strength, it is

17.3

Complete the article about the environmental considerations of wood using words from B
and C opposite.

From an environmental perspective, wood
has many advantages. Firstly, it comes from
a sustainable source. Coniferous trees grow
relatively fast, providing a rapidly replaceable
source of (1) ................................ . Secondly, almost
all the timber in a tree can be utilized, leaving
little or no waste. The best quality wood can be
used for structural applications, where solid,
(2) ................................ sections are required by
engineers; for high-strength elements such as
(3) ................................ beams; and in the high-quality
plies used to make (4) ................................. Smaller
strands can be made into engineering wood with
structural properties, such as (5) ................................ .
And small particles and fibres, including those
from waste timber, can go into cheaper
materials, like (6) ................................ board and
(7) ................................ .

Glue-laminated timber in the Scottish
Parliament building in Edinburgh, Scotland

Ove,r .f-o tjoa . ,
What types of timber are used in your horne and/or office, both as building materials and to
make fixtures and furniture within the building?
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rr.l,· Material properties 1
IIU
-

Tensile strength and deformation
When materials are exposed to forces, such as tension (stretching forces ~0~) and
compression (crusrung forces ~0~), they deform- that is, they change shape. The type of
deformation depends on the type of force that is applied.
When a material is subjected to tension, its length will increase by a certain amount. This is
called extension or elongation. It is especially important to understand the performance of
materials in tension, as their tensile strength (ability to resist tension) is usually lower than
their compressive strength (ability to resist compression).

-

Elasticity and plasticity
Some materials can extend significantly, but still return to their original shape. A material's
ability to do this is called elasticity. Rubber is an example of a very elastic material- it can
be elastically deformed to a considerable extent.

If a material has very low elasticity, and is strong, engineers say it is stiff. If a material has
low elasticity and is weak, it is described as brittle- that is, it fractures (breaks, due to
tension) very easily. Glass is an example of a brittle material.
Some materials can change shape significantly, but do not return to their original shape. We say
these materials are plastic. Often, plasticity is described in specific terms. A material that can be
plastically deformed by hammering or rolling- for example, lead (Pb)- is malleable. A material
that can be drawn out (stretched) into a long length- for example, copper (Cu)- is ductile.

-

Stages in elastic and plastic deformation
The graph below shows the typical extension behaviour of ductile materials in tensile testing
-where a sample bar is subjected to a progressively increasing tensile force.
Points 0-1 The extension of the bar is proportional to the increase in tension. For example,
when tension increases by 10%, length increases by 10%.
Point 1
The bar reaches the limit of proportionality. Beyond this point, length begins to
increase at a slightly greater rate than tension.
Point 2
The elastic limit is reached. Beyond this point, the bar will no longer return to
its original length. In many materials, the elastic limit occurs almost immediately
after the limit of proportionality.
The bar reaches its yield point. Once it yields, it continues to increase in length,
Point 3
even without a further increase in tension.
Point 4
This is the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of the material. Beyond this point,
a waist (a narrower section) appears at a point along the length of the bar,
signalling that it is about to fracture.
Point 5
This is the fracture point, where the bar breaks in two.
Tensile load
2

0

3

Extension
Elastic
deformation
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Plastic
deformation

18.1

Complete the sentences using the words in the box. You will need
Look at A opposite to help you.
compressiOn

deformation

elongation

extension

to

use one word twice.

tension

1 A stretching force is called ................................ .
2 A crushing force is called ................................ .
3 Extension is also called ................................ .
4 Tension causes ................................ or ................................ .
5 Tension or compression cause ................................ .

1 8.2

Match the two parts to make correct sentences. Look at B and C opposite to help you.

If a material is stiff
2 If a material is bri ttle
3

If a material is plastic

4 If a material yields
5 If a material fractures
6 If a material is elastically deformed

a
b
c
d
e
f

18.3

it
it
it
it
it
it

is malleable and/or ductile.
has low elasticity and low tensile strength.
has low elasticity and high tensile strength.
has been extended to a point before its elastic limit.
has been loaded beyond its ultimate tensile strength.
has been significantly plastically deformed, but not broken.

Complete the magazine article about springs using words from A, B and C opposite.
How are the springs used in car suspension made springy? It sounds like a silly
question, but thi nk about it fo r a moment. In order for a spring to compress
or extend, then return t o its original shape, it must be (1) ................................ .
But spri ngs are made from wi re, and wire is made from very
(2) ................................ met al (often cold drawn carbon steel) . When
the wire is manufactured, it is not only stretched beyond
its (3) ................................................................ -meaning it will
no longer return to its original length- but also
beyond its (4) ................................................................ , where
significant, irreversible (5) ................................ occurs.
The metal from which springs are made has therefore
been (6) ................................ deformed and, consequently, needs to have its springiness put back .
To do this, once a spring has been formed into a coil, it is tempered- a process in which it is heated
and kept at a high temperature for a sustained peri od . This 'resets' the atomic structure of the
metal (partly, at least), so that after tempering, the spring will behave as it should - it can be
(7) ................................ deformed and will subsequently return to its original shape .

Ov~r .f-o 11o~
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Think about a device, vehicle or structure you're familiar with, and the materials used to
make it. What properties do the materials have? Which properties are strengths in this
situation? Which properties are weaknesses, and how are these weaknesses overcome?
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Material properties 2
Hardness
The hardness of a material affects its durability- that is, how long it will last. Generally, hard
materials are more durable than soft materials, because they are better at resisting wearprogressively worsening damage- to their surfaces. Hardness can be defined in two main ways:
•

Scratch hardness describes a material's ability to resist being scratched. Materia ls with a
high degree of scratch hardness are said to have good abrasion resistance- they are good
at resisting damage due to abrasion (the action of two surfaces being rubbed together).

•

Indentation hardness describes a materia l's abil ity to resist indentations- that is,
compressions in the surface of a material caused by impacts.

Scratches

-

Indentations

Fatigue, fracture toughness and creep
The article below is fro m an aviation magazine.

In aircraft construction, special attention must
be paid to two materials problems that are
well understood by mechanical and structural
engineers.
One is fatigue, often called metal fatigue in metals.
This problem is caused by cyclic loads- forces that
continually vary. In aircraft, the wings are affected
by cyclic loading as they frequently flex, continually
bending up and down due to air turbulence. The
consequence of fatigue is micro-cracking - the
formation of cracks too small to see with the eye,

and which worsen over time. The speed at which
fatigue cracking progresses depends on the
material's fracture toughness. This is a measure
of how easily cracks that have already formed
continue to open up and increase in length.
Another problem is creep - where components
become permanently deformed (stretched, for
example), due to loads. Creep increases over
time. The problem is made worse by heat, so is
a major issue in engines, where both loads and
temperatures are high.

Basic thermal properties
Some materials conduct (carry or transmit) heat better than others. Therefore, thermal
conductivity varies, depending on the material. Copper, for example, is an excellent thermal
conductor. Polystyrene, on the other hand, is an excellent thermal insulator (and so a very
poor thermal conductor).
As temperature increases, most materials expand (increase in size due to heating), and as
temperature falls, they contract (decrease in size due to cooling) . The extent to which expansion
and contraction occur is measured by a material's coefficient of thermal expansion - that is, its
change in size for a given change in temperature. The coefficient for aluminium, for example,
is 0.000023 . This means that for an increase in temperature of one degree Celsius, a one-metre
length of aluminium will increase in length by 0.000023 metres. This figure can also be referred to
as the coefficient of linear expansion, since it describes change in length (a linear measurement).
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19. 1 Complete the design brief for part of a cutting machine using four of the words in the box.
Look at A opposite to help you.
abrasion

durability

hard

durable

indentation

so

11

scratch

12

u

u

15

soft

e

s•

s?

u

The cutting wheel will be surrounded by transparent guards. These will allow the operator to see the
cutting wheel at all times, and will shield the operator from flying metal fragments. The guards must
therefore be constructed from material with a high degree of (1) ................................................ hardness, to
protect it from impacts. As the guards will require regular cleaning, the action of wiping away metal
fragments will result in (2) ................................................. The guards must, therefore, have sufficient
(3) ................................................ hardness in order to retain their transparency and ensure adequate
(4) ................................................ .

19.2

~--------------------------------------------------------------------~'~
Match the descriptions (1-4) to the technical terms (a-d) . Look at B opposite to help you.
the cause of fatigue

a
b
c
d

2 the consequence of fatigue

3 a material property that helps to slow down cracking
4 permanent changes in shape due to the action of loads over time

19.3

creep
cyclic loads
micro-cracking
fracture toughness

Complete the extract from an electrical design handbook using words and expressions from
C opposite.
When comparing copper and aluminium as materials
for electrical wires, it is necessary to consider their
thermal properties. For instance, in situations where
high temperatures are involved, it is important to
understand how quickly wires (1) ................................ heat
along their length- for example, away from hot parts,
such as motors, towards heat-sensitive electrical
components. In this regard, the (2) ................................ of
copper is roughly 40% greater than that of aluminium,
so copper is a much more effective (3) ................................ .
In the example above, a designer might therefore prefer
aluminium wiring over copper wiring.
Another issue is thermal movement- the extent to which the metals (4) ................................ when
heated, and (5) ................................ as they cool. In situations where temperature continually rises
and falls, the resulting (6) ................................ and (7) ................................ can be problematic, as it can
cause mechanical electrical connections to loosen over time. In this regard, copper has a
(8) ................................ approximately 40% lower than that of aluminium. Copper therefore has the
advantage in this respect, as it is less susceptible to movement.

Ove,r 1-o ':10t.c

~

For a product you know about, say what the designer needed to consider with regard to:
•

abrasion

•

indentations

•

fatigue

•

creep

•

thermal issues.

What materials were chosen as a result of these considerations?
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Btl Forming, working and heat-treating metal

-

Casting, sintering and extruding metal
Metal can be formed into shapes using heat and pressure. Casting involves heating metal
until it becomes molten (liquid) and pouring it, or forcing it under pressure, into a mould
called a die. Instead of being cast, metal components can be formed by sintering. This is
done by using metal powder instead of molten metal. The powder is placed in a die and
compressed into a solid mass. It is then heated (though not melted) until it becomes sintered
- that is, the powder particles join together structurally, due to the heat.
Metal can also be shaped by extruding it into long lengths. Extrusion involves heating metal
until it is molten, then forcing it at high pressure through a shaping tool- also called a dieto form bars or tubes, for example. At the same time, the metal cools and becomes solid.

-

Working metal
Traditionally, many metal tools were made by heating iron bars in a fire, called a forge, until
they were red hot or (hotter still) white hot. The metal was then worked- in other words,
shaped by hammering it. Working metal using compression (for example, hammering) is also
called forging. The same basic technique is still in use today, especially with steel. However,
large, automated machines are now used. Metal is often worked (or forged) when hot (hot
forged), but may also be worked when it is cold (cold forged) .
A common forging technique is drop forging, where a heavy hammer is dropped onto a piece of
metal. A die fixed to the hammer compresses the metal into the required shape. Rollers can also
be used to apply compression, with or without heat, to produce hot rolled or cold rolled metal.
Forging also increases the hardness of metal.
This is called work hardening. Metal becomes
work hardened because its structure is changed
by compression. The same result can be achieved
without hammering or rolling - and therefore
without changing the component's shape - by
shot-peening. This involves firing small metal balls
(metal shot) at the surface of components (when
cold), at high speed. After components have been
shot-peened, their surface is significantly harder.

-

Dro p forged steel

Heat treating metal
The properties of a metal can be changed by heat treating it- that is, heating and cooling the
metal. The table below, from the technical information section of a steel supplier's website,
summarizes the main types of heat treatment.
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Type of heat treatment

Description of process

Properties of treated metal

quenching

Metal is heated, then di pped in water or
oil to cool it ra pidly.

Quenched metal is harder, but tends to
be more brittle.

annealing

Metal is heated, then allowed to cool
slowly.

Annealed metal is generally softer and
more elastic.

tempering

Metal is heated and kept at a high
temperatu re for a period of time.

Tempered metal possesses a balance
between hardness and elasticity.

precipitation hardening
(also called age hardening)

A process similar to tempering, but heat
is mai ntained for longer.

Precipitation-hardened metal is harder
than tempered metal.

case hardening (also
called surface hardening )

Metal is heated in specific types of gas
(not in air), causing its surfa ce to absorb
elements such as carbon.

Only the outer surface of case-hardened
metal becomes harder.
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20.1

Tick what is usually required in the metal forming processes (1-3) . Look at A opposite to
help you.
casting
2 sintering
3 extrusion

20.2

molten metal

metal powder

heat

pressure

a die

D
D
D

D
D
D

D
D
D

D
D
D

D
D
D

Decide whether the sentences below are true or false, and correct the false sentences. Look at
B opposite to help you .
1 Metal must always be heated before it can be forged .
2 When referring to metals, the terms working and forging mean the same.

3 A common reason for forging metal is to increase its hardness.
4 One way of forging metal is by heating it and then rolling it.
5 Metal can only be rolled after it has been heated to a high temperature.
6 When metal is drop forged, it is subjected to compression.
7 Metal can only be work hardened by the process of hot forging.
8 Shot-peening is a hot forging technique used to work harden metal.

20.3

Make correct sentences using one part from each column. Look at C opposite to help you .
The first one has been done for you.

If a metal is precipitation \

it is held at a high
temperature for a time,

making it harder, but more
brittle.

2 When metal is annealed,

it is heated within a gas

to improve its hardness without
reducing its elasticity too much.

3 If metal is quenched, this
means

it can also be described
as age hardened, ---......._

to harden only the metal near
the surface.

4 When a metal is tempered,

its temperature is allowed ._because it is heated for a long
to decrease gradually
time.

5 If a metal case is hardened,

its temperature is reduced
rapidly,

1

hardened,

in order to make it more elastic
and less brittle.

20.4 Replace the highlighted expressions in the report extract with alternative words and
expressions from A, B and C opposite. Sometimes there is more than one possible answer.
The first stage in manufacturing the blades for the cutting tools is to form them into an
approximate shape by (1) a process of squeezing molten metal through a die. Before
the blades have cooled, they are then (2) hammered while still at a high temperature
- a process which not only flattens them into their final shape, but also ensures the
metal becomes (3) harder as a result of the hammering action. The blades are then
(4) cooled quickly in water. Finally, they are (5) bombarded with small metal balls in
order to further increase their surface hardness.

Ove,r .f-o 11ou •
Think of a type of steel component that needs to have specific properties. Suggest different
ways of obtaining these properties by forging or heat treating the steel.
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IIJ Material formats

-

Raw materials for processing
Generally, raw materials are materials which need to be processed before they are used- for
example, melted and cast in a mould. Common formats of raw material are:
•

powder: quantities of very fine (small) particles, such as cement powder

•

pellets: larger, standard-sized pieces of material, typically pea-sized to egg-sized, intended
to be melted for forming in moulds - for instance, plastic pellets

•

fibres: very fine, hair-like lengths, such as glass fibres.

When steel and other metals are produced, they are made into blocks called ingots, which
can subsequently be melted and cast. Very large steel ingots are called blooms. One standard
size for steel blooms is 630 mm x 400 mm x 6 m. Steel can also be supplied in smaller
blocks, of various sizes, called billets.

-

Formats of processed materials
Materials are frequently supplied ready for use in the formats described below.
•

Bars are long lengths of solid metal with a relatively small cross-sectional area. These can
be round bars (or rods) which have a circular section. They may also be square bars, with
a square section, and flat bars, with a flat, rectangular section. A bar is generally made of
metal, but a rod can be made of any material.

•

Sheets are flat, wide and thin - for steel, thinner than about 3 mm. Other materials
supplied in sheets include plastic, glass and wood. However, sheets of wood are often
called boards. When sheets of metal (or metal sheets) are delivered in large quantities, they
can be supplied in rolls called coils.

•

Plates are flat pieces of metal that are wide, but thicker than sheets (for steel, thicker than
3mm). Non-metals, such as glass, plastic or wood, are not usually called plates; even if
these materials are thicker than 3 mm, they are usually called sheets.

•

Structural steel sections are made from rolled or extruded steel, and produced in a
variety of section shapes. !-sections, with profiles in the shape of the letter 1, are common
examples. (See Appendix Von page 106 for types of structural section.)

•

Tubes are hollow, not solid. The most common types are round tubes, but square tubes
and rectangular tubes are also produced. Pipes are specifically for carrying liquid or gas.
A pipe is therefore just one type of tube.

•

Wires are thin lengths of metal with circular sections, consisting of one strand - that is, a
long, thin, single piece of material. They are usually supplied in coils. Several wires can be
combined to form a cable. An electrical wire is a single conductor covered with insulation.
The conductor can be a single wire (called a solid wire) or several strands of wire grouped
together (called a stranded wire). An electrical cable has several conductors, separately
covered with insulation, grouped within a second outer layer of insulation.

Bectric:al c:able with solid wires

Stranded wires

Note: Tubes can also be called tubing -for example, steel tubing.
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21.1

Decide whether the sentences below are true or false, and correct the false sentences. Look at
A opposite to help you.
2
3
4
5

21.2

Raw materials are often intended to be melted or mixed.
Powder particles are smaller than pellets.
Pellets do not reg uire further processing.
A steel bloom is a type of ingot.
Steel billets can be cut into smaller sized pieces called blooms.

Complete the descriptions below the photos using the words in the box. You will need to use
some words more than once. Look at B opposite to help you.
cable
coil

bar
bloom

r:

~-

flat
plate

------

rod
round

sheet
solid

9

5

a steel ............................ .

a steel ............................ .

a ............................. ·····························
or a ............................ .

2

6

a ............................. of steel
3

10

a ............................. .............................

a PVC ............................ .

an electrical .............................
11

7

a ............................. of glass

a steel ............................ .

a ............................ .

12

8

4

Ove-r 1-o tjou

w1re

stranded
tube

a steel ............................ .

a ............................. ·····························

~

Think about the individual components in a device, installation or structure you know about.
In what form do you think the material used for each component was supplied?
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l'.lJ 3D component features

-

30 forms of edges and joints
The plan and sections below show the end of a stainless steel pipe and an access plate, which
are part of a production line at a chemicals manufacturing plant.
The top edge of the plate is chamfered- at an angle of 45 degrees with the sides of the plate.
All the other edges are square (90 degrees). Around the bottom of the plate is a rebate - an
internal corner. The top of the pipe is also rebated around the inside, so that the bottom of
the plate can slot into the top of the pipe.
In the rebate on the pipe, there is a ridge - a long, thin, raised surface. On the plate, a groove
or channel is cut into the metal. The ridge on the pipe slots into this groove to form a tongueand-groove joint (the ridge is the tongue) . When the two are slotted together there is a cavity
or void (a hollow space) between the top of the tongue and the end of the groove. This is to
accommodate (provide a space for) a rubber sealing ring.

-~I

through hole
blind hole
(threaded)

SE CTION

B- B

edge
••- - - ----f-- - -access plate
'-----===:::::::- rebate
"
~groove
SECTION
'~ I ~~ rubber sealing ring
A-A (1)
tongue
pipe

,---------~--~---- chamfered

j

~

fU'-r--1
SECT-------.ION
I
A-A(2)

-

screw head
-design 1

screw head
-design 2

30 forms of holes and fasteners
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•

The holes in the plate, for screws, are through holes- they go through the metal. The
holes in the pipe wall are blind holes - they do not go all the way through. The screws
which are intended to be screwed into these holes (by a turning action) have threads
(helical grooves). The internal surfaces of the holes in the pipe walls are also threaded.

•

The screws are machine screws, which have a constant thickness - their thickness is
the same along their length. Many other screws are tapered - their thickness decreases
towards the tip of the screw (the narrower end). Many screws are also pointed- the
thickness of their tip reduces to zero.

•

Two design options are shown for the screw heads. In Design 1, the screw has a round
head, which is raised or proud - it is at a higher level than the surface of the plate. In
Design 2, the screw has a flat head and is fully recessed - the head is within the thickness
of the plate. The head is flush with (at the same level as) the top of the plate. To make
the screw heads flush, the top of the hole and the sides of the screw head are chamfered.
Recessing screws in this way is called countersinking - the screws are countersunk.
Professional English in Use Engineering

22.1

The extracts below are from technical conversations about machine tools . Match the pairs of
sentences and choose the correct word from the brackets in the second sentence. Look at A
and B opposite to help you.
According to the drawing, we cut to a depth of 40 mm in a 60 mm thick plate.
2 The edge of the die is cut off at 45 degrees.
3 The tool is used as a scribe for scratching lines on the surfaces of ceramics.
4 It's important to ensure the joint fits together properly.
5 The surface needs to be flat.
a So the inside of the (groove/tongue) must be perfectly smooth.
b So the screw heads must be (raised/flush).
c It's a (blind/through) hole.
d That's why the end is (rounded/pointed), to make it sharp.
e It's (chamfered/rebated) .

22.2

Complete the description of a screwdriver and screw using the words in the box. Look at A
and B opposite to help you.
accommodate
chamfered

constant
countersunk

flush
groove

recessed
ridge

rounded
slot

square
tapered

threaded
tip

The end of the screwdriver is (1) ................................ ,
progressively reducing in thickness towards its
(2) ................................ . This allows it to fit a range of
different sized screw heads.
The screw has a flat head. Running across the centre
of the head is a (3) ................................ , which has
(4) ................................ edges. This is designed to
(5) ................................ screwdrivers, which (6) ................................
into it.
The top edge of the screw head is (7) ................................ .
This avoids having a sharp edge, which could
cause cuts.
The tapered side of the head allows the screw to be
(8) ···-··························· . The advantage of this is that the
screw head can be fully (9) ................................ within the
material surrounding the screw, making the screw
head (10) ................................ with the surface of the
material.
The top part of the screw shaft is smooth and has a
(11) ................................ diameter.
The lower part of the screw is (12) ................................ .
The close-up picture shows that the
(13) ................................ forming the outer part of the
thread is not pointed, but (14) ................................ .

Ov~r ..f-o
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Describe the 3D feat ures of some components or assemblies you know about.
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r!J Machining 1

-

Machining and CNC
Machining is the use of machines to cut pieces of material (called workpieces) and shape
them into components. The tools used in machining, to make holes, grooves, threads, etc.,
are called machine tools. Metal is often machined. As it is cut, waste is produced, called swarf
or chips. During machining, a liquid called cutting fluid may be pumped onto the workpiece
to act as a coolant, keeping the workpiece cool.
In manufacturing, machining is usually guided by computers called computer numerical
control (CNC) systems. Often, design information (on shapes and sizes of components) is
fed directly into CNC systems from computer aided design I computer aided manufacturing
(CAD/CAM) software.
Note: CAD/CAM is said as two words: /'kred ,krem/.

-

Machining with cutting tools
Below are the most common machining techniques which use cutting tools.
Milling is cutting done by a milling machine, often using toothed cutting discs (wheels with
teeth that have sharp edges). When a workpiece is milled, it is held in a fixed position on
the machine, and is shaped by cutting tools which rotate (spin) while being moved over the
surface of the workpiece.
Turning is a technique for cutting
components that have a circular
cross-section. The workpiece is
turned by a machine called a lathe,
which rotates the workpiece.
A fixed machine tool is then moved
against the rotating workpiece to
cut material from it.

Turning using a lathe

Sawing is cutting using a blade (a thin, sharp piece of
metal), which usually has teeth, to remove a thickness
of material slightly wider than the blade. The gap left
by the blade, along the line of the cut, is called a kerf.
Machines that use toothed blades include circular saws,
which have rotating circular blades, band saws, and
power hacksaws. A hacksaw has a blade with very small
teeth, for cutting metal. Saws may also use abrasive
wheels - that is, thin, circular cutting wheels with rough,
hard surfaces - often made of industrial diamond.
A band saw

Drilling is a technique for cutting circular holes. A machine called a drill is fitted with a
tool called a drill bit (or bit). The bit rotates and drills into the material. Holes with large
diameters can be cut using holesaws- hollow cylinders with teeth, which saw circular cuts
and remove a core (a solid cylinder) of material. When used to drill into concrete, this
technique is also called core drilling, or diamond drilling, as the holesaws have industrial
diamond edges. Usually, drilling refers to making new holes. In machining, enlarging a hole
(making it wider) is called boring.
Grinding is removing material across a surface area, using abrasive wheels. The machines
used to grind materials with abrasive wheels are called grinders.
52
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23.1

Match the two parts to make correct sentences. Look at A and B opposite to help you.
A drill bit is an example of
2 Material being machined is called
3 The waste metal produced during machining is called

4 Metal gets hot during cutting, so cutting fluid can be used as
5 A computer that guides a machining process is called
6 Drawings can be produced and transferred to the machining process using

a CAD/CAM software.
b a CNC system.
c a machine tool.
d a workpiece.
e swarf or chips.
f a coolant.

23.2

Complete the descriptions below the photos using the words in the box. Look at B opposite
to help you.
cores
diamond

blade
circular

abrasive
bit

drill
drilling

grinder
hacksaw

holesaw
saw

toothed
wheel

-3 a ............................. for a

a .............................

5 a thick ............................ .

........................... on a ...........................

for metal

4 a ............................. blade for a

2 a ............................ .

6 ............................. of concrete

being removed by

23.3

Complete the sentences using the words in the box. Look at B opposite to help you.

I drill

grind

mill

turn

saw

I

1 Lathes are designed to ................................ workpieces.
2 Different bits are designed to ................................ into different types of material.
3 When you ................................ a workpiece, the cutting blade removes a thickness of material to

form a kerf.
4 Abrasive wheels ................................ material.

5 On some machines, toothed cutting wheels can be used to ................................ any part of a
workpiece, in order to form its final shape.

Ove.,r .f-o tjotc
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Think about a specific metal component made by machining. What machine tools and
machining techniques do you think were used to make it?
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Machining 2
Guillotining and punching
Thin materials can be cut by applying pressure
in order to shear them - that is, cut them
with a scissoring force (in engineering, called
a shear force). Sheets of metal can be sheared
using a machine called a guillotine, which has
a long blade. Usually, sheets are guillotined
when long, straight cuts are required .

sheet

A guillot ine

A punch

Small shapes, such as circles, can be sheared
from sheets using a machine called a punch,
which pushes a die (a shaped tool) through
the sheet. The shaped piece of metal that is
punched from the sheet is called a blank. If the
blank is the finished product, this process is
called blanking. If the sheet itself, with holes
made in it, is the finished product, the process
is called piercing.

High-temperature metal cutting techniques
Flame-cutting generally uses oxygen (02) and acetylene (C2H2). The two gases are blown
through a torch - basically a tube - as a mixture called oxyacetylene. The acetylene burns in
the oxygen to produce a flame hot enough to melt steel.
Electrical discharge machining (EDM) - also called spark erosion - involves passing a tight
length of wire through a workpiece, similar to the way thin wire is used to cut cheese.
However, the wire does not actually touch the workpiece. Instead, a high-voltage current
produces an electric arc, which 'jumps' across a small gap between the wire and the
workpiece. As the current arcs, it generates heat, which melts the metal ahead of the wire.
Plasma cutting uses a plasma torch to blow out gas at high pressure. The gas argon (Ar)
is often used. At the same time a high-voltage current is passed through the plasma torch,
and arcs between the torch and the workpiece. This ionizes some of the atoms in the gas,
changing it to plasma. As the plasma is heated by the arc, it reaches an extremely high
temperature - much hotter than would be possible for a gas that had not been ionized.
Not e: When atoms are ionized, their electrons - tiny negatively charged particles that are normally
attached to the atom - break away and float freely within the gas.

Laser cutting and UHP waterjets
Laser beams (concentrated light) can cut materials accurately, in small quantities, by melting
them. Laser cutting is especially suitable for plastics.
Ultra-high-pressure (UHP) waterjets- jets of water fired at extremely high pressure- can
cut almost any material, including metal. An advantage of UHP waterjet cutting is that the
edge quality of workpieces is high- that is, the cut edges are smooth. This means that no
secondary operations- further processes to smooth rough edges- are required. Also, because
UHP waterjets are cold, they do not leave a heat-affected zone (HAZ) on the workpiecethat is, an area near the cut edge whose properties have been changed by heat.

54
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24.1

Match the cutting processes (1-4) to the descriptions (a-e). You wiU need to use some of the
descriptions more than once. Look at A opposite to help you.
1

blanking

2 guillotining
3 piercing
4 punching

a
b
c
d
e

24.2

shearing material
applying pressure
applying pressure
applying pressure
applying pressure

to
to
to
to

a
a
a
a

blade to make long, straight cuts
die to make small, shaped (not straight) cuts
die to produce workpieces with holes in them
die to cut small, shaped workpieces from sheets

Complete the descriptions of the photos using words from B and C opposite.

This torch burns (1) ................................ (C 2 H 2 ) in
a flow of (2) ................................ -a mixture called
(3) ................................. The torch can be used for
(4) ................................-................................ .

24.3

This machine is used for (5) ................................................................-................................ waterjet cutting.
It produces workpieces with very smooth
edges. Because of this high (6) ............................... .
.. .............................. , the workpiece does not
need to be put through (7) .............................. ..
................................ in order to smooth its edges.

Answer the questions below, about non-mechanical machining techniques. Look at B and C
opposite to help you.
1 In machining, what does EDM stand for?

2 What alternative term can be used instead of EDM?
3 What type of tool is used in both flame-cutting and plasma cutting?

4 What source of heat is used in both EDM and plasma cutting?

5 What needs to happen to a gas in order to turn it into plasma?
6 What term refers to concentrated light that can be hot enough to cut material?
7 What term refers to an area of material that has been changed by high temperature?

Ove,r ..f-o tjotc
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Give examples of different components, made of different materials, that could be cut
using some of the techniques described opposite. Say why the cutting technique would be
especially suitable for the component and for the material.
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Interconnection
Attaching and supporting
The individual components that make up assemblies and structures can be connected (or
connected together) in different ways. The pictures below show an example: a connection (or
joint) between a steel column and a concrete foundation.
The foundation supports the column, preventing downward movement. As well as providing
support, it anchors the column, holding it in position to stop it sliding or lifting. To provide
a connection, bolts are attached to a plate at the bottom of the column- called a base plate.
The bottoms of the bolts are embedded in the concrete of the foundation - that is, they are
surrounded and held by the concrete.
attached.
connected.
joined.
A and Bare

A is

attached
connected
fastened
fixed
joined

attached
connected
fastened
fixed
held
joined

together.

to B.

Fitting together
When foundations for steel columns are poured, cone-shaped holes are formed in the
concrete to accommodate bolts to hold down the base plate. The holes allow the tops of the
bolts to have a certain amount of play - that is, they are free to move slightly. This means the
bolts can be adjusted (moved as required)
to allow the bolts to slot through the
holes in the base plate, so that the plate
and bolts can fit together.
As the column is lowered into position,
steel wedges are placed below the base
plate. These act as packers (also called
spacers or shims), and leave a gap
(narrow space) between the plate and
the concrete. The wedges also enable
adjustments to be made. By hammering
a wedge horizontally, the side of the base
plate can be lifted, allowing the column
to be plumbed (made exactly vertical).

wedges enable
column to be
plumbed

A type of cement, called grout, is then
placed beneath the base plate. This fills
the gap between the base plate and the
foundation, and the holes around the bolts.
It also seals the joint against rainwater,
protecting the bolts from corrosion.

ped holes
-concrete foundation
Section at column base
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25.1

Complete the description of parts of a suspension bridge using the correct forms of words
from A opposite. Sometimes there is more than one possible answer.

Photo 2

Photo 1

Photo 1 shows a suspension bridge. The bridge's two main cables are (1) ................................ by
towers. The cables are (2) ................................ at each end by huge blocks of concrete, which are
deeply (3) ................................ in the ground.
Photo 2 shows a (4) ................................ between one of the bridge's main cables, and two
smaller suspender cables. The suspender cables are (5) ................................ to the main cable
by a component called a saddle. The saddle is made up of two parts that are fixed
(6) ................................ by bolts. The many wires which make up the main cable are covered by
a protective layer of very thin wire that is wrapped around the main cable in the form of a
helix (the shape of a spring).

25.2

Match the two parts of the sentences about possible technical issues during the installation of
cable saddles on a new suspension bridge. Look at B opposite to help you.
1 These bolts are slightly too thick, so
2 Some of the saddles don't fit tightly enough- there's a slight gap between the saddle and

the cable, so
3 The holes in the top of this saddle don't line up exactly with the holes in the bottom part, so
4 The wire that's wrapped around the outside of the main cable isn't sealed against the edge
of some of the saddles, so
5 The saddles are all different - they're manufactured to correspond with the angle of the
main cable at the point where they're fixed, so
a
b
c
d
e

they won't fit together properly.
the joints aren't properly protected against rainwater.
they're not designed for adjustment.
they won't slot through the holes in the saddles.
even when they're fully tightened there's too much play.

Ove,r ..f-o 1:fou
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Think of a device or structure you're familiar with. Describe how it fits together, and how
different components are fixed and/or supported.
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P.I!J Mechanical fasteners 1
-Bolts
The photo below shows a common fastener (or fixing): a bolt, with a nut. Bolts have threads
-grooves on the outside of the bolt's shaft (or shank), which run around the shaft in a helical
pattern. The threaded shaft allows a nut, which has a thread inside it, to be screwed onto
the bolt (by a turning motion). Nuts usually have a right-hand thread - they are screwed on
by turning them clockwise (in the direction of clock hands) and unscrewed by turning them
anticlockwise. However, in some situations, left-hand threads are used.
Most bolts have heads with hexagonal perimeters
(hexagonal heads or hex heads). These allow a spanner to
turn them. Heads can also have a hexagonal hole in their
top, called a socket head. This allows a hex key (or Allen
key) to fit into them.
shaft or
shank

A nut

A bolt

A spanner

Note: A nut is screwed onto a bo lt;
a bolt can be screwed into a threaded hole.

-

A hex key or Allen key
BrE: anticlockwise; ArnE: counterclockwise
BrE: spanner; ArnE: wrench

Preload in bolted joints
Turning force, called torque, is applied to bolts to tighten them- that is, to make them grip
tightly. As a bolt is tightened, the tension (stretching force) in its shaft increases, and the
components being bolted together are pressed tightly together. This pressing force is called
preload (or clamp load) . If enough preload is applied, friction between the components will
prevent them sliding in different directions. This is an advantage, as sliding subjects the sides of
bolts to shear force (scissoring force), which can cause them to break. In steel structures, bolts
that apply high preloads to prevent sliding are called high strength friction grip (HSFG) bolts.
The amount of torque applied to bolts can be adjusted using a torque wrench, a tool which can
tighten and loosen bolts, and which indicates how much torque is applied. This helps to ensure
that bolts are tightened enough, but not over-tightened. Torque wrenches are also useful for
checking that bolted joints do not work loose - that is, that they do not become loose over time.
Note: See Unit 31 for more on torque, tension, shear and other forces.

-Washers
Washers are metal discs which fit between the head of a bolt
or a nut and the components being bolted together. Ordinary
washers- called flat washers or plain washers- have a larger
outside diameter than the bolt head or nut. Their wider area
is intended to spread the load (distribute pressure) over the
surface of the component as the bolt is tightened.
Spring washers are designed to be compressed, to allow the
amount of preload to be adjusted as the bolt is tightened.
In some situations, spring washers are used to allow a bolt
to move slightly, in order to absorb shocks. Common types
of spring washer are helical spring washers and conical
spring washers.
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A plain or
fla t washer

A helica l
spring washer

A con ical
spring washer

26.1

Change one word in each of the sentences below to make them correct. Look at A opposite
to help you.
1 Wrenches are well-known examples of fasteners.
2 In most cases, nuts are screwed onto bolts by turning them anticlockwise.
3

The threaded part of a bolt is the head.

4 Threads are cut to form a hexagona l pattern.
5 Allen keys are designed to fit around the heads of bolts.

26.2 Use the words in the box to complete the text about bolted joints, taken from a bolt
supplier's website. Look at B opposite to help you.
loosen
preload

shear force
tension

tighten
torque

over-tighten
work loose

In structural applications, it is essential to (1) ................................ bolts correctly - firstly to make
sure that joints are held together with the right amount of (2) ................................ , and secondly
to help ensure that the bolts do not (3) ................................ over time. However, that does not
mean to say, 'the tighter the better'.
If excessive force is used to (4) ................................ a bolt, the bolt will no longer be strong
enough to transm it the extra load to the joint. At this point, various problems can occur.
The shank may begin to twist as it is subjected to additional (5) ................................ from the
wrench , eventually causing the bolt to fail. Alternatively, as the bolt is stretched due to
increasing (6) ................................ in the shank, this force will be transmitted to the threads in
the form of a scissori ng action , resulting in excessive (7) ................................ acting between
the threads of the bolt and nut, potentially causing permanent damage to the threads.
This will not only make it impossible to subsequently tighten and (8) ................................ the bolt
normally, but also cause tension to be released from the shank as the nut slips, reducing
preload and compromising the strength of the joint.

26.3

Decide whether the sentences below are true or false, and correct the false sentences. Look at
C opposite to help you.
1 The purpose of all washers is to spread the load from the bolt across the surfaces of the

components being bolted together.
2 Plain washers are flat.
3 Spring washers change shape as a bolt is tightened.

4 Spring washers ensure that, no matter how much a bolt is tightened, the amount of preload

remains the same.
5 In situations where components are subjected to shocks, spring washers ensure that no
movement occurs between the bolt and the component.

Ove,r .f-o !:fou
Think about a type of machine or structure you know about which has bolted joints. Answer
the following questions about the technical characteristics of the joints:
•

How accurately must preload be adjusted?

•

Are the bolts designed to resist shear forces, or do they work as HSFG bolts?

•

Arc any types of washer used? What is their purpose?
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Mechanical fasteners 2

-Screws
Screws have threaded shafts with heads. They may be screwed into a predrilled hole- drilled
for the screw to enter. Self-tapping screws do not require predrilled holes. They cut their own
hole as they are screwed in. Unlike bolts, screws are not used with nuts and- generally- are
not screwed into threaded holes. Most screw heads are designed to be screwed in using a
screwdriver. The most common types are slot head screws and crosshead screws.

A screwdriver

A slot head screw

A crosshead screw,
Phillips type

A crosshead screw,
Pozidriv type

Small-diameter bolts, which can be used with nuts or screwed into threaded holes, are sometimes
called machine screws. Bolts that hold components in place by pressing the end of the bolt
against the component, in order to generate friction and prevent sliding, are called set screws or
grub screws. Examples of uses are holding a wheel on a shaft, and connecting electric wires.

-

Screw anchors
Fasteners designed to fix objects to walls are called screw anchors. These fit into predrilled
holes. A simple screw anchor is a plastic tube called a wall plug (or plug). It is inserted in a
hole, and a screw or bolt is then screwed into it. As it enters the plug, the plug expands (its
diameter increases). This increases friction, allowing the plug to resist pullout forces- the
forces which would cause it to be pulled out of the hole if it were not firmly anchored. An
expansion anchor is another type of anchor. It consists of a bolt fitted inside a metal sleeve.
The sleeve expands as the bolt is tightened in the hole.
In cases where pullout forces are very high, chemical anchors can be used. These are studsthreaded bars, onto which nuts can be screwed. The studs are set in - that is, held in the hole
by an adhesive. Most chemical anchors are set into holes using a strong adhesive called epoxy
resin (see Unit 29 for more on adhesives).

-Rivets
Rivets are permanent fasteners - they cannot be unscrewed. A solid rivet consists of a short,
solid shaft of metal with a head at one end, called the factory head. The rivet is inserted
through a pre-drilled hole, then a special tool is used to deform (change the shape of) the
other end of the rivet, flattening and widening it to form a second head, called the shop head.
Solid rivets are widely used in aircraft.
Blind rivets (or pop rivets) are made from hollow tubes, and are
fitted using a tool called a rivet gun. Blind rivets are not suitable
for high-strength joints.

A cross-section of a solid rivet
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A blind rivet

Solid rivets after installation

27.1

Make word combinations with screw using words from A and B opposite. Then match the
combinations with the descriptions (1-5) below. One description can be used twice.
1 A ................................ screw
2 A ................................ screw
3 A ................................ screw
4 A ................................ screw
5 A ................................ screw

2 7.2

is a thin bolt.
does not require a predrilled hole.
has a straight groove cut into the top.
fits screwdrivers with an X-shaped profile at the end.
applies pressure at its end to hold a component in place.

Complete the article from a home improvements magazine using the words in the box. Look
at A and B opposite to help you .
crosshead

expand

head

plug

pullout

screw

set in

screwdriver

How NOT to use wall plugs

•••

You check the diameter of hole required, then choose
a drill bit one millimetre narrower. You've tried drilling
the specified hole size many times in the past, only
for it to be too big, leaving the (1) ............................... .
spinning in the hole when you try to tighten the
(2) ................................. You decide it's better to ensure
a tight fit So you drill a smaller hole than suggested,
then attempt to hammer in the plug. It bends
sideways, useless. You try again. And again.
Eventually, you manage to get a plug into the hole.
You insert the end of the screw, pick up your
(3) ................................ and get to work. It certainly is a tight
fit. And hard work. And as the screw goes in, and the
plug starts to (4) ................................ ,the going gets harder.
By the time the screw's halfway in, the screwdriver has slipped off the screw so many
times that what used to be a (S) ................................ pattern on the screw (6) ................................
now looks more like a smooth, round hole. It's impossible to screw it in any further.
Or unscrew it. So you take a pair of pliers, grip the end of the screw, and attempt to drag
the whole thing out of the walL But the (7) ................................ force is beyond the power of
your now-aching arms. The screw might as well be (8) ................................ with epoxy resin.

27.3

Match the descriptions (1-5) to the terms (a-e). Look at C opposite to help you.
1 a type of fastener that is hollow
2 a type of fastener that is not hollow

3 a tool used for installing a type of fastener
4 the wide part at the top of a rivet, present when the rivet is supplied
5 the wide part at the bottom of a rivet, formed after the rivet is inserted

ov~r 1-o 11ou

a
b
c
d
e

rivet gun
shop head
factory head
solid rivet
blind rivet

•

Think of an assembly or installation you know about, where screws are used as fasteners.
Say what types of screw are used, and suggest why each type was specified.
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lliiliil Non-mechanical joints 1

-Welding
Welding means permanently joining two pieces of materia l by heating the joint between
them. The heat melts the edges of the components being welded together, and once the
material has become molten (liquid), fusion occurs. When the joint fuses, material from each
component is mixed together, joining to form a solid weld. Metal is often welded. It is also
possible to weld plastic.
Welding is usually used to join components of the same base metal- that is, the metal the
components are made of. It is possible - though more difficult - to weld certain dissimilar
materials. For example, copper can be welded to steel. Often, a filler is added during welding.
This is new material, of the same type as the base metal, which is melted into the weld pool the molten metal at the joint during welding.
One problem in welding is discontinuity, where joints are not completely solid. Another
problem is residual stress. This is force- for example, tension- which is 'trapped' around
the joint. This problem occurs after welding, as a result of contraction in the weld zone (or
fusion zone) -the area that was the weld pool. It can also occur in the heat-affected zone
(HAZ) -the material close to the weld pool which was subjected to high temperature, and
was modified by the heat.

-

Common gas and arc welding techniques
Shielded metal arc welding (SMAW), generally called
arc welding or stick welding, involves striking an electric
arc between the workpiece and an electrode - an
electrical conductor. The heat from the arc melts the
base metal. The electrode consists of a welding rod - a
stick of metal of the same type as the workpiece - which
provides filler. The welding rod is therefore consumable
-it is used up. The rod is also coated with a material
called flux. When heated, this produces a shielding gas,
which protects the molten metal from oxygen. Without
this gas, the hot metal would combine with the oxygen
in the air, and this would weaken the weld.
In gas welding, heat comes from a torch which burns
oxyfuel - a mixture of oxygen (0 2 ) and a gas fuel. The
gas fuel burns much hotter in oxygen than it would in
the air. The most common fuel is acetylene (C2H2)called oxyacetylene when mixed with oxygen. Welding
rods provide filler but flux is not required, as the
burning oxyfuel produces carbon dioxide (C02) which
acts as a shielding gas.

Shielded metal arc welding

~

,

~~
I
/~

In gas metal arc welding (GMAW)- often called MIG
welding (Metal Inert Gas) - an arc is struck between the
•
workpiece and a wire which is made of the same metal
Gas welding using oxyacetylene
as the base metal. The wire acts as a consumable
electrode, supplying filler. A shielding gas, often argon (Ar), is blown onto the weld pool.
In gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW)- often called TIG welding (Tungsten Inert Gas) - an
arc comes from an electrode made of tungsten (W). However, the tungsten is non-consumable
-it does not melt, and is not consumed as filler during the welding process. A separate
welding rod is used to supply filler, if required. As with MIG welding, a shielding gas such as
argon is blown onto the weld.

Note: MIG and TI G are said as words: /rrug/ and /tlg/.
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28.1

Complete the extract from a technical document about welding using the words in the box.
You will need to use some words twice. Look at A opposite to help you.
base
discontinuities
dissimilar

fuse
heat -affected
materials

metal
molten
pool

residual
stresses
together

weld
welded
zone

It is possible for components made of different metals to be ( I) ............................... .
................................ . For instance, steel can be welded to copper and to brass. However, it is
much more difficult to weld components made oftwo (2) .............................................................. ..
than it is to weld those made of the same (3) ................................................................. While there is
no difficu lty in melting two different metals and mixing them together in a (4) ............................... .
state, problems occur once the hot, liquid metal forming the (5) .............................. ..
................................ starts to cool. As this process takes place, the two metals will not necessari ly
(6) ................................ properly. Once the joint has cooled, this can result in (7) ................................ ,
such as cracks, at the heart of the (8) ................................................................. In addition, as the
metals contract at different rates (due to different coefficients of thermal expansion),
powerful (9) ................................ ................................ can build up, not only in the joint, but also in the
wider ( I0) ................................ ................................ near the joint

28.2 Match the two parts to make eleven correct sentences about welding techniques. You will
need to use some parts more than once. Look at B opposite to help you.
Shielded metal arc welding uses
2 Gas welding uses
3 Gas metal arc welding uses

4 Gas tungsten arc welding uses

a burning gas.
b a consumable electrode.
c a non-consumable electrode.
d a separate welding rod which is not an electrode.
e a special coating on the welding rod which produces a shielding gas.
f a separate gas supply, blown onto the weld as a shielding gas.
g a shielding gas generated by burned oxyfuel.
h a gas whose purpose is to increase the temperature of the welding process.

28.3

Match each of the substances (1-6) to the description (a-h) above that uses the substance.
Look at B opposite to help you.
flux
2 argon
3 oxygen

4 tungsten
5 acetylene
6 carbon dioxide

Ove,r ..f-o 1:1otc
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Think about the different techniques used for welding metals in the industry you work in, or
in an industry you know about. In what specific situations are different techniques used, and
why are they suitable?
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~

-

Specialized welding techniques
The web page below, from a technical guide to welding techniques, explains some more
specialized welding methods.

Resistance welding involves passing an electric current through metal components
that are touching. This heats the metal and welds it. The technique can be used
for spot welding - welding a number of small points between the surfaces of the
components . It can also be used for seam welding, to make long, narrow welds.
Ultrasonic welding uses high-frequency acoustic vibrations (sound vibrations) to
make the touching surfaces of two components vibrate. This generates friction, heating
them and fusing them. The technique is often used to weld plastics.

-

Brazing and soldering
In brazing, brass- an alloy of copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn)- is melted using an oxyfuel torch, and

added as filler to form the joint. Unlike welding, the base metal of the components is not melted,
so the components are not fused. Brazed joints are therefore not as strong as welded joints.
For some pipe joints and for electrical connections, soldering
is often used. Solder is a metal filler which melts at quite a
low temperature. Like brazing, soldering forms joints without
melting the base metal. Soldered joints are therefore weaker
than welds, and also generally weaker than brazed joints.
In soft soldering, an alloy- of tin (Sn) and lead (Ph), or of
tin and copper- is melted using an electrically heated rod
called a soldering iron . In hard soldering, a solder containing
copper and silver (Ag) produces slightly stronger joints. The
higher melting point of silver means a flame - usually from an
oxyfuel torch - is used instead of a soldering iron.

Soft soldering

-Adhesives
Adhesive - called glue in everyday language -can be used to bond (permanently join)
components together. Its purpose is to adhere to the surfaces being joined, to create a bond
between them. Most adhesives are liquids, which can be applied to (put on) the surfaces that
need to be glued together.
Adhesives can create adhesion between surfaces in two main ways. One is by allowing
wet adhesive to be absorbed by the components. After drying and hardening, this forms
a mechanical bond, as adhesive is anchored into each component's substrate (the material
below the surface). Adhesion may also be created by a chemical bond, from a chemical
reaction between the adhesive and the materials.
Many types of adhesive harden by drying. They contain a solvent- water or a liquid
chemical -which gives a workable mixture. After the adhesive has been applied, the solvent
evaporates - turns from a liquid to a gas - to leave solid adhesive. An example of this type
is polyvinyl adhesive (PVA), a wood glue. Other types, such as epoxy resins (see Unit 14 ),
are two-part adhesives, supplied as separate chemicals in two containers. When mixed and
applied, the two parts react, then cure- harden due to a chemical reaction.
Contact adhesives must be applied to both components, then left to dry for a time before the
surfaces are brought together. A bond then occurs when the surfaces touch.
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29.1

Make word combinations with welding using words from A opposite. Then match the
combinations with the descriptions (1-4) below.

1 components are joined by several small welded points
2 the weld is in the form of a very thin line
3 high-frequency vibrations are generated by sound, causing friction and subsequent fusion
4 both components are connected to an electrical supply in order to be joined by spot
welding or seam welding

29.2

Tick one or more of the boxes to show which technique(s) each sentence applies to, or leave
all three boxes empty if the sentence applies to none. Look at B opposite to help you.

Copper is used in the filler material.
2 A soldering iron is used to melt the filler.
3

The filler material contains silver.

4 The base metal is melted to fuse with the filler.

Heat is provided by a flame, often from oxyfuel.
Tin is used in the filler material.
7 This produces stronger joints than welding.
5

6

29.3

brazing

soft soldering

hard soldering

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Choose the correct words from the brackets to complete the sentences about adhesives. Look
at C opposite to help you.
1 Surfaces can be glued together by applying different types of (adhesive I adhesion).
2 When adhesive-covered surfaces touch, they (adhere to I apply to) each other.

3 If an adhesive reacts with the material which the components are made from, it forms a
(chemical bond I mechanical bond) with the material.
4 An adhesive that is applied to the surfaces of both components, then allowed to dry before
they are joined, is called a (contact adhesive I two-part adhesive).
5 In order to form an effective mechanical bond, an adhesive must be absorbed quite deeply
into the (solvent I substrate) of the material.
6 When two-part adhesives are mixed, they react chemically, which enables them to (cure I
evaporate) and form a hard, strong material.

••
A tube of adhesive

ov~r .f-o t:fou ~
Think about the adhesives used in assemblies you're familiar with. Use language from C
opposite to explain how the adhesives are used, and how they work.
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load, stress and strain
Load
W hen engineers design a machine or structure, they need to know wha t forces will be exerted
on it (p ut press ure on it ). In engineering, forces are called loads. Usually, several different
loads will act on - app ly fo rce to - the components in a machine, or the members (parts) of
a structure. A component or member which is des igned to carry (or bear) a load is call ed a
load-bearing component or member.
To predict what will happen when components are loaded, engineers calculate the magnitude
(size) of each load, and also work out the direction of the load -for example, vertically
downwards. Load is therefore a vector quantity (or vector)- that is, a measurement
with both a magnitude and a direction. This is different to a scalar qu antity, which has a
magnitude only.
Note: See Appendi x Von page 106 for more on types of load.

-

Stress and strain
The extract below is fro m an engineering textbook.

In a test, a thick cable is used to pick up a heavy
object. The cable stretches slightly, but lifts the
weight. A second test is done using a thinner
cable- one with only half the cross-sectional area
of the thick cable. This time, the cable stretches,
then breaks.
Why did the thinner cable fail? Not due to a
higher load, as the weight was the same. The
failure was due to stress. Stress is force per unit
of area, and is measured in newtons per square
metre, or Pascals (1 N/m 2 = 1 Pa). The thinner
cable was therefore stressed twice as much as the
thick cable, as the same load was concentrated
into a cross-sectional area that was 50% smaller.
Why did the thick cable stretch but not break?
When objects are stressed, they deform -that is,
they change size (if only slightly). In the tests, the
cable extended- it increased in length. Extension
can be measured as a change in an object's length
compared with its original length before stress
was applied. This measurement is called strain.
According to a law called Young's Modulus of
Elasticity, stress is proportional to strain . In other
words, a percentage increase in stress will cause
the same percentage increase in strain . However,
th is is only true up to a point called the limit of
proportionality. If a materia l is overstressedbeyond this limit - it will start to become strained
by a higher proport ion . Stress and strain will
therefore become disproportional.

Small lengths of material, called
specimens, can be stressed in a
materials testing machine to measure
strain and test their strength.

Note: See Unit 18 fo r more on elasticity and th e limit of pro portion ality.
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30.1

Replace the underlined words and expressions with alternative words and expressions from
A opposite and Appendix Von page 106.

If you look at the objects around you, it's difficult to find something that couldn't be
smashed with a hammer. But if you laid a hammer down carefully on any of those
objects, the (1) force which it (2) put on them wouldn't be sufficient to cause even the
slightest damage. This comparison illustrates the difference between:
• a (3) moving force, which combines mass and movement to apply (4) a shock
• a (5) still force, which consists only of an object's (6) own mass.
Between the two situations, the (7) size of the load (8) placed on the surface is
dramatically different.
The above comparison illustrates another difference in the way surfaces are (9) pressured.
When a hammer is laid horizontally on a surface, its weight is spread over a relatively
large area. It therefore applies a (1 0) spread out force. By contrast, when a hammer hits
something, only the edge of the hammer head comes into contact with the surface. The
force is therefore (11) focused in a small area, applying a (12) localized pressure.

30.2

Complete the technical checklist (1-7) based on the questions (a-g), using words from A and
B opposite and Appendix Von page 106. The first one has been done for you.
a Which components need to carry load?
b What types of load will be carried by each part? Which loads will remain constant, and
which will differ depending on use and circumstances?
c What amount of load will be exerted, in newtons?
d In what directions will the loads act?
e For the materials used, how concentrated can maximum loads be without putting the
component under too much pressure?
f How much deformation can be expected?
g If something breaks, will the assembly collapse dangerously, or in a controlled, relatively
safe way?
1 Determine which components are .......... !!?.?.1.0.:.~~9.!.!!:l.g........... .
2 Analyze the types of load that will ................................................ on each part. Assess
................................................ loads and ................................................ loads.
3 Calculate the ................................................ of loads as ................................................ quantities.
4 Evaluate loads as ................................................ quantities.
5 Determine the maximum level of ................................................ that can be carried by materials
without causing them to be ................................................ .
6 Calculate percentages of ................................................ .
7 Assess the consequences if a component ................................................ , determining the
potential dangers of the ................................................ .

Ove,r ..f-o tjou
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Think about a machine or structure you're familiar with. Give examples of types of load
which act on specific components or members. Say which components are stressed the most.
and explain why.
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IIJ Force, deformation and failure
-

Types of force and deformation
Non-technical
word

Technical
term (noun)

Adjective used with
the nouns stress,
load and force

Initial deformation of
component or member

stretching

tension

tensile stress

It will extend (lengthen).

squashing

compression

compressive stress

It will compress (shorten).

bending

bending

bending stress

It will bend- we can also say it
will deflect or flex. Beams usually
sag, deflecting downwards. In
some cases deflection or flexure is
upward - the beam hogs.

sctssonng

shear or
shearing

shear stress

It will deform very little, failing
suddenly.

twisting

torsion or
torque

torsional stress

It will twist.

tension

compression

torsion or torque

Bending comprises two opposite stresses:
tension and compression. This is shown in
the diagram of a simply supported beam.
As a result of the bending force, the lower
half of the beam is in tension and the upper
half is in compression. These opposite
stresses reach their maximum at the upper
and lower surfaces of the beam, and
progressively decrease to zero at the neutral
axis - an imaginary line along the centre of
the beam which is free from stress.

shear

A simply supported beam

Types of failure
The ultimate failure of a component or structural member depends on the type of force:
•

in tension - it will fracture

•

in compression- if it is thick, it will crush (squash). If it is slender (long and thin), it will
buckle, bending out of shape

•

in bending - it will fracture on the side of the component which is in tension, or crush on
the side which is in compression- or fail due to a combination of both

•

in shear- it will shear (break due to shear force)

•

in torsion - it will fracture or shear.

When vertical members can no longer resist a load they either crush or buckle.
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31.1

Complete the word puzzle and find the word going down
the page. Look at A and B opposite to help you.
1 bend downwards
2 a twisting force

2

~

3

~

3 take a force without breaking
4 increase in length, due to tension

4

~

5

~

6

~

5 long and thin, likely to buckle rather than crush
6 a scissoring force

31.2

~

I

I

The question below, which was posted on a forum on a construction website, contains a
mistake about a technical fact. Can you find the mistake? Look at A opposite to help you.

n n
Post 1:

I was under the impression that concrete and steel bars were used together in reinforced
concrete (RC) because concrete is good at resisting compression and poor at resisting
tension , whereas steel is strong in tension. I also thought the steel always went at the
bottom of an RC beam because that's the part that's in tension, whereas the top of the
beam is free from stress. But if that 's the case , when you see reinforcement being fixed in
big RC beams, why are there bars both at the bottom and at the top?

31.3

Now complete a structural engineer's answer to the question in 31.2 using the words in the
box. Look at A and B opposite and 31.2 above to help you.
bending
compressJOn

compresstve
crushing

deflect
deflection

fracturing
hog

neutral
sag

tensile
tension

Replies to post 1:

Let me start by clarifying something. When a beam is subjected to (1) ................................
stress, the bottom part is generally in tension, as you rightly say. But the top part is not
'free from stress' , as you suggest. It's in (2) ................................ . Only the horizontal centreline
of the beam- a zone called the (3) ................................ axis- is not stressed. It's also
important to be clear about the strengths of concrete and steel. You're right that concrete
is poor at resisting (4) ................................ stress as it's prone to failure by (5) ................................
suddenly. it's also true that concrete is good at resisting {6) ................................ stress. But
steel is much stronger than concrete, not just in (7) ................................ as you point out, but
also when it's compressed. So steel is often put in the tops of beams in cases where
the beam is subjected to high levels of compression, meaning that the concrete requires
reinforcing to prevent it from (8) ................................ and failing.
Another possible reason for a beam having steel in the top is to take tension. Why would
you get tension in the top of a beam? It's true that most beams want to (9) .............................. ..
downwards because gravity causes them to (10) ................................ ,putting only the bottom
of the beam in tension . But in some structures, there are beams or parts of beams that
want to (11) ................................ - being forced into upward (12) ................................ .

0V~r ..f-o tjOtc
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Think about the d ifferent forces acting on a machine or structure you're familiar with .
How would the different components or members deform or fail if they were not adequately
designed, or if they were overstressed?
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I!J Structural mechanics
-

Statically determinate structures
When a structural member- that is, part of a structure- is loaded in a certain direction,
the load will cause a reaction. This means that another force, equal to the load, will act in
the opposite direction. The reaction will counteract (resist) the load and stop the member
from moving. When the loads and reactions acting on a member are equal, we say it is in
equilibrium. Structures that are designed not to move - to stay in equilibrium- are called
statically determinate structures.
Note: See Appendix Von page 106 for the names of specific structural members.

-

===--•

Resultant forces and centre of gravity
Often, a structural member will need to carry
different loads of different magnitudes, acting
in different directions. To calculate the result of
these different component forces, an engineer can
calculate a resultant force (or resultant). This is a
force with a magnitude and direction equal to all
the component forces together.

component force 1

resultant
component
force 2

One of the main forces exerted on a structure is
gravity. This acts vertically downwards (see Unit 9). Gravity is exerted on every atom of an
object. However, to simplify their calculations, engineers assume that gravity is exerted on
one imaginary point called the centre of gravity. Depending on the shape of the object, this
point may be inside the object's cross-sectional area, or outside it (see the diagrams below) .

•
-

Frames and trusses
A frame (or framework) is made from a number of relatively thin members. Examples are bicycle
frames and steel-frame buildings. The members of a frame can form a complex shape- often with
many triangles -called a lattice. The advantage of triangles is that they are stiff- they strongly
resist deformation. Triangular assemblies can therefore be used to stiffen (or brace) structures.

1 simple structure

2 structure deforms
under load

3 adding cross-members (or
braces) stiffens the structure

In diagram 2, the structure deforms because the joints between the thin members are weak and

can flex easily. Joints which flex- because they are weak or because they are designed to do so
-are called pin joints. Lattices which are entirely pin-jointed, and which therefore need crossmembers to stiffen them, are called trusses. A truss contains two types of member. Members
that resist tension are called ties, and members that resist compression are called struts. A joint
which does not flex is called a rigid joint (or moment connection). Rigid joints are often thick
and securely joined- for example, by welds.
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32.1

Complete the exp lanation using words and expressions from A opposite. You will need to
change the form of one word .
In (1) ................................,each load acting on the struct ure is (2) ................................ by a
(3) ................................ . This means the structure always remains (4) ................................ .

32.2

Complete the text using words and expressions from A, B and C opposite.
To analyze the roof structure shown in Diagram 1 , an engineer draws Diagram 2 to
help make some initial , simpl e calculations . In Diagram 2 , the engineer uses t he
following assumptions and information .
t

The three (1) ................................ forces from the loads act as a single (2) .............................. ..
force on the top of the frame.

t

All the joints in the frame are (3) ................................................................ (can flex) , so the frame
behaves as a (4) ................................ .

t

The (5) ................................ ................................................................ of the roof structure (shown in red)
- not including the satellite dish - is exactly halfway between the two supports.
loads from 3 supports
carrying a large
satellite dish

Diagram 1

Diagram 2

32.3 In Diagram 2 above, which of the members (a-c) are ties, and which are struts?
32.4 Choose the correct words from the brackets to complete the sentences. Look at C opposite to
help yo u.
1 Trusses are (frameworks I ties).
2 A connection between members which flexes is called a (pin joint I rigid joint).
3 Struts are designed to resist (compression I tension) .
4 By adding cross-members, a frame is (braced I pin-jointed), making it stiffer.

Ove,r ..f-o tjou
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Think about a structure or assembly you 're familiar with. Answer the fol lowi ng questions:
•

What are the different component forces that act on it?

•

How is it prevented from deforming?

•

How is it affected by gravity?
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IIJ Motion and simple machines
-

Acceleration and motion
If an object is at rest (not moving) and is free to move (not fixed), an external force- a
force from outside -will make the object accelerate. This means the velocity of the object
(the speed of its movement in a given direction) will increase. Velocity is measured in metres
per second (m/s). If acceleration is constant- that is, if the rate of acceleration remains the
same- it is measured as the increase in velocity (in metres per second) that is achieved each
second. The unit of acceleration is therefore metres per second per second - stated as metres
per second squared (m/s 2 ).
If an object is in motion (moving) and is subjected to an opposing force- that is, one acting
on it in the opposite direction- the object will decelerate. As with acceleration, deceleration
is measured in m/s 2 • If something moves in a straight line, we say its movement is linear- a
car accelerating and driving along a straight road is an example of linear acceleration and
linear motion.
On earth, acceleration due to gravity is roughly 10 m/s 2 • In other words, if an object is
dropped and left to free fall, its velocity will increase by 10 m/s every second (not allowing
for air resistance). Acceleration and deceleration, such as that generated by aircraft and cars,
can be compared with acceleration due to gravity. This relative measure is called G-force (G
stands for gravity). An acceleration of 10 m/s 2 is measured as 1 G, 20 m/s 2 as 2 G (or 2 Gs),
and so on.

~Inertia
The greater the mass of an object (see Unit 9), the greater the external force required to cause
it to accelerate or decelerate. Resistance to acceleration or deceleration, due to the mass of
an object, is called inertia. When an object is in motion, its resistance to deceleration, due to
inertia, is often called momentum.

-

Simple machines
The word machine generally refers to an assembly which has parts that move. However, a
simple machine can be a very basic device. A simple machine is something which provides a
mechanical advantage- that is, the load generated by the machine (the force it puts out, or
output) is greater than the effort (the force put in, or input) required to generate the load.
An example of a simple machine is a lever, which is used with a fulcrum- a point which acts as
a support, and allows the lever to pivot (turn around the support). If the lever is placed so that
the distance between the effort and the fulcrum is greater than the distance between the load
and the fulcrum, a mechanical advantage is created.
In general language, the turning force generated by a lever is called leverage. In engineering, a
turning force is called a turning moment (or moment). Moments are calculated by multiplying
the distance from the fulcrum, in metres, by the magnitude of the force, in newtons. They are
measured in newton metres (Nm).
Note: See Appendix VI on page 108 for more on moments.

BrE: spanner; ArnE: wrench

A spanner is an example of a lever.
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33.1

Complete the article about the Titanic, taken from a popular science magazine. Look at A
and B opposite to help you.
It's been suggested that the passenger liner Titanic wouldn't have sunk after colliding with an iceberg
in 1912, if it had hit the obstacle head on and damaged only the front of the ship. As history tells, the
crew tried to turn to avoid the iceberg, and 1,5171ives were lost. But how severe would a frontal impact
have been for the passengers? The answer depends on several questions:

*
*
*

The ship tried to slow while turning. Would (1) ................................ deceleration have been more
effective, allowing the ship to (2) ................................ more rapid ly?
Based on t his (3) ................................ of deceleration (and assuming the ship would not have stopped in
time), what wou ld the (4) ................................ of t he sh ip have been at the moment of impact?
What was the (5) ................................ of the iceberg? Calculating the approximate number of kilograms
of ice would allow the (6) ................................ of the iceberg to be compared with the momentum of the
Titanic. This would show whether the impact wou ld have caused the iceberg to (7) ............................... .
to any significant degree, and so absorb some of the shock as it was pushed forward.

Clearly, the above questions depend on numerous unknown variables. So let's make a rough estimate.
Let's assume the impact would have occurred at a pretty fast 25 kilometres per hour- that's seven
(8) ................................. And allowing for some shock abso rption from bending steel and crush ing ice, let's
say the ship would have stopped w ithin three seconds (although it wou ld probably have taken longer).
This wou ld have resulted in a deceleration of 2.3 (9) ................................. Expressed as a
(1 0) ................................ ,that gives 0.23 -less than one-third of the dece leration generated by a car
braking heavily. So the impact probably wouldn't have caused too much of a shock to the passengers.
Whether or not the ship would have sunk, however, is another question.

33.2

Replace the underlined words and expressions with alternative words and expressions from
A and B opposite.

The first diagram below illustrates how a worker is able to apply a total (1) force of SO newtons
to the corner of a nut using just his fingers . The distance from the centre of the nut- the point
around which the nut (2) turns- and the corner of the nut is lOmm. This results in a (3) force
of leverage of O.S newton metres. This is insuffident to tighten the nut properly.
The second diagram shows how a spanner can be used as a (4) tool to provide a
(S) boost in force . Applying the same SO-newton force to the end of the 200 mm spanner,
which acts as a (6) turning tool, generates 10 newton metres- a force 20 times greater, and
enough to tighten the nut .
SON

spanner

nut~.

w1
:-f lO mm

= 0.01

m

50 N x 0.01 m = 0.5 Nm
50 N

0V~(' .f-o

tjOU

x

''

0.2 ill = 10 Nm

200 mm =0.2 m

(J1

Think about a simp le machine you usc or arc fami liar with. How docs it provide a ml'Chanic;JI
advantage, and how great is the advantage?
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IIJ Moving parts

-

Angular motion
If a spanner is used to tighten a bolt, one end remains in the
same position on the bolt, while the other end turns. This type
of motion, where one end of a component pivots while the other
end follows the arc of a circle, is called angular motion. An
example is a flap on an aircraft wing, which can be moved to
different positions. The point at the centre of angular motion is
called the axis of rotation (or axis) . We say that the motion
occurs about the axis (around it) .

axis
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

11

Angular motion

The speed of angular motion is measured as angular velocity, and increases in angular
velocity are measured as angular acceleration.

-

Rotary and reciprocating motion
When angular motion is through 360 degrees, it is called a revolution (or rotation). When
moving parts of machines, such as wheels, turn through complete revolutions - once, several
times, or for continuous periods- we say they revolve (or rotate) . The rotational velocity of
revolving parts, or rotating parts, is measured in revolutions per minute (rpm) - often called
revs per minute. The motion of revolving parts is called rotary motion.
Rotary motion generates centrifugal force- that is, force which pushes outwards, away from
the axis of rotation. An increase in rotational velocity results in a higher centrifugal force.
Some components move backwards and forwards. This type of motion is called reciprocating
motion (or reciprocating action)- the component reciprocates. In machines, reciprocating
motion is often converted (changed) to rotary motion. An example is a piston (see Unit 40).

-

Engine revs
The abbreviation for revolution- rev - is widely used to talk
about engines. For example:
•

The rotational velocity of an engine is measured by a
rev counter.

•

High and low engine speeds are described as high revs
and low revs.

•

Maximum engine speed can be controlled by a rev limiter.

•

If an engine's rev limit is exceeded, we say the engine is
over-revved.

•

An engine designed to run at high speed is a high-revving engine.

•

When engine speed is increased momentarily, we say the engine is revved (or revved up).

•

We can say an engine is revved to a certain speed - for example, revved to 6,000 rpm.

A rev counter

-Friction
Moving parts cause friction . Friction is the force of resistance when two surfaces slide against
each other. Frictional resistance is measured as the coefficient of friction. This is the force
required to overcome friction in order to allow an object made of a specific material to slide
along the surface of another specific material.
There are two types of friction. Static friction -sometimes called stiction -is the frictional
resistance between two surfaces that are at rest (not moving). It measures the force needed to
start a sliding action. Dynamic friction is the friction between two surfaces that are already
sliding against each other. It measures the force needed to keep a sliding action going. More
force is needed to overcome static friction than to overcome dynamic friction .
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34.1

Match the descriptions (1- 6) to the terms (a-f). Look at A and B opposite to help you.
1 the speed of movement of a part which turns around a point
2 pressure, exerted in an outward direction, due to rotary motion
3 the rate of increase of speed of a part which turns around a point

4 the point about which a part turns
5 a turning movement
6 movement backwards and forwards

a
b
c
d
e

angular motion
angular velocity
angular acceleration
axis of rotation
reciprocating motion
f centrifugal force

34.2

Complete the sentences using suitable forms of the words revolve or rotate. Sometimes
forms of both words are possible. Look at B opposite to help you. The first one has been
done for you.

...........

The measurement of ............. .r.~~.a.:t::~o.n~.1..
velocity is rpm.
2 As you can see, the wheel ................................................ at extremely high velocity.
3 A recording device counts each ................................................ of the wheel.
4 High-velocity ................................................ motion causes vibration.
5 This wheel is the biggest ................................................ part in the machine.
6 What's the speed of the turbine in ................................................ per minute?
7 The braking system ensures the wheel ................................................ slowly.

34.3

Complete the description of an engine problem using words from C opposite.
Norma.ll'j, -the engine .snouldn '-t be a.ble -to run fa..s-ter -tha.n i-ts ma.ximum

(p ................................ ................................

of B,DDD rpm. lhe (2) ............................... .

................................ .snould preven-t 1-t from exceeding -tha.-t limi-t. !'Ju-t
some-thing wen-t wrong, beca.u.se a.c.c.ording -to 1t1e rea.ding on 1t1e
(~) ................................

................................ , 1t1e engine (4) ............................... .

................................ \D,?DD rpm - so i-t wa..s (?) ................................- ............................... .

b<j

a. significan-t ma.rgin. And since i-t '.s no-t .supposed -to be a.

(lo) ................................ - ................................ engine, i-t's no-t designed -to cope

Wi-th 1t1o.se \1..\nd.s of .speeds .

34.4

Find expressions in D opposite with the following meanings.
the measurement of friction
2 the frictional resistance between surfaces that are already sliding against each other

3 the frictional resistance between surfaces that are not yet sliding against each other

Ove,r 1-o 11ou
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Describe a machine you know about that contains parts which undergo angular motion and/
or rotary motion.
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lliJ Energy
-

Forms of energy
The effects of energy can be seen, felt or heard in different ways, depending on the form of
energy in question. The main forms are listed below:
•

kinetic energy: energy in the form of movement - a type of mechanical energy

•

thermal energy: energy in the form of heat

•

electrical energy: the energy of an electric current

•

sound energy: energy in the form of noise

•

light energy: for example, light emitted from the sun or from a light bulb

•

chemical energy: energy within substances that can produce a chemical reaction

•

nuclear energy: energy from an atomic reaction.

Energy cannot be created or destroyed, only converted from one form to another. For
example, in a torch powered by batteries, chemical energy stored in the batteries is converted
to electrical energy, and the electrical energy is converted to light energy.
Mechanical energy can be stored as potential energy. An example is a load, lifted by a crane
and suspended at a high level. The weight has the potential (in the future) to be released and
allowed to fall, becoming kinetic energy. Energy can also be stored when a component is
elastically deformed. This is called strain energy. An examp le is the spring in a watch, which
is wound up, then progressively unwinds.
Note: For more on def or mation, see Unit 18. For more on stra in, see Un it 30.

-

Energy efficiency
Machines often convert an energy source,
such as electricity, to another form of useful
energy - in other words, energy used for
a purpose. For example, a motor converts
electrical energy (the energy source) into
kinetic energy (useful energy). But it also
converts some energy into heat and noise.
As this will be dissipated into the air, and not
used, it is waste energy.
A motor: electrical energy ~ useful kinetic energy
~ wasted thermal and sound energy

If a machine converts a high percentage of energy into useful energy, it is efficient. For
example, if a motor converts 75% of the electrical energy it consumes into kinetic energy,
and wastes 25% as thermal and sound energy, it is seventy-five percent efficient. Improving
efficiency - making efficiency gains - is a key focus in engineering.

-

Work and power
The amount of energy needed to do a task - for example, lifting a load to a certain height
by crane - is called work. The amount of energy converted in order to perform tasks - in
other words, the amount of work done- is measured in joules (J). If a force of one newton is
required to keep an object moving, the work required to move that object over a distance of
one metre is equal to one joule.
The speed, or rate, at which work is done is called power, and is measured in watts (W).
One watt is one joule per second. Power, in watts, is often referred to as wattage. A powerful
motor will have a higher wattage than a less powerful one.
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35.1

Make word combinations with energy using words from A and B opposite. Then match the
combinations with the descriptions (1-8).
1 ................................ energy=
2 ................................ energy =
3 ................................ energy =
4 ................................ energy=
5 ................................ energy=
6 ................................ energy =
7 ................................ energy=
8 ................................ energy=

35.2

energy stored within the liquids or solids in a battery
mechanical energy in the form of movement
potential energy stored in a deformed material
energy converted to the form required for a purpose
energy converted to a form that cannot be used
the form of energy that shines, and can be seen
the form of energy that can be heard
energy that results in an increase in temperature

Complete the article about electric and diesel-electric locomotives using the words in the box.
Look at A, B and C opposite to help you.
chemical
convert
dissipated

efficiency
efficient
electrical

form
gam
joules

kinetic
power
powered

An electric locomotive is one that is
(1) ................................ by an external energy
(2) ................................ , most often via overhead
electric lines. This differs from a diesel-electric
locomotive, which has an onboard fuel tank and
a diesel-powered generator to provide electricity
for its motors. Purely electric power has
numerous advantages over diesel-electric power,
explaining the choice of electric locomotives for
use in high-speed trains.

powerful
source
stored

thermal
useful
waste

wattage
work

.... An electric locomotive

Firstly, an electric locomotive needs to carry neither a generator nor fuel. Its mass is
therefore lower than a diesel-electric equivalent. This results in a significant efficiency
(3) ................................ ,as the electric locomotive's smaller mass means less (4) ................................
is done - measured as a total number of (5) ................................ - on a given journey. For a
comparable rate of acceleration, its motors are also required to provide less
(6) ................................ . As they use a lower (7) ................................ ,this means less (8) .............................. ..
motors can be used, making them smaller, thus further reducing weight and improving
(9) ................................. In addition, electric locomotives use only (10) ................................ energy.
This means there is no need to (11) ................................ energy from one (12) ................................ to
another on board the train (electricity can be generated more efficiently in power stations).
In a diesel-electric unit, the energy conversion process starts with (13) .............................. ..
energy, which is (14) ................................ within the hydro-carbon compounds of diesel. This fuel is
burned to produce (15) ................................ energy, and the heat is then converted by the engine
into (16) ................................ energy, which provides the movement to drive the train. This process
is a very long way from being 100% (17) ................................ - only a small percentage of the
initial chemical energy is converted to the (18) ................................ energy that is actually used to
drive the train, with a significant percentage being (19) ................................ into the air in the form
of heat, constituting (20) ................................ energy.

Ove,r .f-o
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Think about some machines or appliances you're familiar with. What sources of energy do
they convert? What forms of useful energy and waste energy arc produced?
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ll!J Heat and temperature

-

Changes of temperature and state
The two extracts below are from a basic technical training course for the customer service
staff of a manufacturer of heating boilers.
As 'jOU k-now, Te.mpe.ratuce. Is me.asufe.d in de.g"~

Ce.b.tu:s. (• C.). !Ju-t he.a.:t

is e.ne.fg'j• so i-t's

measufe.d in ~oule.s . To calcula-te. -the. amoun-t of e.ne.fg'j ne.e.de.d -to false. -the. -te.mpe.fa-tuce. of
a subs-tance., 'jou ne.e.d -to k-now -the. mass of -the. subs-tance. be.ing he.a.-te.d, and also i-ts
.spe.c.~flc heaT

c.apac.ltlj -

in o-the.c weeds, -the. amoun-t of e.ne.fg'j• in jOUie.s, fe.<jUife.d -to caise.

-the. -te.mpe.fa-tufe. of one. k..ilogcam of -the. subs-tance. b'j one. de.gfe.e. C.e.lsius.

Wna-t happe.ns wren subs-tances change_ sta-te..? We.\\, hea-t e.ne.c3'j is ne.e.de.d TO mak..e. a solid
mel-t and be.ccme. a li<jUicl. IT 's also ne.e.de.d -to -tum liq-lid in-to vapc:u- - rt -tak..e.s e.ne.cg'j -to mak-e.
a liqlid boll, so -tha-t rt e.vaporate..s (oc vaponz...u.) and be.ccme.s a gas. lha-t 's because. me.11-rs
and e.vapora11crl ace. e.rdcrthe.rmk:- pca::.e..sse.s. lha-t me.ans

The.'j -tak-e. jQ hea-t e.ne.f9'j - The.'j
And rt 's The. opposiTe. wren a

ne.e.d -to ab:scxb hea-t fran a hea-t ~ce.. ~h as a flame..

subs-tance. coob. As a gas ~ -to be.ccme. a liqJicl, oc as a liqJid ~ -to be.ccme. a
solid, The. pca::.e..ss is e.xcthe.rmlc -

hea-t is e.mttte.d. lre amoun-t of e.ne.c3'j ab:SOCbe.d oc e.mrt-te.d

while. a subs-tance. changes sta-te., in ~ou\e.s pe.f k..ilogcam, is cal\e.d la-tent hea-t. Wing me.Hing iT 's
cal\e.d la-tent hea-t of fusion, and d<King vapoclz...lng iT's cal\e.d la-tent hea-t of vap:xlz.a.:tloo

Note: See Appendix Ill on page 100 for other units of temperature, and Appendix VII on page 109
for notes on vapour and steam.

-

Heat transfer
The textbook extract below looks at heat transfer- how heat travels.
To help understand heat transfer, homes provide
everyday examples. The heating systems in homes
often have electric convector heaters. These heat
the air and make it circulate, so that it moves in a
circle- first rising, then cooling and sinking before
rising again. This is called convection, where warm
gas or liquid moves around and dissipates heat,
transferring it to the rest of the gas or liquid.
Alternatively, the heating system in a home may
circulate hot water through radiators. The radiators
An electric convector heater
act as heat exchangers - devices that transfer heat
-in this case, from the hot water inside to the cooler air outside. This happens by conduction- heat
transfer through solid material. After the heat has been conducted through the metal of the radiator,
the heat is dissipated by convection.
The third way that heat is transferred is by radiation. This is heat that travels as electromagnetic
waves. An example is the heat from the sun. So the radiators that circulate water have a misleading
name, as they don't really function by radiation.

Notes: See Unit 19 for more on the thermal properties of solid materials.
See Appendix VII on page 109 for more on radiators in cooling systems, and thermal inertia.
See Appendix VIII on page 110 for specific types of electromagnetic wave.
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36.1

Complete the sentences about water using words from A opposite. Sometimes there is more
than one possible answer.

2
3
4

5
6

36.2

When the temperature of ice reaches 0 oc, it changes ................................ - it ................................ to
become water.
At 100 oc, water ................................ .
When water is ................................ to 0 oc or below and ................................ to become ice, it is said to
freeze.
In gas form, water is called ................................ or ................................ ................................ .
Between 100 oc and 374 oc water is a ................................ because it is below its critical
temperature.
Extremely hot water vapour is called ................................ ................................ .

Match the two parts to make correct sentences. Look at A and B opposite, and Appendix Vll
on page 109 to help you.
1 A liquid pumped onto a workpiece that is being machined, to stop it overheating, is called a
2 The form of heat transfer that occurs with infrared heat- a form of electromagnetic wave

-is called
3 The metal fins (plates) around air-cooled engines, intended to maximize the surface area of
the hot engine that is in contact with the cooler air, are designed to act as a
4 Thick, dense, internal walls inside an energy-efficient house, which are intended to absorb
heat energy during the day and store some of it to be emitted at night, function as a
5 The soil and rocks on the surface of the earth remain warm at night in summer, due to the
principle of
a radiation.
b coolant.

36.3

c heat sink.
d thermal inertia.

e heat exchanger.

Circle the correct words to complete the article about condensing boilers. Look at A and B
opposite to help you. The first one has been done for you.
Condensing boilers are becoming increasingly popular in homes, as they use up to 40% less gas
than traditional boilers. How do they work? By exploiting the fact that when a liquid condenses, due
to the principle of latent heat of (1) fusion~orizat@, the process is (2) endothermic/exothermic.
This means heat is (3) absorbed/emitted, and can thus be (4) circulated/conducted via the water
inside the radiators in the home.
A condensing boiler burns natural gas (hydrocarbon fuel) to (5) heat/cool water, just like a
conventional boiler. However, it ach ieves greater efficiency by recovering energy from water vapour.
This is present in the hot, waste gas that's produced when natural gas is burned . In a traditional
boiler the (6) heat/temperature energy from the gas, which is at a (7) heat/temperature of 180
or more, would be (8) dissipated/radiated into the atmosphere by (9) conduction/convection, and

oc

the water vapour within it would condense in the outside air. But in a condensing boiler the hot
gas passes through a (1 0) heat/temperature exchanger. This allows the heat from the gas to be
(11] absorbed/emitted by the cool water that's returning to the boiler after passing through the
radiators in the home's (12] cooling/heating system - heat transfer takes place from hot gas to
cool water by (13) conduction/radiation through the metal of the heat exchanger. In addition, when
the temperature of the gas has fallen to a certain point, the water vapour within it (14) condenses/
solidifies. And it is th is process that enables significant amounts of heat to be transferred, due to
the prin cip le of (15)1atent/specific heat

0V~r

01

':fOLA ~
Think about some appliances, machines or structures where heat transfer is an important
consideration. How is the heat transferred, and how does this affect the design?
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liD Fluid containment
Pipes, ducts and hoses

A pipe

An air duct

A hose

Pipes are rigid tubes, made from materials such as steel and plastic. They carry fluids (liquids
or gases). Pipes can be fitted together with different pipe fittings (see Appendix IX on page
111). Assemblies of pipes are often referred to as pipework.
Mains are underground pipes for water and natural gas. Water mains and gas mains run
beneath the streets of cities to supply buildings.
Pipelines are long-distance pipes, often above ground, for crude oil or natural gas.
Drains are underground pipes that carry waste water. Large drains, as found below the streets
in cities, are called sewers. Drains and sewers rely on gravity to allow them to flow. They
therefore have a downward slope, called a fall .
Ducts are pipes used for moving air that is not under pressure- usually for heating or airconditioning. Ductwork often consists of rectangular cross-section ducts.
Hoses are flexible tubes, often made from plastic, for liquids and gases. They are fitted
together using hose fittings (or hose couplings). Examples of hoses are fuel hoses and
compressed air hoses - sometimes called fuel lines and air lines.
Note: In everyday English, fluid usually means a liquid. In physics and engineering, the word refers to
both liquids and gases.

Tanks
A tank is a container for liquid or gas. It may be watertight (will not leak water) and open at
the top. It may also be enclosed and airtight (will not leak gas), and may contain gas that is
under pressure.
A pressure vessel is a tank for storing gas- or a mixture of liquid and gas- that is under
pressure. The vessel must therefore be sealed -with no openings, so that gas cannot escape.
It must also be strong enough to withstand the pressure inside. Pressure vessels include small
portable gas cylinders (also called gas bottles). Some pressure vessels also function as boilers
- they heat the liquid inside them in order to boil it and increase pressure -for example, a
water boiler that produces high-pressure steam.

-

Pumps, fans and turbines
Liquids can be forced to flow (move) along pipes by
mechanical devices called pumps. For example, in cars,
fuel is pumped from the fuel tank to the engine by
a fuel pump. The flow of fluids can be controlled by
valves (see Appendix IX on page 111). A pump used to
increase the pressure of gas is called a compressor.
A device powered by a motor which rotates in order to
move air or gas - for example, along a duct - is called
a fan. A turbine has the opposite function to a fan - it
is designed to be moved by a flow of air or gas. For
example, a wind turbine revolves due to the wind, and
can be used to drive a generator (to generate electricity}.
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This compressor produces compressed air
for powering tools.

37.1

Complete the emails about the design of a new manufacturing plant using words from A
opposite.
CJ

New Message

Air temperature will be high in this area , due to the presence of four large-diameter
steel steam (l) ................................ running along the ceiling. This opens up the possibility of
extracting hot air and transferring it, via (2) ................................ , to other areas of the plant,
for heating use.

New Message

Given that this machine will move to an extent, due to vibration, it should be connected to
the water supply using a flexible (3) ................................ , rather than a rigid (4) ................................ .
The pressure of the supply may also need to be increased, depending on the pressure of
water coming into the plant from the (5) ................................................................ .

New Me ssage

Waste water will exit the plant via a (6) ................................ on the western edge of the site.
This will run into the (7) ................................ under the street on the north side of the plant.
The survey has confirmed that the level of the site, relative to the street, will allow an
adequate (8) ................................ .

31.2

One sentence in each pair is false. Choose the true
sentence. Look at A and B opposite and Appendix IX
on page 111 to help you.
1 a All gas cylinders are pressure vessels.

b All pressure vessels are gas cylinders.
2 a Elbows are types of pipe or hose fitting.

b
3 a
b
4 a
b
5 a
b

31.3

Pipe or hose fittings are types of elbow.
Any watertight tank will also be airtight.
Any airtight tank will also be watertight.
All pressure vessels are types of tank.
All tanks are types of pressure vessel.
A pipe is a specific sort of pipeline.
A pipeline is a specific sort of pipe.

A propane gas tank

Change one word in each of the sentences below to make them correct. Look at C opposite
and Appendix IX on page 111 to help you.
1 A fa n is designed to be driven by a flow of air or gas.
2 A pump used to increase the pressure in a vessel is called a turbine.

3 A safety valve is an inlet which releases excess pressure.
4 A non-return valve is also called a safety valve.
5 Some valves can be partly closed to stop a flow, reducing its rate.

Ove.,r .f-o t:foa
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Think about a machine or installation you're familiar with, in which liquid or gas is stored,
supplied or circulated. What equipment is used to contain the gas or liquid? How are flow
and pressure managed?
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Fluid pressure
Gauge pressure and absolute pressure
Pressure is the amount of force acting on an area. When fluids (liquids or gases) are under
pressure they exert pressure on the surfaces of the tanks, pipes, etc., that hold them.
Examples of pressurized fluids are compressed air inside air hoses, compressed gases such as
propane in gas cylinders, and water in water mains. The SI measurement of pressure is the
Pascal. One Pascal is equal to one newton per square metre (1 Pa = 1 N/m 2 ). However, many
pressure gauges (devices which measure pressure) use the imperial measurement pounds
per square inch (psi). Pressure can also be measured in bars. One bar is roughly equal to
atmospheric pressure- that is, the pressure of the air in the atmosphere- at sea level. For
example, four bars, or four bar- which can also be described as four atmospheres - is four
times atmospheric pressure.
When engineers calculate the pressure of a fluid inside a vessel, they usually calculate its
gauge pressure. This is the pressure differential - the difference in pressure - between the
fluid inside the vessel and atmospheric pressure outside. Therefore, with gauge pressure, it
is assumed that the atmosphere has a pressure of zero Pascals - even though this is not true
(see below). Engineers use gauge pressure because they need to know if a fluid inside a vessel
is at a higher pressure or at a lower pressure than the outside air (the air in the atmosphere),
and if it is, by how much. This allows them to design tanks and pipes so that they do not fail
dangerously by exploding if their gauge pressure is positive, or by imploding if their gauge
pressure is negative.
Pressure can also be measured by comparing it with a vacuum - a void containing no
gas or liquid, as in space, where pressure is truly zero Pascals. Pressure compared with a
vacuum is called absolute pressure. The absolute pressure of the atmosphere at sea level is
approximately 100,000 Pascals (or 100 kilo-Pascals). Therefore a partial vacuum- which is
below atmospheric pressure but is not a perfect vacuum - has a positive pressure when it is
measured as an absolute pressure, because it has a higher pressure than a perfect vacuum.
But it has a negative pressure when it is measured as a gauge pressure, because it has a lower
pressure than the atmosphere.
Note: See Appendix Ill on page 100 for more on imperial measurements.

Hydrostatic pressure and siphonic action
In liquids- most often in waterpressure and flow can be generated
by hydrostatic pressure.
An example is a water tower which
supplies drinking water to homes.
Water is stored in the tower at a high
level, so that the water pushes down.
This is called a head of water. It puts
the water at lower level (in the water
main) under pressure. If the height of
the water tower is increased, this will
increase the water pressure at low
level. Smaller tanks located at a high
level to generate hydrostatic pressure
- at the tops of buildings, for
example - are called header tanks.
Note: See Appendix X on page 112 for
a description of siphonic action.
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water level

water tower

head of water

-

- water main flows
under hydrostatic
pressure

38.1

Complete the sentences using the words positive, negative and zero.
1
2

In a perfect vacuum, absolute pressure is ................................ and gauge pressure is ................................ .
In a partial vacuum, absolute pressure is ................................ and gauge pressure is ................................ .

3 At atmospheric pressure, absolute pressure is ................................ and gauge pressure is
4 In compressed air, absolute pressure is ................................ and gauge pressure is ................................ .

38.2

Use the expressions in the box to complete the article about pressurized aircraft cabins, taken
from an engineering journal. Look at A opposite to help you.
at a higher pressure
at a lower pressure
atmospheric pressure

gauge pressure
one atmosphere
pressure differential

compressed air
exert pressure on
explode

pressurized
outside air

pressurized aircraft cabins?
It's a well-known fact that the cabins of commercial aircraft are (l) ................................. This is an obvious
requirement, given that at high altitude the air is (2) ................................ than (3) ................................ at ground
level. If passengers were exposed to these conditions while ftying at altitude, they would suffer numerous
health problems. Hence the need, at high altitude, to maintain the air inside the fuselage
(4) ................................ than the (5) ................................. But how is this achieved and controlled?
At the moment an aircraft's doors are closed at the airport, the cabin pressure is clearly equivalent to
(6) ................................ , meaning the (7) ................................ of the cabin is zero. Once the aircraft takes off and
begins to climb, the pressure of the outside air will begin to decrease, while air pressure inside the aircraft
remains the same thanks to the airtight fuselage.
However, maintaining the air pressure simply by keeping the same air inside the aircraft for the duration
of a ftight would be problematic- firstly because the air needs to be continually renewed for the
comfort of passengers, and secondly because at very high altitude the significant (8) .............................. ..
between the inside and outside of the cabin would (9) ................................ the inside of the fuselage to
an unacceptably high degree. Although the resulting stresses would not be high enough to cause the
fuselage to (l 0) ................................ ,they would result in a high rate of metal fatigue. Consequently, as the
aircraft climbs, air is released through valves in the fuselage until a slightly lower pressure is attainedequivalent to the pressure of the outside air at an altitude of between 5,000 and 8,000 feet. Air is then
constantly renewed during the ftight by releasing it through the valves, and replacing the equivalent
volume with (ll) ................................ pressurized to the same level by the aircraft's engines.

38.3

Match the two parts to make correct sentences. Look at B opposite and Appendix X on
page 112 to help you.
1 Header tanks are designed to
2 To prime means to
3 Siphonic action is able to
4 Water towers are large tanks designed to

Ove,r .f-o tjotc

a
b
c
d

make liquid flow upwards from its surface.
generate hydrostatic pressure in a building.
supply large numbers of buildings.
fill a pipe or hose to its full bore, removing the air.

·~

Think about a system you're familiar with which contains fluid that is at a higher or lower
pressure than atmospheric pressure. What is the reason for having a positive or negative
pressure? How great is the pressure differential, relatiw to atmospheric pressure? How is the
pressure differential generated and maintained?
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Fluid dynamics

-

Fluid dynamics and aerodynamics
Fluid dynamics is the study of how gases and liquids flow around objects. The branch of fluid
dynamics concerned with airflow- called aerodynamics - is relevant to the design of aircraft,
vehicles and structures. Aerodynamic tests can be done in wind tunnels - tunnels through
which air is blown at high velocity. Analysis can also be done using computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) -computers with complex simulation software.

-Drag
Aerodynamic drag (or drag) is the resistance of an object to an airflow. It is measured by the
drag coefficient. Objects with a low drag coefficient have little force exerted on them by an
airflow. We say they are streamlined . There are different types of drag:

-

•

Form drag is due to the shape of the object.

•

Skin friction is the drag caused by air flowing over the surface of the object.

•

Pressure drag is the pressure differential between the air upstream of the object (flowing
towards it) and the air downstream of it (flowing away behind it). The lower-pressure
zone close behind a moving object is often called the slipstream.

•

Interference drag depends on the amount of turbulence around the object.

Laminar flow and turbulent flow
In aerodynamics, engineers focus on the airflow in the boundary layer- the air close to the
surface of an object. If the object is streamlined, the airflow in the boundary layer will be
laminar, following a direct, clean path. With a less streamlined object, the airflow will be
turbulent, flowing in a disturbed, messy fashion. A turbulent flow produces more drag than a
laminar flow, and generates a bigger wake- that is, the V-shaped zone of turbulent air behind
the object. Wakes contain vortices. A vortex is a twisting flow - like water going down the
plughole in a bath.

-

Aerofoils
Aerofoils are components designed to make air flow in specific
ways. They include:
•

aircraft wings, which generate lift- that is, upward
aerodynamic force

•

the blades of plane propellers, and helicopter rotor blades,
which generate thrust to propel aircraft through the air

•

wings on racing cars, which generate downforce downward aerodynamic force.

An aircraft propeller with two
blades

Aerofoils have specially designed profiles (cross-sectional shapes), often with their leading
edge- the front edge, relative to the airflow- shaped differently to their trailing edge, at the
rear. The behaviour of air around an aerofoil depends on the velocity of the airflow, and also
on the angle of attack (or pitch) of the aerofoil - its angle relative to the airflow.
leading edge

airflow

angle of attack,
or pitch
trailing edge

-----------------------------------------------------------------L:: _:::.-:.-~
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BrE: aerofoi l;
AmE: airfoil

The section of an aircraft wing an example of an aerofoil

39.1

Sort the terms in the box into categories (1-5). Look at A, B, C and D opposite to help you.
CFD
downforce

form drag
lift

rotor
skin friction

slipstream
wake

wind tunnel
wmg

Types of aerodynamic resistance: ................................................ and ................................................
2 Aerodynamic forces acting in specific directions: ................................................ and
3 Aerodynamic effects downstream of an object: ................................................ and ............................................... .

4 Types of aerofoil: a ................................................ and a ............................................... .
5 Aerodynamic analysis tools: ................................................ and a ............................................... .

39.2

Use one term from each category in 39.1 to complete the sentences below. Look at A, Band
C opposite to help you.
1 The widening zone of turbulent air behind a fast-moving vehicle is called the

2 In very strong winds, the low pressure generated just above the sheltered sides of the roofs

of buildings generates ................................................, which can cause the roof to 'explode' outwards
due to the higher-pressure air inside the building.
3 The aerodynamic effectiveness of designs can be tested in a ................................................ .
4 On an aircraft fuselage, the heads of rivets are designed to be as flat as possible in order to
limit ................................................ .
5 Most helicopters have either two or three main ................................................ .

39.3 Use the words in the box to complete the article, taken from a popular science magazine.
You will need to use some words twice. Look at B, C and D opposite to help you.
aerofoil
airflow

angle
attack

boundary
downforce

drag
flow

laminar
layer

leading
pitch

trailing
turbulent

In aerodynamic-speak, the term 'spoiler' is slightly confusing, as it has two different meanings. In automotive
engineering, a spoiler is a wing-like (1) ................................ on the back of a car. Unlike the wings on racing cars,
the purpose of spoilers on road cars is not to generate (2) ..... ............... ............ ,
but to 'spoil' or disrupt the (3) ................................ within the (4) .............................. ..
................................ -the air close to the surface of the car's body. While
this may seem strange, by turning what would otherwise be a smooth,
(5) ................................................................ into a messy, (6) .............................. ..
................................ ,the car's (7) ................................ coefficient can be reduced, and
the vehicle's handling can be made more stable at higher speeds
In aeronautical engineering, spoilers- also called airbrakes- are aerofoils mounted on the tops of an
aircraft's wings. When deployed- most often at the moment a plane lands- they rotate in an angular
motion, with their (8) ................................ edge (near the front of the wing) acting as a pivot, while the
(9) ................................ edge (at the rear) lifts, increasing the spoiler's (10) ................................. Spoilers serve a
dual purpose. Firstly, they generate (11) ................................ ,helping to push the aircraft down onto the runway.
Secondly, they create (12) ................................ , increasing air resistance and helping to slow the aircraft down.
Spoilers are therefore different to flaps, which are deployed from the rear of an aircraft's wings as it
descends and slows down before landing. Flaps are rotated downwards, at a progressively increasing
(13) .......... ...................... of ................................ , in order to provide increased lift at lower speeds

OV~r .f-o ':fOtc ~
Describe how a specific aircraft, vehicle or structure is affected by airflow. How does air flow
around it? Which aerodynamic issues do you think engineers needed to consider in its design?
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EDJ Engines and motors
-

Types and functions of engines and motors
The term engine usually refers to petrol engines,
diesel engines and jet engines (or jets) . In engineering,
motor usually means electric motor - but in general
language, 'motor' can also refer to petrol and diesel
engines. Engines and motors power (or drive) machines
by generating rotary motion- for example, to drive
wheels. In jet engines, compressors and turbines rotate
to generate thrust - pushing force, produced by forcing
air from the back of the engine at high velocity.

A jet engine

As an engine produces a couple -rotary force - the moving parts of the machine it is driving
will produce resistance, due to friction and other forces. As a result, torque (twisting force)
is exerted on the output shaft of the engine. Torque -calculated as a turning moment, in
newton metres - is therefore a measure of how much rotational force an engine can exert.
The rate at which an engine can work to exert torque is the power of the engine, measured
in watts. Although engineers normally calculate engine power in watts, the power of vehicle
engines is often given in brake horsepower (bhp) . This is the power of an engine's output
shaft measured in horsepower {hp)- a historic measurement of power (see Appendix Ill on
page 100) .
Note: See the fo ll ow ing un its for more information: Unit 33 (turn in g moments), Unit 34 (rotary
motion), Unit 35 (power), and Unit 41 (shafts).
BrE: petrol; ArnE: gasoline
BrE: petrol engine; ArnE: gasoline engine

-

Internal combustion engines
Petrol and diesel engines are internal combustion engines. This means they are driven by
the combustion (burning) of fuel in enclosed, sealed spaces called combustion chambers. In
petrol and diesel engines, the combustion chambers are cylinders surrounded by a cylinder
block and closed at the top by a cylinder head. Each cylinder contains a piston. The number
of piston cylinders in an engine varies - engines in small motorcycles have only one, while
sports car engines may have twelve.
Fuel is supplied to each cylinder from a tank. In most engines, the flow of fuel is generated
by a pump, which forces it- at high pressure - through fuel injectors. These vaporize the
fuel, allowing it to mix with air. Using this mixture (of fuel and air), most engines function
as four-stroke engines. This means they work on a cycle of four stages - or four strokes. A
stroke is an upward or downward movement of a piston.
1 Induction or intake
The intake valve
opens. The mixture
enters the cylinder
through a port
(opening) in the
cylinder head while
the piston moves
downwards.

2 Compression
3 Power or ignition
4 Exhaust
The intake valve
The spark plug
The exhaust valve
closes. The piston _., produces a spark,
_. opens, and the piston
moves upwards,
which ignites
moves upwards, forcing
compressing the
(lights) the mixture.
the exhaust gases mixture.
On ignition, the
those produced during
mixture explodes,
combustion - out of the
generating a
cylinder via the exhaust
sudden pressure
port. The exhaust valve
which forces the
then closes and the
piston down.
cycle begins again.

The cycle of a four-stroke petrol engine
Notes: See exe rcise 40.2 opposite for an ill ustra tion of a cylind er.
See Un it 42 for more on cam, camshaft, co nnecting rod an d crankshaft.
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40.1

Complete the text about diesel engines using words from A and B opposite.
Diesel engines differ from (1) ................................ engines in one key respect: they are not fitted
with a (2) ................................ , in each cylinder, to ignite the fuel. This is because when a
(3) ................................ of diesel and air is compressed inside a hot (4) ................................ , it will
explode spontaneously, without the need for a spark to provide (5) ................................. A diesel
engine must therefore work in a way which prevents the diesel from exploding before the
piston is at the top of the cylinder. To achieve this, the engine takes in only air during the
(6) ................................ stage of the cycle. Therefore, during the (7) ................................ stage, only
air- and not an air-fuel mixture - is pressurized. It is only at that last instant, when full
compression has occurred, that the (8) ................................ above each cylinder forces vaporized
diesel into the combustion chamber, where it ignites.
Diesel engines operate at lower speeds than petrol engines, making them less suitable for
high-speed applications. However, they are more able to (9) ................................ heavy vehicles,
as they can produce greater amounts of (10) ................................ than petrol engines.

40.2

Look at the cross-section of an engine, and label it using words and expressions from
B opposite.
4

valve spring
cam
5

cooling water

2

7 -·······-·"""''' """"'''""""''' ""''

3 ......

connecting rod

One cylinder of a four-stroke internal combustion engine

Ove,r 1-o ~:fotc
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Think about the engine in a vehicle you're familiar with. Describe specific aspects of it - the
type of fuel it uses, the llllmber of cylinders it has, and how much power and torque it produces.
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[II Transmission 1
-Gears
Gear wheels, or gears, are wheels with teeth (or cogs). The teeth interlock (fit together) with those
of other gear wheels. When one gear wheel revolves, the other revolves with it - in the opposite
direction - as their teeth mesh together. Gears are normally fitted to sba&s. They transmit rotary
motion from one sha& to another - that is, they transmit drive. Drive, usually supplied by an
engine or motor, causes a shaft to revolve. A sha& connected directly to an engine or motor is
called a drivesha& - or an input sha&. A gear wheel on a drivesha& is called a driver. The second
gear wheel, which meshes with the driver, is called a follower - the driver drives the follower.
An assembly of several shafts and gear wheels is called a gear train or transmission system. It
begins with an input shaft and ends with an output shaft. The system may contain idler gears
(or idlers). These change the direction of a follower.

-

Gear ratios
Gears can provide a mechanical advantage (see Unit 33) by using different gear ratios. In the
diagrams above, the driver has 20 teeth and the follower has 60 teeth. Therefore the driver
rotates three times to make the follower rotate once. So the gear ratio is 3:1 (three to one).
This means that if, for example, the input speed - that is, the speed of the driver- is 3,000
rpm, the output speed (of the follower) will be 1,000 rpm.
In some machines, a gearbox is used to provide a number of different gear ratios. A
gearbox has a gear selection system, which allows gears to be changed (or shifted) while the
transmission is running. This may be a manual gearbox, where gears are changed by a person,
or an automatic gearbox, which automatically selects a higher gear or lower gear, as needed.

-

Types of gear wheel
•

Spur gears are the simplest gears. The
teeth run straight across the wheel.

•

Helical gears have curved teeth, so that
they mesh together more smoothly.

•

Bevel gears allow drive to be transmitted
through an angle- o&en 90°.

•

Crown gears transmit drive through 90°,
often to a small gear called a pinion.

•

Worm gears transmit drive through an
angle. They also allow a low output
speed relative to the input speed of
the worm. They can provide a 'one
way' drive, as a worm can drive a gear
but a gear cannot drive a worm (the
mechanism will lock).
worm gears
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41.1

Change four words in the text below to make it correct. Look at A opposite to help you.
An engine is connected to a driveshaft. Fitted to this output shaft is a gear wheel called
the idler. As this gear wheel turns, it drives another gear wheel alongside it called a driver,
which is fitted to an input shaft.

41 .2

Complete the text about continuously variable transmission using the words in the box.
Look at A, B and C opposite to help you.
a utomatic
helical

higher
manual

ratio
selection

shafts
shift

transmit
wheels

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANSMISSION (CVT)
(1) ................................ gearboxes allow the driver of a vehicle to (2) ................................ gears as required.
If a (3) ................................ gear is selected, the speed of the output shaft will increase relative to

the input shaft, for a given engine speed. In a typical (4) ................................ gearbox, however, the
gear (5) ................................ system is automated, requiring no action by the driver. In addition, most
automatic transmission systems use so-called planetary gears. In basic terms, these allow the
transmission to remain connected at all times - unlike manual gearboxes, in which pairs of
(6) ................................ gears are momentarily disconnected each time a shift is made.
The principle of continually variable transmission
(CVT) is entirely different to both manual and
automatic systems. Instead of having a fixed
number of different gear (7) ................................ ,
each with different numbers of teeth, CVT
uses a special mechanism to continuously and
progressively adjust the gear (8) ............................... .
between the input and output (9) ................................ .
Therefore, as the vehicle accelerates or
decelerates, continual adjustments are made to
the transmission automatically. This allows the
engine to be maintained at a constant speed for
optimum power and fuel efficiency
while the system is able to continuously
(10) ................................ drive to the vehicle's wheels.

41.3

The Case-IH Puma CVX tractor is equipped
with continuously variable transmission.

Make word combinations with gears using words from A and C opposite. Then use the
word combinations to complete the sentences (1-4) below. Sometimes there is more than one
possible answer.
1 ................................ gears are used to transmit drive through an angle.
2 ................................ gears run more quietly than spur gears.

3 ................................ gears can generally only transmit drive in one direction.
4 ................................ gears allow drivers and followers to revolve in the same direction.

Ove,r
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Think about the transmission system in a machine or vehicle you're familiar with.
Describe how drive is transmitted from the input shaft to the output shaft.
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lfJ Transmission 2
-

Chains, sprockets and pulleys
Drive can be transmitted from one shaft to another, across a distance, by roller chains (or
chains). Chains drive, or are driven by, toothed wheels called sprockets. Pairs of sprockets
with different numbers of teeth can provide different gear ratios. A bicycle is an example of a
machine with chain drive.
Belt drive works in a similar way to chain drive. Belts are usually smooth and are fitted
around smooth pulley wheels (or sheaves). However, toothed belts and toothed pulley wheels
can be used in applications where a smooth belt could slip. A combination of several pulleys
can give a mechanical advantage - for example, in cranes to lift heavy loads. In this case,
cables - also called wire ropes - are used instead of belts.
Notes: Pulley may refer to pulley wheels and belts together, or to a pulley wheel only.
See Unit 33 for more on mechanical advantage.

-

Conversion between reciprocating and rotary motion
The reciprocating linear motion of pistons is converted to rotary motion by connecting rods
(or conrods) and a crankshaft. The shape of the crankshaft allows the connecting rods to
exert force at a distance from its centre. This increases the turning moment they generate.
Bicycle pedals are an example of a simple crank.

piston

0

centre of shaft
The principle of a crank

connecting rod

In an engine, a heavy wheel- called a flywheel- is fitted to the end of the crankshaft.
This provides momentum, giving the pistons more constant motion.
As well as driving a machine or vehicle, the
motion of an engine's crankshaft is used to
open and close the valves in the cylinder
head. Rotary motion is transmitted, often
via a toothed belt or chain, to the camshaft
at the top of the engine. The cams fixed on
the camshaft cause followers -which are
connected to the valves- to move up and
down as the cam revolves. As they move,
they open and close the valves.
Notes: See the following units for more information: Unit 33 (momentum and turning moments).
Unit 34 (rotary and reciprocating motion), and Unit 40 (internal combustion engines).
See Appendix XI on page 113 for more on mechanisms used with rotary motion.
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42.1

Circle the correct words to complete the text about how chain drive works on bicycles. Look
at A opposite and Appendix XI on page 113 to help you.
on a bicycle, the pedals -which provide support for the
rider's feet- are fitted to a (1) crank I sheave at either side of
the frame. These are fixed together by a short shaft, called a
spindle, which runs through a tube at the bottom of the frame.
The tube contains (2) bearings I roller chains, which allow the
spindle to turn freely. A (3) pulley I sprocket, fitted to the shaft,
drives a (4) cable I chain, which drives a second (5) crank I
sprocket at the rear of the bike. This turns the rear wheel.

42.2

Complete the text about the advantages of chain drive on bicycles, using the words in the
box. You will need to use some words more than once. Look at A opposite to help you.
belt

chain

pulley

sprocket

toothed

wheel

The advantages of using chain drive on bicycles are:
• its ability to transmit drive over a distance- from the centre of the bike to the rear
• that a (1) ................................ will not slip as it travels around a (2) ................................ -unlike a
(3) ................................ ,which is more likely to slip as it travels around a (4) ................................
•

42.3

that the teeth on a (5) ................................ will force dirt out of the holes in a (6) ................................ ,
whereas dirt would become trapped between a (7) ................................ and a (8) ................................
................................ -a problem which would make a (9) ................................ belt unsuitable for
overcoming the problem of slipping.

Answer the questions below using words from B opposite and Appendix XI on page 113.
1 In an engine, which revolving component generates the up-and-down motion required to

open and close a valve in the cylinder head?
2 How can the motion of an engine's crankshaft be transmitted to the camshaft?
3

4
5

6
7

8

What term is given to a component which presses against a cam and moves with a
reciprocating action?
Which component is heavy and helps an engine to run smoothly?
Which two engine components are joined by a connecting rod?
What component could be used to connect the end of a crankshaft to a driveshaft that is at
20 degrees to the crankshaft?
In vehicles, what friction mechanism (controlled by the driver) is used to gradually
transmit drive to the wheels, via the gearbox?
In disc brakes, what term is given to the components that are pressed against the brake
disc to generate friction?

Ove-r ..f-o t:fou
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Think about a machine you're familiar with which uses chain or belt drive, or one which
converts reciprocating motion to rotary motion (or vice versa). Describe the mechanisms
used, and explain their functions.
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iiJ Current, voltage and resistance
-

Electric current
The photo on the opposite page shows a simple electric circuit (or circuit). A cell provides an
electric current (or current). This flows through wires, which conduct the electricity (provide a
way for it to travel). The current is used to light a lamp. So, like all circuits, the example includes:
•

an electrical supply - in this case, the cell

•

an electrical conductor (or conductor)- an electrical path- in this case, wires

•

one or more electrical components (or components)- electrical devices (in this case, the
lamp) which have a function.

Current- measured in amperes, or amps (A) -is the rate of flow of electric charge. Electric
charge is carried by electrons- particles with a negative charge (-),which are normally
attached to atoms. When an electric current flows through a conductm; the electrons move
from one atom to another- in the case of a copper wire, from one copper atom to the next.
If the number of electrons flowing through a conductor increases, then the amperage, or arnpage
(current) increases. When electrons flow, carrying a current, they can be called charge carriers.
Notes: In everyday English, cells are called batteries. In technical English, a battery is a number of
cells placed together.
Lamps are often called bulbs in everyday English .

.:iJ

Voltage and resistance
The amount of current (in amps) flowing through a circuit will partly depend on the
electromotive force (EMF) of the electrical supply. Electromotive force is measured in volts (V),
and is generally called voltage. The voltage depends on the 'strength' of the electrical supply. In
the diagram above, adding a second cell would supply a higher voltage.
The amount of current will also depend on electrical resistance (or resistance). This value
- in ohms (0) - is a measure of how easily current can flow through the conductors and
components in a circuit. For example, a lamp creates resistance because the filament- the
metal wire inside it - is very thin. This limits the amount of current that can flow. Resistance
also depends on the materials used as conductors. For example, copper has a low resistance
and so is a good conductor.
Materials with very high resistance, such as plastics, are called electrical insulators (or
insulators). Only very high voltages cause current to flow through them. Materials that are good
insulators are used to insulate conductors. An example is plastic insulation around electric wires.
This stops people from touching the conductor and- if it is live (carrying current)- from getting
a dangerous electric shock.

-

Electrical power
The text below, about electrical power, is from a home improvements magazine.

The amount of current, in amps, required by an electrical appliance- such as a TV or
an electric kettle -depends on the power of the appliance. This number- expressed
in watts (W)- will be marked somewhere on the appliance. To calculate the required
current, simply take the wattage and divide it by the voltage of the electrical supply in
your home- around 230 volts in most of Europe. Therefore, for an electric kettle with a
power rating of 2,000 watts (as specified by the manufacturer), the current required is:
2,000 watts
230 volts

92

= 8 .7 amps
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43.1

Complete the word puzzle and find the word going down
the page. Look at A, B and C opposite page to help you.
1 another term for amperage
2 provided by a battery, for example

measured as a wattage
allows current to flow through it
has very high electrical resistance
carried by moving electrons
another term for an electrical 'device'
8 the consequence of a person touching a live conductor
3

4
5
6
7

ELECTRIC
2

ELECTRIC

3
4
5

ELECTRIC
ELECTRI c
ELECTRIC

6
7

ELECTRIC

8

43.2

I
ELECTRIC

I

E LECTRIC

Complete the extract about current and power calculations using the words in the box.
Look at A, B and C opposite to help you.
amps
components

conductor
circuit

current
ohms

resistance
supply

voltage
volts

wattage
watts

In electrical calculations, electromotive force is expressed by the letter E, resistance by
the letter R, and current by the letter 1 (which comes from the word 'intensity').
According to Ohm's Law: I = E/R.
In other words, the (1) ................................ flowing through a (2) ................................ , measured
in (3) ................................ , equals the (4) ................................ of the electrical (5) ................................ ,
measured in (6) ................................ ,divided by the total (7) ................................ ,measured in
(8) ................................. To work out the value of R, it is necessary to calculate the total
resistance of all the (9) ................................ and connecting lengths of (1 0) ................................ that
make up the circuit.
Once both the voltage and amperage are known , it is possible to work out the power,
measured in (11) ................................ , that will be consumed. Power (P) can be calculated
using the equation P = EI. Therefore (12) ................................ equals voltage multiplied by
amperage.

Over 1-o t:fou
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Say how much power is required by an electrical appliance you know about. and what
voltage and current are used to power it. Then use these values to calculate and state what
the tota l resistance of the appliance is.
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W Electrical supply
-

Direct current and alternating current
The current from a cell is direct current (DC) -a constant flow of electricity which travels
around a circuit in one direction. The electricity supplied to homes and other buildings called mains electricity- is alternating current (AC). Unlike a DC supply, an AC supply flows
backwards and forwards - its direction continually alternates. The rate at which the current
alternates- called the frequency- is measured in hertz (Hz). For example, in the UK, AC
supply is 50 Hz - it alternates 50 times per second. On a graph, the AC supply of mains
electricity forms a sine wave.
The current supplied to most homes is single-phase - it forms one sine wave. In factories and
large buildings, which have powerful electrical equipment, the supply is often three-phase
-effectively three currents, each with a different phase (timing). This provides a smoother
supply as it reduces the gaps between the voltage peaks.
Note: The term mains electricity is not used in American English -terms like supply are used.

~ AC generation and supply
Mains electricity is generated (produced) at sites called power stations, which use large
generators. A generator converts mechanical energy to electrical energy. A generator rotates a
magnet within an iron surround. The iron- called an armature- has coils of wire around it,
called field coils (or field windings). As the magnet rotates, it causes current to flow through
the field coils, due to electromagnetic induction.
Current from the generators leaves the power station and enters the power grid (or grid)- the
network of power lines (cables) which transmit it around the country. At the point where it
enters the grid, the electricity flows through transformers -specifically step-up transformers,
which increase voltage and decrease amperage. This reduces the energy lost from the power
lines over long distances, as high-voltage (HV) supplies flow more efficiently than low-voltage
(LV) supplies. Before the supply is used by homes and other buildings, it passes through several
step-down transformers, which reduce its voltage and increase its amperage.
The supply may be stepped up to over 400,000 volts at the point where it enters the large
transmission lines (long-distance power lines) leaving the power station. It is normally then
stepped down in stages, first passing through a wider network of lower-voltage transmission
lines, and finally through the small distribution lines which supply streets and houses -in
many countries at around 230 volts.

-

DC generation and use

+V

The extract below is from a consumer magazine.
Photovoltaic cells (PVs) - or solar cells - are an

effective way of generating your own electricity
from sunlight. The current they produce can be
used immediately, may be stored in rechargeable
batteries (like the ones in cars), or can be fed
into the power grid and sold to the electric
company. But PVs produce direct current. This is
fine for charging batteries, but is not suitable for
powering household appliances, which require
alternating current. For this, the DC supply from
PVs and batteries needs to go through an inverter
-a device which converts DC to AC.

-v
A single-phase AC supply

+V

-v
A three- phase AC supply
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44.1

Complete the text about inverters using words from A opposite. Look at A, B and C opposite
to help you.

Inverters convert (1) ................................ ................................ to (2) ............................... .
................................. If an inverter is used to supply electrical appliances in a
home, it must copy the supply of (3) ................................ electricity produced
by the generators at power stations. Most inverters can produce a current
which alternates precisely at the required (4) ................................ -for example,
50 (5) ................................ (SO cycles per second). However, not all types are
able to produce a current which follows the pattern of a (6) ................................
................................, like that of the (7) ................................-................................ AC supply
used in homes. So-called 'square wave inverters' only produce a very
approximate copy of this wave, which can affect the functioning of many
electrical appliances.
- - - mains AC supply
- - - AC supply from a 'square wave inverter'
+V

-v

44.2

Choose the correct words from the brackets to complete the descriptions of different stages
of AC generation and supply (a-f). Then, put the stages in the correct order. Look at B
opposite to help you.
a
b
c
d
e
f

44.3

After the step-up transformer, the current enters a (distribution I transmission) line.
Current is produced, by electromagnetic induction, in the (magnet I field coils) of a generator.
The current goes from the last step-down transformer to a (distribution I transmission) line.
The current leaves the power (grid I station) and enters the home.
Amperage is reduced and voltage is increased by a (step-up I step-down) transformer.
The current is stepped (up I down) from a higher voltage to a lower voltage, in stages.

Decide whether the sentences below are true or false , and correct the false sentences. Look at
A, B and C opposite to help you.
Photovoltaic cells produce direct current.
2 The electricity supply from PVs can be used to charge rechargeable batteries.

3 Rechargeable batteries supply electricity as alternating current.
4 Inverters convert sunlight to alternating current.

Ov~r -to

tjoa

~

Think of some large and small electrical appliances you're familiar with. Explain their
electrical supply requirements. What type of current is required, and how is it supplied and/
or converted?
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II:J Circuits and components
-

Simple circuits
The circuit diagrams below show lamps connected in a parallel circuit and in a series circuit.
The supply has live and neutral conductors. On an alternating current (AC) supply, the
difference between live and neutral is that conductors on the neutral side of appliances are
earthed- that is, connected to earth (the grOLmd).
live

AC supply

3 lamps in parallel

-

neutral

3 lamps in series

BrE: live; ArnE: phase
BrE: earth, earthed; ArnE: ground,
grounded

Mains AC circuits and switchboards
Where an AC supply enters a building, it is connected to a switchboard. This has a number of
switches to allow different circuits in the building to be switched on and off. Circuits include power
circuits. These supply the power sockets (or sockets) for the plugs on appliances. Usually, a circuitbreaker is fitted to each circuit. This is a safety switch that switches off automatically if there is a
problem. This may happen if a person touches a live conductor, or if there is a short circuit. A short
circuit is when current flows directly from a live conductor to a neutral conductor -for example,
due to damaged insulation. Circuit breakers also allow circuits to be switched off manually, to
isolate them (switch them off safely) -for example, before maintenance work.
Note: The equipment in switchboards is often called switchgear.

-

Printed and integrated circuits
The circuits in electrical appliances are often printed circuits, on printed circuit boards (PCBs).
These are populated with (fitted with) electrical components. Many appliances also contain
small, complex integrated circuits- often called microchips (or chips)- made from silicon
wafers (very thin pieces of silicon). They act as semiconductors, which can be positively
charged at certain points on their surface and negatively charged at other points.
This principle is used to make very small circuits.

-

Electrical and electronic components
There are many types of electrical and electronic components. These can be used individually
or combined with other components to perform different tasks. For example:
•

Sensors or detectors can sense or detect levels of- or changes in - values such as
temperature, pressure and light.

•

Control systems use feedback from sensors to control devices automatically. For example,
mechanical devices such as water valves may be moved or adjusted by servomechanismselectrically powered mechanisms that are controlled automatically by signals ('messages')
from sensors.

•

Logic gates are widely used in control systems. They send signals, in the form of low
voltages, to other devices. An output signal from the logic gate is switched on or off,
depending on the input signals it receives.

Notes: The term electronic, rather than electrical, generally describes small but often very complex
circuits and components that operate at a low voltage.
See Appendix XII on page 114 for more on electrical and electronic components and logic
gates, and Appendix XIII on page 118 for more on sensors and detectors.
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45.1

Make word combinations with circuit using words from A and B opposite. Then match the
combin ations with the descriptions (1- 6) below.
a································

a .............................. ..
a ............................... .
a ............................... .
a .............................. ..
an .............................. ..
1 a circuit containing one or more sockets
2 a simple circuit where all the components are placed one after the other along the same

conductor
3 a microchip - a very small, often complex circuit
4 what happens if live and neutral conductors touch while a current is flowing, and there is

no component or appliance between them
5 a circuit which allows different comp onents to be controlled independently by separate

switches
6 a circuit that can be populated with a large n umber of components

45.2

Comp lete the task from an engineering textbook. Sometimes more than one word is possible.
Look at Band C opposite and Appendix XIII on page 118 to help you.

In an experiment, the lights in a room are connected to two types of electronic
(1) ................................ . The fi rst is an occupancy sensor, which will (2) ................................ the
movement of a person entering the room, and the second is some kind of photosensor, which
can determine whether it's daylight or dark. These two devices are connected to an AND gate
- a (3) ................................................................ that will produce an output current only if it receives
two input currents - in this case, from both the occupancy senso r and the photosensor.
Therefore, a (4) ................................ will be sent to the light switch to (5) ............................... .
................................ the lights only if a person enters the room and if it's dark.
However, fo r this system to work, we are assuming that the type of photosensor used will be
one which is designed to produce a current in the dark, and which will then (6) .............................. ..
................................ as soon as daylight appears. But such a sensor may be designed to work in
the opposite way - producing a current when it detects daylight and no current in the dark.
This would cause an obvious problem. In this case, what type of logic gate could be placed
between the photosensor and the AND gate in order to solve the problem?

45.3

Can you answer the question in the text in 45 .2? Look at Appendix XIII on page 118 to help you.

A printed circuit board

ov~r

An integrated circuit on a microchip

l
.f-o t:fou D
~

Think of a device or installation you're familiar with which is automatically controlled, and
describe its control systems. What kinds of sensor are used? How does the control system
react to different signals from the sensors?
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Three-dimensional drawings
An oblique projection shows an object with
one of its faces at the front . The 3D shape
of the object is shown by lines at 45 degrees
from the horizontal.

An oblique projection

An isometric projection shows an object with
one of its corners at the front. The 3D shape
of the object is shown by lines at 30 degrees
from the horizontal.

An isometric projection

An exploded view shows an assembly with its components spaced out, to show how the
components fit together.

An exploded view showing part of a lawn mower
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Shapes
The nouns and adj ectives below can be used to describe the shapes of components and
assemblies.

20 shapes

30 shapes

Noun

Adjective

square

square

rectangle

rectangular

triangle

triangular

6

hexagon

hexagonal

octagon

octagonal

pentagon

pentagonal

circle

circular

semicircle

semicircular

spiral

spiral

Noun

Adjective

cube

cubic

[jl

cylinder

cylindrical

&?

tube

tubular

0

sphere

spherical

0
0
0

hemisphere

hemispherical

dome

dome-shaped

cone

conical I
cone-shaped

pyramid

pyramidal I
pyramid-shaped

helix

helical

~

wedge

wedge-shaped

60

D
D

0

~

6

4>

Notes: The noun cylinder is often used to describe a hollow cylinder that is enclosed - for example,
piston cylinders (in engines) or gas cylinders (gas containers) . A hollow cylinder that is open
at both ends is generally called a tube.
The difference between a dome and a hemisphere is that a dome is hollow (not solid), and is
not necessarily perfectly hemispherical.
In everyday English, spiral is often used to describe a helix- for example, a spiral staircase.
The helical groove on a screw, bolt or nut is called a thread .
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Units of measurement
Sl base units
The International System of Units - abbreviated as SI from the French name, Systeme
International d'Unites - is the most widely used system of measurements. Some SI units, such
as metres and kilograms, are often described as metric units. The seven base units of the SI
system are shown in the table below.
Quantity

Unit

Abbreviation

length

metre

m

mass

kilogram

kg

time

second

s

electric current

ampere

A

thermodynamic temperature

kelvin

K

amount of substance

mole

mol

luminous intensity

candela

cd

Note: 0 kelvin (K) = -273 degrees Celsius (OC). 0 K is the lowest possible temperature- often called
absolute zero.

Sl derived units
SI derived units are related to the SI base units. They include a wide range of specific units.
The table below lists SI derived units commonly used in engineering.
Quantity

length

Unit

Abbreviation

Notes

millimetre

mm

1mm =0.001m

centimetre

em

1cm =0.01m

kilometre

km

square metre

m2

square millimetre

mm2

cubic metre

m3

cubic centimetre

cc

litre

1

gram

g

tonne

T

newton

N

= 1,000m
1m2 = 1m x 1m
1mm2 = 1mm x 1mm
1m3 = 1m x 1m x 1m
1 cc = 1 em x 1 em x 1 em
11 =0.001m3
1g =0.001kg
1 T = 1,000kg
1 N = the force exerted by the

area

volume
volume of liquid
mass

force

density
pressure and
stress

I 00

1km

earth's gravity on a mass of
approximately 0.1 kg
kilograms per
cubic metre

kg/m 3

If a volume of 1m3 of material has
a mass of 1 kg its density = 1 kg/m 3.

Pascal

Pa

1Pa
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= 1N/m2

Unit

Abbreviation

Notes

metres per second

m/s

If an object travels 1 metre in 1
second, its speed or velocity is 1 m/s.

kilometres per
hour

kmlh

If an object travels 1 kilometre in 1
hour, its speed or velocity is 1 km/h.

metres per second
squared

m/s 2

If the speed or velocity of an object
increases by 1 m/s every second, it
has a rate of acceleration of 1 m/s 2 •

newton metres

Nm

1 Nm = 1 N of force exerted at a
distance of 1 m from a fulcrum or
axis of rotation

degree Celsius

oc

Temperature in oc = temperature
in kelvin (K) + 273 (see note under
base units above)

frequency

hertz

Hz

1 Hz = 1 cycle per second

angular
movement

radian

rad

2rr rad = 360 degrees

radians per
second

rad/s

If an object rotates through 1 radian
in 1 second, its angular velocity is
1rad/s.

radians per
second squared

rad/s 2

If the angular velocity of an object

revolutions per
minute

rpm

If a revolving shaft or wheel makes
1,000 rotations every minute, its
rotational velocity is 1,000 rpm.

joule

J

If a force of 1 N is needed to keep

Quantity

speed/velocity

acceleration

moments and
torque

tern perature

angular velocity

angular
acceleration
rotational
velocity

increases by 1 rad/s every second, its
angular acceleration is 1 rad/s 2 •

an object moving, the work required
to move the object over 1m = 1 J.

energy
power

watt

w
}/(kg C)

specific heat
capacity

joules per
kilogram degrees
Celsius

1W=1J/s
0

If 1 J of energy is needed to raise the
temperature of 1 kg of a substance
by 1 oc, its specific heat capacity is
1}/(kg C).
0

latent heat of
fusion and
latent heat of
vaporization

joules per
kilogram

]!kg

If 1 J of energy is needed to change
the state of 1 kg of a substance, its
latent heat of fusion/vaporization is
1Jikg.
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51 units for electricity
Unit

Abbreviation

electromotive force

volt

v

electrical resistance

ohm

electrical conductance

siemens

electrical charge

coulomb

n
s
c

capacitance

farad

F

inductance

henry

H

magnetic flux

weber

Wb

magnetic flux density

tesla

T

Unit prefixes
The prefixes below can be written in front of units to multiply them or divide them by a
specific number. For example, 1 milliamp (rnA) = 0.001 amps, and 1 kilonewton (kN) =
1,000 newtons.
Prefix

Abbreviation

Multiplication factor

tera

T

X

1,000,000,000,000

giga

G

X

1,000,000,000

mega

M

X

1,000,000

kilo

k

X

1,000

hecto

h

X

100

deka

da

X

10

deci

d

X

0.1

centi

c

X

0.01

milli

m

X

0.001

micro

j.l

X

0.000001

nano

n

X

0.000000001

piCO

p

X

0.000000000001

Common UK Imperial, US Customary and other non-51 units
Quantity

length

I 02

Unit

Abbreviation

inch (plural, inches)

in

foot (plural, feet)

ft

12 in

1 ft = 304.8 mm

yard

yd

3ft

1 yd = 914.4mm

statute mile (or mile)

(no standard)

5,280 ft

1 statute mile =
1,609.344m
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Description

51 equivalent

1 in= 25.4mm

Quantity

Unit

Abbreviation

Description

51 equivalent

nautical mile (used
in aviation and
shipping)

(no standard)

6,076.115 ft

length

1 nautical mile =
1,852 m

miles per hour
{statute miles per
hour)

mph

miles travelled
in 1 hour

1 mph=
1. 609344kmlh

knot (nautical miles
per ho ur)

kn I kt(s)

nautical miles
travelled in
1 hour

lkt = 1.852kmlh

ounce (international
avoirdupois ounce)

oz

pound (international
avoirdupois pound )

lb

pound-force per
square inch

pst

speed/velocity

1 oz = 0.02 835 kg

mass

pressure and
stress

bar
atmospheric
pressure

l ib=
0.45359237 kg
1 psi=
6,894.76Pa

approximately
equal to
atmospheric
pressure at sea
level

1 bar =
lOO,OOOPa

foot-pound force
(foot pounds)

ft.lb

moment of lib
force exerted
at 1 ft from a
shaft's axis of
rotation

approx .
1.355 81 Nm

mechanical
horsepower

hp

a historic unit

approx. 745 .7 W

metric horsepower

hp

a historic unit

approx. 735.5 W

torque

engine power

16 oz

Notes: In British industry, 51 units- not imperial units- are used .
In aviation and shipping, nautical miles (distance), knots (speed) and feet (altitude -for
aircraft) are used as the international standard.
Engine horsepower is usually measured in brake horsepower (bhp). This is the power of the
engine measured at the engine's output shaft. The word 'brake' comes from the technique
used to measure engine power in the past. In power tests, a brake was applied to the output
shaft to resist the torque of the engine. The amount of braking force required to do this was
measured.

Degrees Fahrenheit
The following calculations can be used to convert degrees Fahrenheit (°F) to degrees Celsius
0
( C), and vice versa:
°C = (°F - 32)
°F = (°C

X

X

5/9

9/5) + 32
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Chemical elements
Element

Symbol

Element

Symbol

actinium

Ac

fermium

Fm

aluminium (BrE) I aluminum (ArnE)

AI

fluorine

F

amencmm

Am

francium

Fr

antimony

Sb

gadolinium

Gd

argon

Ar

gallium

Ga

arseruc

As

germamum

Ge

astatine

At

gold

Au

barium

Ba

hafnium

Hf

berkelium

Bk

hassium

Hs

beryllium

Be

helium

He

bismuth

Bi

holmium

Ho

bohrium

Bh

hydrogen

H

boron

B

indium

In

bromine

Br

iodine

I

cadmium

Cd

iridium

Ir

caesium (BrE) I cesium (ArnE)

Cs

trOD

Fe

calcium

Ca

krypton

Kr

californium

Cf

lanthanum

La

carbon

c

lawrencium

Lr

cenum

Ce

lead

Ph

chlorine

Cl

lithium

Li

chromium

Cr

lutetium

Lu

cobalt

Co

magnesium

Mg

copper

Cu

manganese

Mn

curium

Cm

meitnerium

Mt

darmstadtium

Ds

mendelevium

Md

dubnium

Db

mercury

Hg

dysprosium

Dy

molybdenum

Mo

einsteinium

Es

neodymium

Nd

erbium

Er

neon

Ne

europium

Eu

neptunium

Np
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Element

Symbol

Element

Symbol

nickel

Ni

sulphur (BrE) I sulfur (ArnE)

s

niobium

Nb

tantalum

Ta

nitrogen

N

technetium

Tc

nobelium

No

tellurium

Te

osmmm

Os

terbium

Tb

oxygen

0

thallium

Tl

palladium

Pd

thorium

Th

phosphorus

p

thulium

Tm

platinum

Pt

tin

Sn

plutonium

Pu

titanium

Ti

polonium

Po

tungsten

w

potassium

K

urantum

praseodymium

Pr

vanadium

u
v

promethium

Pm

xenon

Xe

protactinium

Pa

ytterbium

Yb

radium

Ra

yttrium

y

radon

Rn

zinc

Zn

rhenium

Re

zirconium

Zr

rhodium

Rh

roentgenium

Rg

rubidium

Rb

ruthenium

Ru

rutherfordium

Rf

samanum

Sm

scandium

Sc

seaborgium

Sg

selenium

Se

silicon

Si

silver

Ag

sodium

Na

strontium

Sr
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Structural elements and types of load
Common structural elements
The table below lists the structural elements commonly found in large structures, in:
•

the substructure- elements situated below ground level (below the ground)

•

the superstructure - elements situated above ground level.

Element

Description

foundation

an element in the ground, usually made of concrete, which transmits loads
from a structure to the soil or rocks in the ground below it

pad foundation

a square foundation - usually supports a column

strip foundation

a long, narrow foundation- usually supports a wall

raft foundation

a large rectangular foundation which covers the entire area of the building
that it supports - effectively a thick slab which acts as a foundation

pile

a vertical column of concrete below the ground which provides a strong
foundation- may be cast in-situ by pouring concrete into a hole that has
been bored (drilled), or may be precast and driven (hammered) into the
ground

pile cap

a block of concrete, at ground level, built directly on top of a pile or pile
cluster (several piles close together) to provide a flat foundation- for a
column, for example

ground beam

a concrete beam at ground level which connects two pile caps- pile
foundations often consist of a network of ground beams connecting a
number of pile caps

basement

one or more floors of a building situated below ground level, surrounded
by walls

retaining wall

a wall which supports earth behind it, allowing the ground behind it to be
at a higher level than the ground in front of it - the wall retains the earth
(holds it back)

column

a vertical structural element with a relatively small cross-section - in large
structures, often consists of reinforced concrete, a steel Universal Column
(UC), or an encased UC- that is, a UC encased in (surrounded by)
concrete

beam

a horizontal structural element with a relatively small cross-section - in
large structures, often consists of reinforced concrete or a steel Universal
Beam (UB) -frequently spans between two columns

slab

an area of concrete generally with a constant thickness, most often a
floor slab (a slab for a floor)- called a suspended slab if it spans between
supporting beams, including ground beams

dam

a wall which holds back water behind it- for example, across a valley to
dam a river and create a reservoir (a manmade lake)

Note: See Unit 16 for more on in-situ concrete and precast concrete.
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Structural sections
universal beam (UB)
an !-section with a depth greater than its width
universal column (UC)
an !-section whose outside dimensions are roughly square
rolled steel joist (RSJ)
a term sometimes used to refer to !-sections generally
rolled steel channel (RSC)
a C-section
rolled steel angle (RSA)
an L-section

I
I
I
[

L

T

structural tee
aT-section
circular hollow section (CHS)
a circular tube
rectangular hollow section (RHS)
a square or rectangular tube

0
D

Types of load
Type of load

Description

Examples

dead load

a load that never changes, such as
the self-weight of a structure (its
own weight)

the weight of the concrete from
which a bridge is built

live load

a load whose magnitude can be
different at different times - usually
imposed on (put on) a machine or
structure by something that is not
part of the machine or structure

cargo carried by a truck - different
weights of cargo may be carried on
different trips

static load

a load that remains still (does not
move)

the dead load of a building, or a
Live Load which remains still, such
as snow lying on a roof

dynamic load

a moving load, such as one which
produces a sudden shock but lasts
for only a brief moment (an impulse)

aircraft wheels hitting the runway
on landing

point load

a load which is concentrated - that
is, one which acts on a small area

the end of a set screw pressing on
a shaft (see Unit 27)

uniformly
distributed load
(UDL)

a load which is spread evenly over a
reasonably large area

the weight of water acting on the
bottom of a swimming pool
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B Moments
The diagrams show how the load supported or lifted can be increased by moving the effort
further from the fulcrum . In both diagrams, the clockwise moment - the force turning the
lever in the same direction as the hands of a clock - is equal to the anticlockwise moment.
The levers are therefore in equilibrium (see Unit 32). In order to lift the load, the clockwise
turning moment would need to be increased slightly.
Lever 1
load
200 N

effort
100 N

l

l

j
1m

lever

fulcrum

2m

Clockwise moment: 100 N x 2 m = 200 Nm
Anticlockwise moment: 200 N x 1 m = 200 Nm

Lever 2
load
400 N

effort
100 N

l

l
4m

Clockwise moment: 100 N x 4 m = 400 Nm
Anticlockwise moment: 400 N x 1 m = 400 Nm
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Vapour, cooling and thermal inertia
Gas and vapour
A gas can also be called a vapour- for example, water vapour. The definition of a vapour is
a gas which is below its critical temperature. This means the gas can be condensed by putting
it under pressure. Above the critical temperature (374 ac in the case of water), the gas can no
longer be condensed by pressure.

Steam
Water vapour is often called steam. When it is extremely hot- such as in electricitygenerating turbines - it is called superheated steam.

Cooling and thermal inertia
Radiators are widely used in cooling systems - for example, in vehicle engines. Liquid called coolant- is pumped around the hot engine to absorb heat, and travels through a
radiator positioned at the front of the vehicle. As the vehicle moves, air flows over the
radiator. The airflow cools the radiator and the coolant inside it. Without a cooling system,
the engine would overheat. However, this would not happen immediately after starting the
engine, due to thermal inertia- the fact that it takes time to change the temperature of a
heavy mass of material (such as an engine), either when it is heated or cooled. An object with
a high level of thermal inertia can be described as a heat sink.

A radiator for an engine cooling system
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rmJ The electromagnetic spectrum
The diagram below shows the types of wave in the electromagnetic spectrum.

red

_ _ _o
_range

700 n~ -----wavelength

visible light
green

yellow

--- -- - ..................

--- --- -

frequency in Hz
10 4

106

108

1010

------ --101 2

microwaves

radio waves

nm

110

TV waves

= nanometres
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violet

500nm

600nm
............ _

blue

''

1014

''

'

''
''

''

'

'
''

''

''

1016

ultraviolet

infrared

'
''

''

' 400nm

1018
gamma rays

x-rays

Pipe and hose fittings and valves
Pipe and hose fittings

a ninety-degree elbow

a cross

a plug: fits inside the
end of a pipe to close it

a forty fivedegree elbow

a union

a cap: fits over the
outside of the end
of a pipe to close it

a tee

a flange: allows larger
pipes to be bolted together,
end to end

a reducer: allows two
pipes of different diameters
to be connected

Valves
The flow of liquid through pipes and hoses can be controlled by valves. According to their
type, these devices can:
•

be fully opened to allow a flow, or fully closed to shut off (stop) the flow

•

be partly opened/closed to regulate the flow rate (control the volume of flow)

•

direct the flow, by allowing it to go along one pipe or another at a junction

•

provide an inlet, allowing liquid or gas to enter a pipe or tank, or an outlet, allowing
liquid or gas to exit

•

act as a safety valve in a pressure vessel, allowing gas to escape if a dangerously high
pressure is reached, to prevent an explosion

•

act as a check valve (or non-return valve), allowing liquid or gas to flow in only one
direction.
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Siphonic action
Hydrostatic pressure allows liquids to be siphoned. The principle of siphonic action can be
shown using a hose - called a siphon in this situation - to make liquid flow upwards from
its surface level, over the side of a tank and then downwards. The hose must first be primed
- that is, completely filled with water. The top end of the hose must then be immersed in the
liquid (put below the surface). The bottom end may also be immersed, although this is not
necessary. When the flow begins, the liquid in the hose must run at full bore- that is, the
bore of the hose (its inside diameter) must be completely filled with water, with no air in it.
Siphonic action is often used to drain rainwater from the roofs of large buildings. Unlike
normal rainwater pipes, the pipes of siphonic drainage systems are designed to run at full
bore, which allows them to flow much faster. This means smaller-diameter pipes can be used.
These take up less space in the building.

higher-level tank

A siphon

I I2
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lower-level tank

Managing rotary motion
The following mechanisms are often used in machines that have rotating shafts and wheels.
Mechanism

Notes

a bearing

•
•
•

allows a shaft, such as a driveshaft or an axle (a shaft to which a
vehicle's wheels are fixed) to revolve inside a hole

•

allows drive to be transmitted progressively (by friction), from a
constantly revolving driveshaft, to wheels that are not yet revolving

•
•
•
•

may be operated manually, or may be an automatically operated
centrifugal clutch

a universal joint

a clutch

brakes

may require a lubricant- oil or grease- to help reduce friction
used to connect the ends of two shafts that are at an angle to each
other, allowing drive to be transmitted, through the angle, between the
two shafts

used to slow down and stop rotary motion, usually by friction
in disc brakes, a pair of brake pads is pressed against the sides of a
metal brake disc which is fixed to the shaft
in drum brakes, brake pads are pressed against the inside of a hollow
cylinder, called a drum

A universal joint
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EIJ Electrical and electronic components
Common components and their functions
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Component

Function

amplifier

amplifies an electric current- that is, increases the amplitude (wave
height) of the current

antenna

receives or transmits (sends) radio signals

battery

several cells connected together

capacitor

consists of two conductors which are separated by a dielectric
(insulating) material- allows a certain amount of electrical charge to
be stored

cell

an electrical storage device, containing chemicals, which supplies a
direct current

circuit-breaker

a safety device which automatically switches off a circuit

diode

a device with two terminals which allows current to flow in one
direction only

fuse

a thin conductor which burns and breaks at a certain amperage, to
protect a circuit

inductor

a coil which is used to produce electromagnetic induction

inverter

converts direct current to alternating current

lamp

produces light - often an incandescent lamp, which consists of a
filament inside a glass bulb

potentiometer

a variable resistor with three connections

rectifier

converts alternating current to direct current

relay

a switch which is operated electrically (not mechanically)

resistor

produces a precise amount of resistance

rheostat

a variable resistor with two terminals

speaker I loudspeaker

converts electrical energy to sound energy

switch

allows electric current to flow when closed (switched on), and stops
current flowing when opened (switched off)

transformer

a step-up transformer increases voltage and reduces amperage, and a
step-down transformer reduces voltage and increases amperage

transistor

a device with three terminals which can be used as an amplifier or
switch
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Components and symbols
Component

Symbol

ammeter

-®-

Component

Schottky diode

Symbol

+

amplifier

--{>--

tunnel diode

~

antenna

r

Zener diode

~
"')

battery

-111t

capacitors

I

fuse
inductors

fixed capacitor

--)~

air-core inductor

feed-through capacitor

-il~

bifilar inductor

polarized capacitor

-JF-

iron-core inductor

variable capacitor
cell
circuit-breaker

*

---i~
(\

--

T

diodes
Gunn diode
light-emitting diode (LED)
PIN diode
photodiode

~I ""
~II

~
~

---

~

~

variable inductor

~

--6-

lamp
microphone
motor

~~

~

tapped inductor

~

delay line

I

ohmmeter
oscilloscope
piezoelectric crystal

D=

--®---®-

-e--l0f-

~(¥
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Component

Symbol

resistors

Component

rotary switch

-AM-

fixed resistor

~
=Q]

variable resistor (rheostat)
speaker I loudspeaker

air-core transformer
iron-core transformer

single pole, single throw
(SPST) switch

~o--

bipolar NPN (negative,
positive, negative) transistor

single pole, double throw
(SPDT) switch

~

bipolar PNP (positive,
negative, positive) transistor

double pole, single throw
(DPST) switch

~o--

field-effect N-channel
(negative channel) transistor

double pole, double throw
(DPDT) switch

~

field-effect P-channel
(positive channel) transistor

o--

~o-~

momentary contact switch,
normally open (NO) I
push-to-make switch

--o

momentary contact switch,
normally closed (NC) I
push-to-break switch

--o

__l__

o--

I

D--

MOS (metal oxide
semiconductor) field-effect
N-channel transistor
MOS field-effect P-channel
transistor
voltmeter
wattmeter

I I6
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o0 o
0 0.0
0 0 0

transformers

transistors

switches

Symbol

][
Jll[
-©
-©
~
~

-e

-@
-@

-®-®-

Logic gates
Logic gates are electronic devices generally made from transistors and diodes. All types of
logic gate, except NOT gates (see below), have two input terminals. The input terminals
receive signals in the form of voltages, and are designed to simply detect whether there is a
voltage (considered to be the signal '1 ' ), or not (considered to be the signal '0') .
All logic gates have one output terminal, which can send the signal 1 (a voltage) or the signal
0 (no voltage). Whether the logic gate sends a 1 or a 0 depends on the combination of signals
received by the input terminals, and on the type of logic gate being used. The different types
of logic gate are shown below.
AND gate

==t=)--

NOT gate, or inverter

Input 1 Input 2 Output

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

Input 1 Input 2

The output
signal is 1
only if both
input signals
are 1.

ORgate~
Input 1 Input 2 Output

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

NAND gate

==C)--

Input 1 Input 2

Output

~

1

0

0

1

XOR gate
The output
signal is 1 if
(a) either one
of the input
signals is 1,
or if (b) both
input signals
are 1.

NOR gate

The gate only has
one input point. The
output signal is the
opposite of the input
signal.

=}D--

Input 1 Input 2

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

=C>-

Input 1 Input 2

Output

The output
signal is 1 if
either of the
input signals
is 1, but is 0
if both input
signals are 1.

Output

XNOR gate

=}D-

Input 1 Input 2 Output

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

A NAND gate is the opposite
of an AND gate, functioning as
an AND gate + a NOT gate.

A NOR gate is the opposite
of an OR gate, functioning
as an OR gate+ a NOT gate.

An XNOR gate is the
opposite of an XOR gate,
functioning as an XOR gate
+a NOT gate.
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EmJ Sensing, measuring and regulating devices
Device

Function

voltmeter

detects and measures voltage

ammeter

detects and measures electric current

ohmmeter

detects and measures electrical resistance

thermostat

regulates temperature- switches a heating or cooling system on or off
at a set temperature

thermocouple

measures or controls temperature - produces a voltage which varies
proportionally as the temperature difference between two points varies

thermistor

measures or controls temperature- produces a resistance which varies
proportionally as temperature varies (thermistor is short for 'thermal
resistor')

photosensor

a general term for devices that detect and measure light

proximity sensor

measures the distance between itself and nearby objects

piezoelectric sensor

measures movement and strain- produces an electric current when
stressed mechanically

flowmeter

measures the rate of flow of a fluid

barometer

measures atmospheric pressure

hygrometer

measures the amount of moisture (water vapour) in the air

altimeter

measures altitude, usually as a height above sea level

smoke detector

detects smoke, usually to provide a fire warning

accelerometer

measures acceleration and deceleration forces

motion detector

detects movement- usually of people- that are a certain distance away

microphone

detects sound

A smoke detector

A digital multi meter can measure
amperage and voltage.
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Answer key
1. 1

actual size
2 scale

1.2

1f, 2b, 3a, 4e, 5d, 6c

1.3

1 general arrangement
2 computer-aided design

1.4

section
2 GA

2.1

design brief
2 sketch

2.2

3 general arrangement
4 schematics

5 set
6 CAD

3 drawing
4 three-dimensional

5 cross-section

3 plan
4 elevation

amend, redesign, refine, revise

1 draft
2 current

2.4

issued
2 revision

3.1

3 notes
4 amendments

5 draft
6 superseded

1 determined

1 allow for

4.1

overall
2 span

4.2

7 current

8 work

3 function, designed, feature
4 existing, proposed

constraint, budget, exceed

2 factor of safety

3 approve, sign off
4 supersede

5 working

4 overdesigned
5 belt and braces
6 Sizing

2 worst-case scenarios
3 factored in

3.3

7 scale
8 detail

6 schematic

3 work
4 comment

2 cost-effective

3.2

5 3D

3 preliminary drawing
4 concept

2 circulate, issue

2.3

6 one to fifty

3 overdesigning
4 quantify

5 worst-case scenarios
6 cost-effective

3 height
4 width

5 thickness

false - The height of the towers is measured vertically.
false- The overall span is measured along the length of the bridge.
true
true
false -The thickness of each tower decreases towards the top, so the faces of the towers
are out of plumb.
6 false -The greatest thickness of each tower is its external thickness at its base.

2
3
4
5

4.3

2 plumb
3 inclined

4 out of plumb
5 length

6 height

4.4 The towers are plumb, but because they are
a long distance a part, the curvature of the
earth (the curve of the earth's surface) has a
noticeable effect, which is increased by the
height of the towers. The diagram below
shows the effect in exaggerated form.
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5.1

5 locate

1 at 175 mm centres
2 centreline

4 at a right-angle I at right-angles

5.2

gridline
2 set out

3 parallel
4 intersect

5.3

1b, 2a, 3d, 4c

6.1

circular
2 radius
3 diameter

4 circumference
5 constant

7 deformed
8 curved

6 arc

9 chord

6.2

the crown
2 the invert

3 the outside diameter
4 the inside diameter I the bore

6.3

1 The distance travelled by the vehicle each time its wheels turn completely is equal to the
circumference of one of its tyres.
2 The radius of the tyre is measured from the centre of the wheel to the outside edge of the
tyre.
3 The radius of the curve in the motorway is constant, so the edges of the road follow arcs
of a circle.
4 The curve in the motorway has a constant radius, so the inside and outside edges of the
road are arcs of two concentric circles that have the same centre.
5 The crown is on the circumference of the external face of the pipe, and therefore cannot be
in contact with the liquid flowing inside the pipe.
6 The thickness of the wall at the bottom of the pipe, plus the distance between the invert
and the crown of the pipe, is equal to the outside diameter of the pipe.

7.1

permissible
2 accurate I precise
3 vary I deviate
4 precision I accuracy
5 imprecise I inaccurate

7.2

1 b, 2f, 3e, 4c, 5a, 6d

7.3

variation
2 prectse

8.1
8.2

8.3

3 offset

6 variation I range
7 within tolerance
8 outside tolerance
9 tight tolerance I close tolerance
10 loose tolerance

3 tolerances

5 minus

4 plus

6 within

9 fit
10 clearances

4 zero, nought

1 fraction
2 rounded up, decimal places
3 rounded down, decimal place
3 multiplied
4 divided

8.4

sum
2 square, multiplied by I times
3 multiplied by I times, divided by

9.1

1 density
2 cross-sectional area

120

7 permissible
8 range

3 a/one thousandth of a

one point seven nine three
2 a/one hundredth of a

1 plus
2 times

5 perpendicular
6 square off

4 whole

5 negligible
6 rounding error
5 sum
6 square

3 volume
4 mass
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7 subtract
8 square root

9 squared
10 less I minus

4 square root
5 equal

5 surface area

9.2

9.3
10.1
10.2
10.3
11.1

metres
2 millimetres
3 square millimetres
4 square metres

5 cubic metres
6 kilograms
7 kilograms per cubic metre

cubic
2 mass

3 gravity

5 lightweight

4 weigh

6 weightless

consumption
2 consume

3 average
4 duration

5 constant

7 cumulative

6 rate

8 capacity

11,7

2 4

3 7

7 square

4 9

5 2

output, supply, efficient

2 surplus, peak

3 gam

non-metal

3 metal

5 non-metallic
6 metallic

2 non-ferrous

4 ferrous

11.2

true
2 false - Alloys are mixtures, not compounds.
3 true
4 false- An alloying metal describes a metal added in a relatively small quantity.
5 false - Steel is not a single element. It is an alloy, consisting mainly of the elements iron
and carbon.

11.3

Reinforced
2 reinforce
3 reinforcement

4 reinforcing/reinforcement
5 reinforced (aluminium-reinforced)

11.4 Elements: oxygen, iron
Compounds: water, iron oxide
Alloy: steel
Composite: reinforced concrete

12.1

true
2 false- Mild steel is a low carbon steel.
3 true

4 true
5 false- Low alloy steels contain 90% or more iron, and up to 10% of alloying metals such
as chromium.
6 true
7 false- Tungsten is added to steel to make it harder.
8 true

12.2

Verb

Noun

Adjective

corrode

corrosion

corroded

oxidize

oxide

oxidized

rust I go rusty

rust

rusty

corrodes I oxidizes I rusts I goes rusty
2 corrosion I oxide I rust
3 corroded I oxidized I rusty
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12.3

6 chromium
7 rusty

1 steel

2
3
4
5

corrodes I oxidizes I rusts
grade
corrosion I oxidizing I rusting
stainless

13.1

2
3
4
5

Titanium has a high strength-to-weight ratio and is often alloyed with aluminium.
Zinc can be mixed with copper to make brass.
Copper can be mixed with tin and lead to produce bronze.
Go ld resists corrosion better than the other precious metal, silver.

13.2

Metal elements: copper, silver, titanium, zinc, alumjnium, gold, tin, lead, magnesium
Alloys: duralumin, brass, bronze
Precious metals: silver, gold

13.3

14.2

4 electroplating

5 cathode
6 galvanizing

7 positive
8 anode

2 manmade

3 atoms

4 molecules

3 negative

electrolyte
2 plated

14.1

8 corrosion I oxide I rust
9 iron

natural
true
2 true

3 false - The plastic is solid.
4 fa lse- The tests check that the plastic does not stretch - an elastomer would stretch
significantly.
5 true
6 fa lse- Material is melted down and reused, something not possible with thermosetting
plastics.
7 true

14.3

4
3

-

7

8

.1-

6

.1-

.1-

9

10

.1-

.1-

.1-

T

R

.1-

.1-

s

L

2

.1-

p

1

.1-

M

0

5

E

H

u

E

M

11

y

A

.1-

M

0

L

.1-

L

E

B

p

A

.1-

N

T

p

0

L

y

c

A

R

B

0

N

A

T

E

v u E
c L c

M

u

s

M

E

X

M

T

H

X

E

R

T

0

R

y

A

0

E

u

R

E

0

s

D

M

T

L

M

E

E

s

I

E

E

T

D

-

-

-
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c

1 5.1

false - Minerals are inorganic.
true
true
true
false- Industrial diamond is an abrasive, non-metallic material.
false- In order to become ceramics, materials must be heated/fired. (Only glass-like
ceramics are vitrified.)
7 true

2
3
4
5
6

15.2

laminated glass, safety glass, windscreen
2 safety glass, tempered glass, toughened glass
3 annealed glass

15.3

layers/sheets
2 laminated

16.1
2
3
4
5

coarse aggregate
fine aggregate
cement
batching
mix design

3 bonding
4 toughened/tempered

5 shatter
6 layers/sheets

6 28-day strength
7 water-cement ratio
8 additives
9 retarder
10 plasticizer

16.2

prestressing
2 reinforcement
3 pounng

4 precast
5 in-situ
6 formwork

7 cast
8 structural
9 concrete

17.1

1 c, e, f

2 a,f

3 c,

17.2

1 planed
2 rough-sawn

3 stress grade
4 visually stress-graded

5 mechanically stress-graded

17.3

softwood I timber
2 stress-graded
3 glue-laminated
4 plywood

5 orientated strand board I OSB
6 particle
7 medium-density fibreboard I MDF

18.1

1 tension
2 compressiOn

3 elongation
4 elongation, extension

18.2

1c, 2b, 3a, 4f, 5e, 6d

18.3

elastic
2 ductile
3 elastic limit
4 yield point

19.1

1 indentation

19.2

1 b, 2c, 3d, 4a

19.3

1
2
3
4

conduct
thermal conductivity
thermal conductor
expand

d, f

5 deformation

5 extension/elongation/deformation
6 plastically
7 elastically

2 abrasion

5
6
7
8

4 durability

3 scratch

contract
expansion/contraction
contraction/expansion
coefficient of thermal expansion
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20.1

1 casting: molten metal, heat, pressure, a die
2 sintering: metal powder, heat, pressure, a die
3 extrusion: molten metal, heat, pressure, a die

20.2

1 false - Metal can also be cold forged.
2 true
3 true
4 true
5 false - Metal can also be cold rolled.
6 true
7 false -Metal can also be work hardened by cold forging.
8 false- Shot-peening is a cold forging technique.

20.3

2 When metal is annealed, its temperature is allowed to decrease gradually in order to make
it more elastic and less brittle.
3 If metal is quenched, this means its temperature is reduced rapidly, making it harder, but
more brittle.
4 When a metal is tempered, it is held at a high temperature for a time, to improve its
hardness without reducing its elasticity too much.
5 If a metal is case hardened, it is heated within a gas to harden only the metal near the surface.

20.4

extrusion
2 drop forged I hot forged
3 work hardened

21.1
2
3
4
5

4 quenched
5 shot-peened

true
true
false - Pellets are intended for melting and forming in moulds.
true
false - Steel blooms can be cut into smaller sized pieces called billets.

21 .2

a steel bloom
2 a coil of steel sheet
3 a round PVC tube
4 an aluminium plate

22.1

1c blind, 2e chamfered, 3d pointed, 4a groove, 5b flush

22.2

tapered
2 tip
3 groove
4 square

23.1

lc, 2d, 3e, 4f, 5b, 6a

23.2

1
2
3
4
5

5 a
6 a
7 a
8 a

9 a steel wire
10 an electrical cable
11 a stranded wire
12 a solid wire

round bar, a rod
flat bar
sheet of glass
steel cable

5 accommodate
6 slot
7 chamfered
8 countersunk

9 recessed
10 flush
11 constant
12 threaded

a drill bit for metal
a holesaw
a blade for a hacksaw
a toothed blade for a circular saw
a thick abrasive wheel for a grinder
6 cores of concrete being removed by diamond drilling

23.3

turn

2 drill

3 saw

4 grind

24.1

a, c, e

2 a, b

3 a, c, d

4 a, c, d, e

124

13 ridge
14 rounded
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5 mill

24.2

1
2
3
4

24.3

1 electrical discharge machining
2 spark erosion
3 a torch
4 an electric arc

25.1

1 supported
2 anchored
3 embedded

2 5.2

1d, 2e, 3a, 4b, 5c

26.1

1
2
3
4
5

26.2

1 tighten
2 preload

26.3

1
2
3
4
5

false- The purpose of flat washers and plain washers is to spread the load.
true
true
false- Spring washers allow the amount of preload to be adjusted.
false - Spring washers allow some movement to occur.

27.1

1
2
3
4
5

machine
self-tapping
slot head
crosshead
set/grub

27.2

1 plug
2 screw

27.3

1e, 2d, 3a, 4c, Sb

28.1

1
2
3
4
5

28.2

1 b, e

28.3

1e, 2f, 3h, 4c, Sa, 6g

acetylene
oxygen
oxyacetylene
flame-cutting

5 ultra-high-pressure
6 edge quality
7 secondary operations

5 It needs to be partly ionized.
6 a laser beam
7 heat-affected zone (HAZ)

4 connection/joint
5 attached/connected/fastened/fixed/joined
6 together

Bolts are well-known examples of fasteners.
In most cases, nuts are screwed onto bolts by turning them clockwise.
The threaded part of a bolt is the shaft/shank.
Threads are cut to form a helical pattern.
Allen keys are designed to fit into the heads of bolts.

welded together
dissimilar materials
base metal
molten
weld pool

3 work loose
4 over-tighten

3 screwdriver
4 expand

5 torque
6 tension

7 shear force
8 loosen

5 crosshead
6 head

7 pullout
8 set in

6 fuse
7 discontinuities
8 weld zone
9 residual stresses
10 heat-affected zone
2 a, d, g, h

3 b,f

4 c, d, f
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29.1
29.2

spot welding

soft soldering, hard soldering, brazing
2 soft soldering
3 hard soldering
4 none

29.3
2

30.1

30.2

2 seam welding

3 ultrasonic welding

5 brazing, hard soldering
6 soft soldering
7 none

3 chemical bond
4 contact adhesive

adhesive
adhere to

1
2

load
exerted/imposed on
3 dynamic load
4 an impulse

5
6
7
8

load-bearing
act, dead, live
3 magnitude, scalar

4 vector
5 stress, overstressed
6 strain

1
2

4 resistance welding

static load
self-weight
magnitude
exerted/imposed on

5 substrate
6 cure
9 loaded
10
11
12

uniformly distributed load
concentrated
point load

7 fails, failure

31.1
s

A

G

T

0

R

s

I

0

R

E

s

I

s

T

E

X

T

E

N

0

s
s

L

E

N

0

E

H

E

A

R

N

J

R

I

31 .2

Mistake = ' ... the top of the beam is free from stress'. The top of the beam is in compression.
The part of the beam which is free from stress is the neutral axis along the centreline of the
beam.

31 .3

1 bending
2 compression

neutral axis
4 tensile

3

32.1

10

8 crushing

12

statically determinate structures
2 counteracted

32.2

component
2 resultant

32.3 a= strut
32.4
33.1

I 26

9 deflect

5 fracturing
6 compressive
7 tension

sag

11 hog

deflection

3 reaction
4 in equilibrium

3 pin joints
4 truss

5 centre of gravity

b =strut

c =tie

frameworks
2 pin joint

4 braced

1 linear
2 decelerate
3 rate
4 velocity

5
6
7
8

3

compressiOn

mass
inertia
accelerate
metres per second
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9 metres per second squared
10

G-force

33.2

1 effort
2 pivots

3 turning moment I moment
4 simple machine

5 mechanical advantage
6 lever

34. 1 1b, 2f, 3c, 4d, 5a, 6e
34.2

5 rotating I revolving
6 revolutions I revs
7 rotates I revolves

rotational
2 rotates I revolves
3 rotation I revolution
4 rotary I rotating I revolving

34.3 1 rev limit
34.4

coefficient of friction
2 dynamic friction
3 static friction I stiction

35.1

chemical
2 kinetic
3 strain
4 useful

35.2

powered
source
gam
work
joules

2
3

4
5

36.1

5 over-revved
6 high-revving

3 rev counter
4 revved to

2 rev limiter

5
6
7
8
6
7
8
9
10

waste
light
sound
thermal

power
wattage
powerful
efficiency
electrical

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

convert
form
chemical
stored
thermal

kinetic
efficient
useful
dissipated
waste

4 steam, water vapour
5 vapour
6 superheated steam

1 state, melts
2 boils/evaporates/vaporizes
3 cooled, solidifies

36.2 1b, 2a, 3e, 4c, 5d
36.3 2 exothermic
3
4
5
6

37.1

emitted
circulated
heat
heat

1 pipes
2 ducts

7
8
9
10
11
3 hose
4 pipe

12
13
14
15

temperature
dissipated
convection
heat
absorbed
5 water main
6 drain

heating
conduction
condenses
latent

7 sewer
8 fall

37.2 1a,2a,3b,4a,5b
3 7.3
2
3
4
5

A turbine is designed to be driven by a flow of air or gas.
A pump used to increase the pressure in a vessel is called a compressor.
A safety valve is an outlet which releases excess pressure.
A non-return valve is also called a check valve.
Some valves can be partly closed to regulate a flow, reducing its rate.
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38.1

zero, negative
2 positive, negative
3 positive, zero
4 positive, positive

38.2

pressurized
2 at a lower pressure

3 atmospheric pressure
4 at a higher pressure

38.3

form drag, skin friction
2 downforce, lift

39.2

wake
2 lift

39.3

aerofoil
2 downforce
3

airflow

4 boundary layer
5 laminar flow

40.1

petrol
2 spark plug
3

mixture

4 piston cylinder
5 ignition

40.2

intake valve
2 combustion chamber

3 cylinder block
4 spark plug

41.2

9 exert pressure on
explode
compressed air

10
11

3 slipstream, wake
4 rotor, wing

5 CFD, wind tunnel

3 wind tunnel
4 skin friction

5 rotors

6 turbulent flow
7 drag
8 leading

11

downforce

12 drag
13 angle of attack

9 trailing
10

pitch

6 induction/in take
7 compressiOn
8 fuel injector

9 power
10

torque

5 exhaust valve
6 cylinder head
7 piston

An engine is connected to a driveshaft. Fitted to this input shaft is a gear wheel called the
driver. As this gear wheel turns, it drives another gear wheel alongside it called a follower,
which is fitted to an output shaft.
manual
shift
higher
4 automatic
5 selection

2
3

41.3
2
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6 one atmosphere
7 gauge pressure
8 pressure differential

1b, 2d, 3a, 4c

39.1

41 .1

5 outside air

Bevel/Crown/Worm
Helical

6 helical
7 wheels

8 ratio
9 shafts
10 transmit
3

Worm

4 Idler
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42.1
42.2

1 crank

3 sprocket

2 bearings

4 chain

1 chain

4 pulley wheel
5 sprocket
6 chain

2 sprocket
3 belt

42.3

1
2
3
4

a cam
using a chain or a toothed belt
a follower
a flywheel

43.1

ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC

2

c u
s u

ELECTRIC

3

p

p

l

y

p

0

w

E

R

T

T

0

5 ELECTRIC I I

N

s

u
c

L

A

T

0

R

H

A

R

G

E

p

p

L

I

A

N

s

H

0

c

K

ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC

A

ELECTRIC

1 current

5 supply
6 volts
7 resistance

8 ohms

1 direct current
3 mains
4 frequency

c distribution
d grid

a transmission

b field coils
Order: lb

~

2e

~ 3a · ~

R

I

cI

E

I

9 components
10 conductor
11 watts
12 wattage

5 hertz
6 sine wave
7 single-phase

2 alternating current

4f

~

Sc

~

e step-up
f down

6d

true
2 true
3 false - Rechargeable batteries supply electricity as direct current.
4 false- Inverters convert direct current to alterna ting current.
1

power

2 series

detector/sensor
2 detect/sense

45.3

N

u c

3 amps
4 voltage

45.2

E

D

2 circuit

45.1

R

N

8

44.3

R

0

7

44.2

5 a piston and a crankshaft
6 a universal joint
7 a clutch
8 brake pads

c

6

44.1

7 belt
8 pulley wheel
9 toothed

ELECTRI c

4

43.2

5 sprocket

3 integrated
4 short

5 parallel
6 printed

3 logic gate

5 switch on
6 switch off

4 signal

a NOT gate
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oc (degrees Celsius)
/dt'gri:z 'si:/ 36
1 G /wAn 'd3i:/ 33
1/100 (one hundredth
of an inch)
/wAn 'hAn.dradO av an mJ/ 8
111000 (one thousandth
of an inch)
/wAn 'Oau.zanO av an mJ/ 8
1:10 (one to ten) /,wAn ta 'ten/ 1
1:2:4 (one-two-four)
/,wAn.tu:'f:l:/ 16
28-day strength
/,twen.ti 'ett det strei)O/ 16
2D (two-dimensional)
/,tu:'di:/ 1
3:1 (three to one)
/,Ori: ta 'wAn/ 41
3D (three-dimensional)
/Ori: 'di:/ 1
A (amp, ampere) /et/ 43
a 1:100 drawing
/a WAnta WAn 'hAn .drad 'dr:J:.tl)/ 1
about the axis
/a'baut da 'rek.sts/ 34
abrasion /a'bre1.3an/ 19
abrasion resistance
/a'bre1.3an n'zts. tans/ 19
abrasive /a'bret.stv/ 15
abrasive wheel
/a'bre t. stv wi:l/ 23
ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene) /,et.bi: 'j es/ 14
absolute pressure
/,reb.sa'lu:t 'pre. fa/ 3 8
absorb /ab'z:>:b/ 36
AC (alternating current)
/, et' si:/ 44
AC supply /,et 'si: sa'plat/ 44
accelerate /ak'sel.a.rett/ 33
acceleration /ak,sel.a'rer.Jan/ 33
acceleration due to gravity
/ak, sel.a'ret.Jan dju: ta
'grrev.a.ti/ 33
accelerometer
/ak ,sel.a'rom.t.ta/ XIII
accommodate /a'kom.a.dett/ 22
accuracy /'rek.ja.ra.si/ 7
accurate /'rek.ja.r:>t/ 7
acetylene /a'set.t.li:n/ 28
acoustic vibrations
/a'ku:.sttk vat 'bret.Janz/ 29
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act on /rekt on/ 30
actua I size /'rek. tJu.al sa tz/ 1
add to /red ta/ 8
add together /red ta'ge.da/ 8
additive /'red .a.ttv/ 16
adhere to /:>d 'hra tal 29
adhesion /ad'hi:.3an/ 29
adhesive /:>d'hi:.stv/ 29
adjust /a'd3Ast / 25
adjustment /a'd3AS .m:>nt/ 25
aerodynamic drag
/,ea.ra.daJ'nrem.tk drreg/ 39
aerodynamics
/,ea.r:>.dat 'nrem .tks/ 39
aerofoil /'ea.ra.btl/ 39
age hardening
/etd3 'ho:.dntl)/ 20
air line /'ea.lam/ 37
airflow /'ea.flau/ 39, VII
airtight /'e:>.tart/ 3 7
Allen key /'re .lan ki: / 26
allow for /a' lau fa/ 3
alloy /'re.br/ 11
alloy steel /'re.bt sti:l/ 12
alloying metal
/'re.bJ. tl) 'met .II 11
along the length
/a'lolJ oa lei)O/ 4
alternate (v) /ol 'ta.nett/ 44
Alternating Current (AC)
/'ol.ta.nel.ttlJ 'kA.rant/ 44
alternator /'ol. ta.ne tt.:>/ 44
altimeter /'rel.tt.mi:.ta/ XIII
aluminium (BrE) /,rel.ja'mm.i.;mt/
/aluminum (ArnE)
/a'lu:.mm .am/ 13
aluminium oxide
/,rel.ja'mm.i.am 'ok. satd/ 13
amend /a'mend/ 2
amendment /a'men.mant/ 2
ammeter /'re.mi: .ta/ XIII
amp (A) /remp/ 43
ampage /rem .p1d3/ 43
amperage /'rem.pa .ndy 43
ampere (A) /'rem. pea/ 43
amplifier /'rem.ph.faL:>/ XII
anchor (v) /'relJ.ka/ 25, 27
AND gate /'rend gett/ XII
angle of attack
/'rel) .gl av a'trek/ 39
angular acceleration
/'rel).gju. la rak,sel.a'ret.Jan/ 34
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angular motion
/'relJ.g ju. la 'mau.Jnl 34
angular velocity
/'rel).gju. la vt'lo .sa .ti/ 34
annealed /a'ni:ld/ 15, 20
annealed glass /a'ni:ld glo:s/ 15
annealing /a'ni: .hl)/ 20
anode /'re.naud/ 13
anodized /'re.na.datzd/ 13
anodizing /'re .na.dat.ztlJ/ 13
antenna /ren' ten .:>/ XII
anti clockwise
/,ren.tt 'klok.watz/ 26
anticlockwise moment
/,ren.tl 'klok .watz 'm:>u.m:>nt/ VI
apply to /a'plat ta/ 29
approve /a'pru:v/ 2
arc (n) /o:k/ 6
arc welding /o:k 'wel.dtl)/ 28
argon /'o: .gon/ 28
armature /'o: .ma.tfa/ 44
at 1:10 /at wAn ta ten/ 1
at 100 rnm centres /at wAn
'hAn.drad 'mt.h,mi:.ta 'sen.t:>z/ 5
at a higher pressure
ht a 'ha1.a 'pre.Ja/ 38
at a lower pressure
/at a 'lau.a 'pre.Ja/ 38
at a right-angle to
/at:> ratt 'relJ.gl ta/ 5
at an angle to /at an 'rel).gl ta/ 4
at full bore /at ful b:>:/ X
at rest /at res t/ 33
atmospheric pressure
/,ret.rn:>s'fe.nk 'pre .Ja/ 38
atom /'re.tam/ 14
attach to /a'tretJ t:>/ 25
attach together
/:>'tretJ ta'ge.oa/ 25
automatic gearbox
/,:>:.ta' mret.tk 'gta.boks/ 41
average (n) /'rev.nd3/ 10
average out /'rev.rtd3 aut/ 10
axis /'rek.StS/ 34
axis of rotation
/'rek.sts av ra'te1. Jnl 34
axle /'rek.sal/ XI
band saw /brend s:>:/ 23
bar /bo:/
as a material format 21
as a unit of pressure 38
barometer /ba'rom.Lta/ XIII

base metal /bets 'met.ll 28
base plate !bets plett/ 25
basement /'bets.m;Jnt/ V
batch (v) /bretf/ 16
battery /'bret.ri/ 43, XII
beam /bi: m/ V
bear a load /bea r;1 laud/ 30
bearing /'bea.no/ XI
belt /belt/ 42
belt and braces
/belt an 'brel.Stz! 3
belt drive /belt dratv/ 42
bend (v} /bend/ 31
bending /'ben .dtl)/ 31
bending stress
/'ben.dtl) stres/ 31
bevel gear /' be. v;1l gta/ 41
bhp (brake horsepower)
/,bi: .jettf'pi:/ 40
billet /'bt. ltt/ 21
bind /bamd/ 7
bit /bit/ 23
blade /bletdi
as an aerofoil 39

as part of
a machine tool 23
blank /blrel)ki 24
blanking /'blrel) .kllJ/ 24
blind hole /blamd h;1ul/ 22
blind rivet /blamd 'n. vn/ 2 7
bloom (n) /blu:m/ 21
board /bo:d/ 17, 21
boil ibotll 2
boiler /' bot.I;J/ 3 7
bolt /b;Jult/ 26
bolt together /bault t;J'ge.o;J/ 26
bolted joint /'baul.ttd d3omt/ 26
bond (n) /bond/ 29
bond (v) /bond/ 29
bonding /'bon .dtl)/ 17
bore (n) /bo:/ 6, X
bore (v) /bo:/ 23
boundary layer
/'baun.dri let.a/ 39
brace (n) /b re1s/ 32
brace {v) /brets/ 32
brake disc /bre1k dtsk/ XI
brake horsepower (bhp}
/bre1k 'ho:s,paua/ 40
brake pad /bre1k pred/ XI
brake (n) /bretk/ XI
brass /bro:s/ 13
brazed /breJZdi 29
brazing /' breJ.Zll)i 29

brick /bnk/ 15
brittle /'bn t.ll 18
bronze /bronz/ 13
buckle (v) /'bAk .l/ 31
buckling /'bAk.ltl)i 31
budget /'bAd3.1t/ 3
bulb ibAib/ 43
bulk !bAlk/ 21
c/c (centre-to-centre) /,si:'si:/ 5
cable /'ket.bll 21, 42
CAD (computer aided
design) /kred/ 1
CAD/CAM (computer aided
design/computer aided
manufacturing)
/'kred,krem/ 23
cam /krem/ 4 2
camshaft /'krem.Jo:ft/ 42
cap /krep/ IX
capacitor /k;1'pre. st. ta/ XII
capacity /ka'pre.s;J. ti/ 10
carbon /'ko:.bn/ 12, 15
carbon dioxide
/'ko:.bn da t'ok.satd/ 28
carbon steel /'ko: .bn sti:ll 12
carry a load /'kre.ri j;1 laud/ 30
case hardened
/ke1s 'ho:.dand/ 20
case hardening
/kets 'ho:.drul)/ 20
cast (v) /ko:st /

as a process in forming
concrete 16
as a process in heating
metal20
cast in-situ (v)
/ko:st m'sitju:/ 16
casting /'ko: .stll)i 20
cathode /'kre.e;Jud/ 13
cavity /'krev.a.ti/ 22
cell /sell 4 3, XII
cement /st'ment/ 16
cement-based /st'ment bmt/ 16
central /'sen.trail 6
centre /'sen.ta/ 6
centre of gravity
/'sen .t;J rav 'grrev.;J.ti/ 32
centreline (CL) /'sen.ta, lam/ 5
centre-to-centre (c/c)
/'sen.ta.ta'sen.ta/ 5
centrifugal clutch
/,sen.tn 'fju:.gl klAtf/ XI
centrifugal force
/,sen.tn'fju:.gl fo:s/ 34

ceramic (adj) /s;J'rre. mt k/ 15
ceramic (n) /s;J'rre.mtk/ 15
CFD (computational fluid
dynamics) /,si: .jef'di:/ 39
chain ltfeml
in polymers 14
in transmission 42
chain dimensions
/tfem ,dat'men.Janz/ 5
chain drive /'tJem dra tv/ 42
chamfered /'tJrem.fad/ 22
change /tfemd3f 41
channel /' tfren.ll 22
charge itJo:d3/ 44
charge carrier
/tJo :d3 'kre.ri;J/ 43
check valve /tfek vrelv/ IX
chemical anchor
/'kem.t. kl 'rel).b/ 2 7
chemical bond
/'kem. t.kl bond/ 29
chemical composition
/'kem.t. kl ,kom.p;J'ZI.f;Jn/ 11
chemical energy
/'kem.t. kl 'e. n;1.d3i/ 35
chemically bound
/'kem.1. kli baund/ ll
chip (n) /tftp/ 45
chipboard /'tfJp.bo:d/ 17
chips /tf tps/ 23
chord /b:d/ 6
chromium /'kr;Ju .mi.am/ 12
CHS (circular hollow
section) /,s r: .jettf'es/ V
circle /'s3: .kl/ 6
circuit /'s3:.krt/ 43
circuit-breaker
/'s3:.krt 'bret. ka/ 45, XII
circular /'s3: .kj;J.l;J/ 6
circular hollow section

(CHS)
/'s3: .kja. la 'ho. lau 'sek.fnl V
circular saw
/'s3:.kja.la so:/ 17, 23
circulate /'s3:.kja.lett/ 36
circulate drawings
/'s3:.kja .lett 'dro:.liJz/ 2
circumference /sa'kArn.frans/ 6
CL (centreline) i,si: 'jal/ 5
clamp load /klremp laud/ 26
clay /klet/ 15
clearance /'klta.rans/ 7
clearance fit /'klta.rans ftt / 7
clockwise /'klok.watz/ 26
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clockwise moment
/'klok.waiz 'm;,u.m:mt/ VI

close tolerance
/kl;,us 'tol.;,.r;,ns/ 7
clutch /kiAtf/ XI

coarse aggregate
/b:s 're .gn .g;,t/ 16
cobalt /'k;,u .bolt/ 12

coefficient of friction
/,k;,u.I'fJ.f;,nt ;,v 'fnk.J;,n/ 34

coefficient of linear
expansion /,bu.I'fLf;,nt ;,v
'lm .i.;, Ik'spren.f;m/ 19

coefficient of thermal
expansion /,bu.I 'fi.f;mt ;,v
'93:.m;,IIk'spren.f;,n/ 19

cog /kog/ 41
coil /b1V 21
cold forged /k;,uld f:J:d3d/ 20
cold rolled /k;,uld r;,uld/ 20
column /'kol.;,rn/ V
combustion /k;,m'bAs.tf:m/ 40
combustion chamber
/k;,m 'bAs.tf;,n 'tfeJm .b;,/ 40

comment on a design
/'ko .ment on;, d1 'zam/ 2

component /k;,m'p;,u.n;,nt/ 43
component force

computer aided design (CAD)
/k;,m'pju:.t;, 'e1.d1d di'zarn/ 1

computer aided design/
computer aided
manufacturing (CAD/
CAM) /bm'pju:.t;,'ei.dJd
d1'zam/, /k;,m'pju: .t;, 'ei.did
,mren .j;,'frek. tfnu/ 23

computer numerical
control (CNC) /k;,m'pju:.t;,
nju: 'mer.I.kl k;,n'tr;,u l/ 23

concentrate (v)
/'kon.s;,n.treJti 30

concentrated /'kont.s;,n.trei.tidl V
concentric circles
/k;,n'sen.tnk 's3:.klz/ 6

concept /'kon.sept/ 2
concrete /'kou .kri:t / 16
condense /k;,n'dens/ 36
conduct (v) /k;,n'dAkt /
as a process in heat
transfer 19, 36
as a process of an electric
current 43
conduction /bn'dAk .J::m/ 36
conductor /k;,n'dAk.t;,/ 43
conical spring washer

/'ku: .hu 'sLst;,mz/ VII

coordinate dimensions
/k;,u':>:.dr.n;,t ,dai'men .f;,nz/ 5

copper /'ko.p;,/ 13
core /b:/ 23
core drilling /b: 'dn .hu/ 23
corrode /k::J'r;,ud/ 12
corrosion /k::J 'r;,u.3::Jn/ 12
cost-effective i,kost .I'fek.t Jv/ 3
counteract /,kaun .t;,r'rekt / 32
countersinking
/'kaun.t;,.sru .kiiJ/ 22

countersunk /'kaun .t::J.SA!Jk/ 22
couple ikAp .l/ 40
crank /kneuk/ 42
crankshaft /'krreuk .fa:ft/ 42
creep /kri:p/ 19
cross (n) /kros/ IX
crosshead screw
/'kros,hed skru:/ 27

/'kon.I.kl sprll) 'wo.J;,/ 26
connect to /k;, 'nekt t;,/ 25

cross-member

composite (n) /'kom.p;,.zit/ 11
composite material

connect together

cross-section /'kros.sek.fn/ 1
cross-sectional area

/'kom .p;, .zit m;,'tl;,.ri.;,V 11
compound /'kom .paund/ 11

connecting rod (conrod)

/kros 'sek.f;,n.l 'e;, .ri.;,/ 9

/k;,'nek.tiiJ rod/ 42
connection /k;,'nek .f::Jn/ 25

crown /kraun/ 6
crown gear /kraun g1;,/ 41
crush /krAJi 31
crushing /'krAJ.I!JI 31
cubic metre (m 3 )

/k;,m'p;,u.n;,nt fo:s/ 32

compound of
/'kom.paund ;,v/ 11

compress (v) /k;,m'pres/ 31
compressed air
/k;,m'prest e;,/ 37, 38

compressed gas
/k;,m' prest gres/ 3 8

compression /bm'pre.J;,n/
as a form
of deformation 18, 31
in internal combustion
engines 40
compressive strength
/k;,m'pre.sJv streu9/ 18

compressive stress

/k;,'nekt t;,'ge.3;,/ 25

conrod (connecting rod)
/'kon,rod/ 42

constant /'kon .st::Jnt/ 10
constant radius
/'kon. st::Jnt 'rer.di.;,s/ 6
constituent /k::Jn'stit.ju.;,nt/ 11
constraint /k::Jn'stremt / 3
consumable /k;,n 'sju: .m::J.bl/ 28
consume /bn'sju:rn/

as a process in supply,
demand and capacity 10
as a process in welding 28
consumption /k::Jn'sAm .f::Jn/ 10
contact adhesive

/bm'pre.s1v stres/ 31

compressor /bm'pre.s;,/ 37
computational fluid
dynamics (CFD)
/,kom .pj;,'tei.f;,n.l
'flu: .1d daJ'nre.mJks/ 39
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convector /bn'vek.t;,/ 36
convert (v) /k;,n'v3:t/ 34, 35
cool (v) /ku:V 36
coolant /'ku :.I::Jnt/
in machining 23
in radiators VII
cooling systems

/'kon.trekt ;,d'hi: .sJv/ 29

contract (v) /bn'trrekt/ 7, 19
contraction /k;,n'trrek.Jn/ 7, 19
control system
/k:m'tr;,ul 'sis. t;,rn/ 45

convection /bn'vek.f;,n/ 36
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/kros 'mem .b;,/ 32

/'kju:.b1k 'mi:.t;,/ 9

cumulative / 'kju: . mj;, . l;~ . tJv/ 10
cure (v) / kju;~/
as a process of
polymers 14
as a process of
adhesives 29
current (n) /' kA.T;,nt/ 43
current drawing
/'kA.r;,nt 'dr:>:.IIJ/ 2

curve (n) /k3:v/ 6
curved /k3:vd/ 6
cutting fluid /'kA.t IIJ 'flu:.~d/ 23
cycle /'sai.kl/ 40
cyclic loads /'sar.khk l;,udz/ 19
cylinder /'sr.hn.d;,/ 40

cylinder block
/'s1.hn.da blok/ 40
cylinder head /'sLhn.da bed/ 40
dam /drem/ V
DC (direct current) /,di:'si:/ 44
DC supply /,di:'si: sa'pla1/ 44
dead load /ded laud/ V
decelerate /di'sel.;}.reit/ 33
deceleration /,di,sel.a'reJ.fan/ 33
decimal number
/'de.sJ.mal'nAm .ba/ 8
deflect /d1'flekt/ 31
deflection /di'flek .Jan/ 31
deform /di'b:m/ 6, 18, 27, 30
deformation
/,de.fa'me1.Jan/ 6, 18
deformed /di 'b:md/ 6
degrees Celsius (0 C)
/d1'gri:z 'sel.sbs/ 36
demand (n) /di'mo:nd/ 10
dense /dens/ 9
density /'den.s1.ti/ 9
design brief /d1 'zam bri:f/ 2
design concept
/d1'zam 'kon.sept/ 2
design solution
/d1 'zam sa'lu:.Jan/ 3
designed to do /dr'zamd ta du:/ 3
detail (n) /'di: .teii/ 1
detail drawing /'di:.teii'dr:J:.I!J/ 1
detect /d1'tekt / 45
detector /d1 'tek.ta/ 45
determine /dJ't3:.mm/ 3
deviate /'di:. vi .ert/ 7
deviation /,di:.vi'ei.j'an/ 7
diagonal (n) /dar'reg.an.l/ 5
diagonal measurement
/da1'reg .an.l 'me.3a.mant/ 5
diameter /da~'rem.It.a/ 6
diamond /'da1a.mand/ 15
diamond drilling
/' da1;:,.mand 'dn.hu/ 23
die (n) /da1 / 20, 24
diesel engine /'di:.zl 'en.d3m/ 40
dim (dimension) /drm/ 4
dimension (dim)
/,dai'men.Jan/ 4
diode /'dai.;}ud/ XII
direct current (DC)
/d1'rekt 'kA .rant/ 44
direct the flow
/dr'rekt 6a flau/ IX
disc brake /disk bre1k/ XI
discontinuity
/,drs,kon.ti'nju:.a.ti/ 28

disproportional
/,dis .pr;:,'p:l: .Jan.l/ 30
dissimilar materials
/, drs'sim.Lia ma'tia .ri.alz/ 28
dissipate /'dis. J. pe rt/ 35, 36
distribution line
/,dis.tn'bju: .Jn lam/ 44
divide by /d1 'vard bar/ 8
double-check /,dAb .l'tJek/ 5
downforce /'daun,b:s/ 39
downstream of
/,daun'stri:m av/ 39
draft version /dro:ft 'v3:.Jan/ 2
drag /drreg/ 39
drag coefficient
/drreg ,bu.r'f1.Jant/ 39
drain /drem/ 3 7
drawing (dwg) /'dr:J:.ru/ 1
drawn to scale /dr:J:n ta skerl/ 1
drill (n) /dnl/ 23
drill bit /dnl b1t/ 23
drill into /dnl'm .ta/ 23
drilling /'drJ.h!)/ 23
drive (n) /dra1v/ 41
drive (v) /dra1v/ 40, 41
driver /'dra1. val 41
driveshaft /'draiv,Jo:ft/ 41
drop forging /drop 'f:l:.ci3I!JI 20
drop-forged /drop b:d3.d/ 20
drum brake /drAm brerk/ XI
drum /drAm/ XI
duct ldAkt/ 3 7
ductile /'dAk.taii/ 18
ductwork ldAkt.w3:kl 37
durability /,djua.ra'bi.!a.ti/ 19
durable /'djuu;:,.bl/ 19
dwg (drawing) /'clr:J:.I!J/ 1
dynamic friction
/dar'nre .mtk 'fnk.J;:,n/ 34
dynamic load
/dar'nre.m1k laud/ 30, V
earth (v) /3:9/ 45
earthed /3:9.t/ 45
edge quality /ed3 'kwo.l;:,.ti/ 24
EDM (electrical discharge
machining) /,i:.di:'jem/ 24
efficiency II'fJ.f;:,n.si/ 1 0 , 35
efficiency gain
II'fi.j';:,n.si gem/ 35
efficient II'fJ.f;:,nt/ 10, 35
effort /'e.f;:,t/ 33
elastic (adj) II'lres.trk/ 18
elastic deformation
II'lres.ttk ,de.fa'meJ.j';:,n/ 18
elastic limit II'Ires.t1k 'h .mrt / 18

elastically deformed
II'Ires.tJk.li dt'f::l:md/ 18
elasticity /, II .res'tis.a.ti/ 18
elastomer II'Ires.tim.;:,/ 14
electric arc II'Iek .tnk a:k/ 24
electric charge
II'lek.tnk tJo:d3/ 43
electric circuit
II'Iek.tnk 's3:.kit/ 43
electric current
II'Iek.tnk 'kA.r;:,nt/ 43
electric motor
II'lek.tnk 'm;:,u.t;:,/ 40
electric shock II'Iek.tnk Jok/ 43
electrical ii'lek.tn.kl/ 45
electrical appliance
II'lek.tn.kl a'plaJ.;:,ns/ 43
electrical cable
II 'lek.tn .kl'keJ.bl/ 21
electrical component
II 'Iek.tn.kl bm'pau.n;:,nt / 43
electrical conductor II'Iek.tn.kl
kan'dAk .t;:,/ 43
electrical discharge machining
(EDM)
II'Iek.tn.lcl 'd1s.tJa:d3 ma'Ji:.mu/ 24
electrical energy
II'lek.tri.kl ' en.~.d3i/ 35
electrical insula tor
II'Iek.tn.kl'm.sj;:,.leJ.t~/ 43
electrical power
II'lek.tn.kl paua/ 43
electrical resistance
II'Iek.tn.kl n'zts.tans/ 43
electrical supply
II'lek.tn.kl'sa.plar/ 43
electrical wire
II'Iek.tn.kl wara/ 21
electrode II'Iek.tr;:,ud/ 28
electro-galvanized
II'lek.tr;:,u 'grel.v;:,.naJzd/ 13
electrolyte II'Iek.tr;:,.lart/ 13
electromagnetic induction
II,Iek.tr;:,.mreg'net.Ik m'dAk.Jan/
44
electromagnetic waves
II,lek.tr;:,.mreg'net.rk weJVz/ 36
electromotive force (EMF)
II,lek.tra'mau.trv b:s/ 43
electron II'Iek .tron/ 22, 43
electronic /,e.lek'tro.mkl 45
electroplating
II'lek.tr;:,u.pleJ.ti!)I 13
element /'e .h .mant/ 11
elevation /,el.r'veJ.j'an/ 1
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elongation /,i:. lol)'gei.Jan/ 18
embed in ltm'bed m/ 25
EMF (electromotive force)
/,i:. jem'ef/ 43

emit lt'miti 36
endothermic /en .da.03:.mikl 36
energy /'en.a.d3i/ 35
energy source /'en.a.d3i s:>:s/ 35
engine /'en.d31nf 40
engineered wood
/,en.d31'm.ad wudl 17

engineering plastic
/,en.d31'm.a.11J 'plres .tik/ 14
enlarge /m'lo:d3/ 23
enlarged /m'lo :d3.d/ 1

epoxy resrn
li'pok.si 're.zm/ 14, 29

equal (adj) /'i: .kwal/ 8
equal (v) /'i:.kwal/ 8
equal to (adj) /'i:.kwal tal 8
evaluate !J'vrel. ju.en/ 3
evaporate !J ' vrep.<~.rert/ 29, 36
evaporation !J,vrep.a'rei.J<~nl 36
exceed /rk 'si:d/ 3, 10
exert force on
/ig'z3:t h:s on/ 30

exert pressure on
!Jg 'z3:t ' pre . J<~ ron/ 38

exhaust !Jg'z:>:st/ 40
exhaust gases
ltg 'z:>:st 'gre.stz/ 40

exhaust valve ltg 'z:>:st vrelv/ 40
existing model
/tg'ZIS.tll] 'mod .l/ 3

exothermic /ek. sa'03:.mik! 36
expand IIk'sprend/ 7, 19, 27
expansion ltk'spren.Jan! 7, 19
expansion anchor
ltk'spren.Jan 'rel).ka/ 27

explode ltk ' spl<~ud/ 38
exploded view
!Jk'spl<~ud.Id vj u:/ 1, I
extend ltk'stend/ 30, 31
extension IIk'sten.Jan/ 18, 30
external lrk'st3:.nal/ 4
external force
1Ik'st3:.nal f:J :s/ 33

extremity !Jk' strem.<~.ti/ 4
extruding !Jk'stru:. diiJ/ 20
extrusion IIk'stru:. 3<Jnl 20
face (n) /feisi 4
factor in /'frek.ta nnl 3
factor of safety
/'frek.ta rov 'self.til 3
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factory head /'frek.tri hed/ 2 7
fail /fe rl/ 30
failure /'fed.ja/ 30
fall (n) /b:l/ 37
fan /fren/ 3 7
fasten to /'fo: .sn t<~l 25
fasten together
/'fo :.sn ta ' ge.6<~i 25

fastener /'fo :s.na/ 26
fatigue /fa'ti :g/ 19
fatigue cracking
if<~'ti:g 'krre.ktl)i 19

feature /'fi :.tJ<~i 3
ferrous metal /'fe .ras 'met.!/ 11
fib res /'far. baz/ 21
field coil /'fi:ld bill 44
field winding /'fi:ld 'wam.driJ/ 44
filament /'fii.a . m<~n t/ 43
fill /fii/ 25
filler /'frl.a/ 28
fine aggregate /farn 're . gr r. g<~ti 16
fire (v) /fm<~i 15
fit (n) /fn/7
fit together /frt t<~'ge.ila/ 25
fit together /frt ta'ge.ila/ 7
fix to /f1ks ta/ 25
fix together /f1ks t <~'ge.ila/ 25
fixing /'flk .Sil)/ 26
flame-cutting /fleim 'kAt.IIJ/ 24
flange lflrend3/ IX
flat /flret/ 4
flat bar /flret bo:/ 21
flat head /flret hed/ 22
flat washer /flret 'w oJ. <~i 26
flex (v) /fleks/ 31, 19
flexure /'flek.J<~i 31
float glass /fl<~ut glo:s/ 15
flow (n) /flgu/ 3 7
flow (v) ifl<~ui 43, 3 7
flow rate /flau re1t/ IX
flowmeter ifl<~u mr :.ta/ XIII
fluctuate /'fiAk.tJu.eiti 10
fluctuation /,fiAk .tJu'ei.fn/ 10
fluid /'flu:.~d/ 38
fluid dynamics
/'flu:.Id dai 'nre.miks/ 39
flush /fiAJi 22
flush with /fiAJ will/ 22
flux /fiAks/ 28
flywheel /'fla1. wi:ll 42
follower /'fol.<~u.a/ 41, 42
forge (n) /f:J:d3i 20
forged /f:J:d3. d/ 20
forging /'f:J:d3-1IJ/ 20
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form (v) /f:J:rn! 20
form drag /f:J:m drreg/ 39
form of energy
/f:J:m av 'eo.<J.d3il 35

formwork /f:J:m .w3:k/ 16
forty-five-degree elbow
/'f:J:ti farv d1'gri: ' el.b<~ui IX
foundation /faun 'dei.Jn/ V
four atmospheres
/f:J: 'ret.m<~s.fr<~zi 38

four bar /f:J: bo:/ 3 8
four-stroke engine
/f:J: str<~uk 'en.d3m/ 40

fraction /'frrek .Jn/ 8
fracture (v) /' frrek.tJ<~/ 18, 31
fracture point
/'frrek.tJa p:>mt/ 18

fracture toughness
/'frrek.tJa 'tAf.nas/ 19

frame /fre Lrnl 32
framework l'freim .w3:kl 32
free fall /fri: f:J:I/ 33
frequency /'fri: . kw<~n t.si/ 44
friction /'fnk .J<~ni 34
frictional resistance
/'fnk.Jan.l n'zis.t<Jns/ 34

fuel injector
/'fju: .al m'd3ek.t<1/ 40

fuel line /'fj u:.gl lam/ 37
fulcrum /'ful.kr<~mi 33
function /'fAIJ .Jan/ 3
fuse (v) /fju:z/ 28
fuse (n) /fju:z/ XII
fusion /'fju:.3an/ 28
fusion zone / 'fj u:.3<~n z;mn/ 28
GA (general arrangement)
/,d3i: 'ei1 1

gain /gem/ 10
galvanizing /'grel.v<J.naLZIIJi 13
gamma rays /'grem.a reJz/ VII
gap /grep/ 25
gas bottle /gres 'bot.!/ 3 7
gas cylinder /gres 'sd .m.da/ 37
gas main /gres meLnl 3 7
gas metal arc welding
(GMAW)
/gres 'met.! o:k 'wel.diiJ/ 28

gas tungsten arc welding
(GTAW)
/gres ' t AI).St<~n o:k 'wel.diiJi 28

gas welding /gres 'wel.diiJi 28
gauge pressure /ge1d3 ' pre.J<~i 38
gear ig i <~i 41
gear ratio igi<~ 'rei.Ji. au/ 41

gea r selection /g1a si'Iek.fan/ 4 1
gear tra in /g1a trem/ 41
gear wheel /g1a wi:ll 41
gearbox /'g1a.boks/ 41
general arrangement (GA)
/'d3en .ral a'remd3 .mant/ 1
generate /'d3en.a.re1t/ 44
genera tor /'d3en .a.re1. tal 44
G -force /'d3i: ,f'J:s/ 33
glass- like /glo:s latk/ 15
glass-reinforced plastic (GRP)
/glo:s ,ri:.m'f'J:st 'pla:s.ttk/ 11
glue (n) /glu:/ 29
glue together /glu: ta'ge.oa/ 29
glue-lamina ted (glulams)
/glu: 'la:m .m.ei.tid/ 17
glulams (glue-laminated)
/'glu: ,la:mz/ 17
go back to the drawing board
/gau ba:k ta Oa 'dr'J! .IIJ b-:J:d/ 2
go rusty /gau 'rAs.ti/ 12
gold /gauld/ 13
grade (n) /gretd/ 12
grain /grem/ 17
gram (g ) /gra:rnl 9
gravity /'gra:v.a.ti/ 9, 32
grea se /gri:s/ XI
grid /grid/ 5, 44
in electrical supply 5
in drawing 44
gridline /'grid.lam/ 5
grind (v) /gramd/ 23
grinder /'gram .da/ 23
grinding /'gram.drlJ/ 23
groove /gru:v/ 22
ground beam /graund bi:m/ V
ground level /graund 'lcv.ll V
ground/grounded
/graund/, /'graun.dtd/ 45
GRP (g lass-reinforced
plastic) /,d3i: .ja:'pi:/ 11
grub screw /grAb skru:/ 2 7
guillotine (n) /'g!l.a.ti:n/ 24
guillotine (v) /'gii.a.ti:n/ 24
hacksaw /'ha:k.s-:J:/ 23
hard /ho:d/ 19
hard soldering
/ho:d 'saul.dnl) / 29
hardness /'ha:d.nas/ 19
hardwood /'ho:d.wud/ 17
have the potential
/ha:v oa pa'ten.Jal/ 3 5
HAZ (heat-affected zone)
/,eitf,ei'zed/ 24, 28
head /hed/ 26

head of water /bed av 'w-:J:.ta/ 3 8
header tank /'hed.a ta:l)kl 38
heat (n) /hi:t / 36
heat (v) /hi:t / 36
heat exchanger
/hi:t tks'tJem.d3a/ 36
heat sink /hi:t srl)k/ VII
heat source /hi:t s-:J:s/ 36
heat transfer /hi:t 'tra:ns.f3:/ 36
heat treating /hi:t 'tri:.tiiJ/ 20
heat treatment
/hi:t 'tri:t.mant/ 20
heat-affected zone (HAZ)
/hi:t a'fek.t1d zaun/ 24, 28
heating system
/'hi:t.IIJ 'SIS .tam/ 3 6
height /ha1t/ 4
helica l /'hi:.h.kl/ 26
helical gear /'hi: .h.kl gta/ 41
helical spring w as her
/'hi:.!l.kl spnlJ 'wo.fa/ 26
Hertz (Hz) /h3:ts/ 44
hex head /heks hed/ 26
hex key /heks ki:/ 2 6
hex agonal head
/hek'sa:g .an .l hed/ 26
high carbon steel
/ha1 'ko:.bn sti:l/ 12
high revs /hat revz/ 34
high strength friction grip
(HSFG)
/hat strel)9 'fnk.fan grip/ 26
high strength low alloy steel
(HSLA)
/har stre1J9 !au 'a:.br sti:l/ 12
higher gear /'ha1.a gra/ 41
high-revving /har 'rev.IIJ/ 34
high-speed steel
/har spi:d sti:l/ 12
high-voltage (HV)
/hal 'vaul.ttd3/ 44
hog /hog/ 31
hold together
/hauld ta 'ge.oa/ 25
holesaw /haul.s-:J:/ 23
hollow /'ho.lau/ 21
horizontal plane
/,ho.n'zon.tl plem/ 4
horsepower (hp) /'h-:J:s,paua/ 40
hose /hauz/ 3 7
hose coupling /hauz 'kAp.illJ/ 3 7
hose fitting /hauz 'frt. LIJ/ 3 7
hot forged /hot b:d3.d/ 20
hot r olled /hot rauld/ 20

hot-dip galvanized
/hot d1p 'ga:l. va.na1zd/ 13
hp (horsepower) /,eitf'pi:/ 40
HSFG (high strength fricti on
grip) /,e1tf'es.ef.d3i:/ 26
HV (high-voltage) /,eitJ'vi:/ 44
hydrostatic pressure
/,hm.dra'sta:t.1k 'pre.fa/ 38
hygrometer /hai'grom.Lta/ XIII
ID (inside diameter) /,m'di:/ 6
idler /'aid. Ia/ 41
idler gear /'a1d.la g1a/ 41
ignite IIg'nait/ 40
ignition IIg'mf.n/ 40
immerse II'm3:s/ X
imperial iim'pta.rial/ 8
implode IIm'plaud/ 38
imposed on IIm'pauzd on! 3 0 , V
imprecise /,tm.pn'sms/ 7
impulse /'rm.pAls/ 30, V
in bending /m 'ben.illl)/ 31
.
.
m compressiOn
/m kam'preJ,n/ 31
in equilibrium
/m ,i:.kwt'hb.riarn/ 32
in motion /m 'rnau.Jnl 3 3
in shear /m fta/ 31
in tension /m 'ten.Jan/ 18, 3 1
in torsion /m b:.Jan/ 31
inaccurate /m'a:k.ja.rat/ 7
inclined /m'klamd/ 4
inclined from /m'klamd fram/ 4
indentation /,m.den'tei.fan/ 1 9
indentation h ardness
/,m .den'teJ.fan 'ho:d.nas/ 19
induction /m'dAk.Jan/ 40
inductor /m'dAk.ta/ XII
industrial dia mond
/m'dAs.tri.al'dma.mand/ 15
inefficient /,m.r'fi.fant/ 10
inertia II'n3:.Ja/ 3 3
infrared /,m.fra'red/ VII
ingot /'JI) .gat/ 21
inlet /'m.let/ IX
inner circle I'm. a 's3: .kll 6
inorganic /, m.-:J:'ga:n.Jk/ 15
input /'m.put/ 10
input shaft /'m .put fo:ft/ 41
input speed /'m .put spi:d/ 41
inside diameter (ID) /,m' sa1d
daJ'a:.mrt.a/ 6
in-situ concrete
/m'sit.ju: 'kol) .kri:t/ 16
insufficient clearance
/,m.sa'fi.Jant 'k11a.rans/ 7
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insulate /' m . sj~ . lert/ 43
insulation /, rn . sj ~'ler. J~n/ 43
insulator /'rn.sj~ .ler.t~/ 43
intake /'rn.te•kl 40
intake valve /'rn .te1k vrelv/ 40
integrated circuit

/'lrem .J.neJ.tld gla :s/ 15
lamp /lremp/ 43, XII
large scale /la:d3 ske11! 1
large-section /lo :d3 'sek.Jn/ 9
laser beam /'le 1. z~ bi:m/ 22
laser cutting / ' ler.z~ 'kAt.llJ/ 24
latent heat /'leJ.t~nt hi:t/ 36

/'rn.tLgreJt.Jd 's3:.kll/ 45

interference drag
/,rn . t~'f•~ . r~ns drreg/ 39

latent heat of fusion
/ ' ler.t~nt hi:t ~v 'fju:.3~n/ 36

interference fit
/ ,rn . t~'f•~ . r~ns f1t / 7

latent heat of vaporization

interlock / , m . t~' l ok/ 41
internal !Jn ' t3:.n~l/ 4
internal combustion engine
/ rn't3:.n~l bm'bAs.tJ~n

/'leJ.t;,nt hi:t

'en.d31nl

40

/'left. hrend 9red/ 26

/,a•~n' ka: . bn 're.b1/ 11

/,ars.~ ' met.nk pr~'d3ek.Jnl 1,

latex /'leJ.teks/ 14
lathe /leJ3/ 23
lattice /'lre.tJs/ 32
layer /leJ~/ 15
lead /led/ 13
leading edge /'li:d .llJ ed3f 39
left-hand thread
length /le1J9/ 4
less lies/ 8
less powerful lies 'pau;}.f~ l/ 35
level /lev .II 4
lever /'li:.v~/. /' le . v~/ 33
leverage /'li: .v~.nd3/ ,

!-section /a1 'sek.Jn/ 21
isolate (v) / 'a • s.~ . l eJt / 45
isometric projection

/'le. v~.nd3f 33

I

issue drawings /'r.Ju: dr"J:.•lJz/ 2

J (joule) /d3e1/ 35
jet /d3et/ 40
jet engine /d3et 'en.d31n! 40
join to /d3::Jrn t~/ 25
join together /d3::Jrn t~ ' ge.3~/ 25
joint /d3"Jrnt / 25
joule (J) /d3u:l! 35
kerf /b :f/ 23
kg (kilogram) /'k•l.~ . g rrern! 9
kg/m 3 (kilograms per cubic
metre)
/'krb.grremz p~ 'kju:.b1k mi: . t~/ 9
kilogram (kg) /'kJI.~.grrern/ 9

kilograms per cubic metre
(kg/m 3 )
/' kJb.grremz p~ 'kju:.b1k mi:.t~/ 9

kinetic energy
/k•'net.Jk 'en . ~.d3i/ 35

light energy lla1t ' en .~.d3i/ 35
lightweight /'laJt.weJt/ 9
limit of proportionality
/'hm .1t
~v pr;l,p"J: . J~n'rel.~ . ti/ 18, 30

/' lm . i~

~k,sel.;l'rer.J~nl 33

linear motion /'lm.i~ 'm~u.Jn/
33
live (adj) /laJV/ 43, 45
live load /la•v l~ud/ 30, V
load /l~ud/ 3, 30, 33
load-bearing /l;}ud 'be;).fi.IJ/ 30
loaded /'l~ud . •d/ 30
locate /l;}u'ke•t/ 5
logic gate /'lod3.1k gert/ 45
loose tolerance
/lu:s 'tol.~ . r~ns/ 7

knot /not / 17
laminar /'lrem.rn.~/ 39
laminar flow /'lrem.rn . ~ fl~u/ 39
laminate with

loosen /'lu: . s~n/ 26
loss /los/ 10
low alloy steel

/'lrem .r. neJt wio/ 15
laminated /'lrem .r.nert.Jd/ 15

low revs /l~u revz/ 34
lower gear /'l~u.~ g•~/ 41

/l~u
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/'mi:.taz p~ 'sek .;lnd/ 33

m/s 2 (metres per second
squared)
/'mi: .taz p~ ' s ek . ~nd skwe~d/ 33

m 3 (cubic metre)
machine (v) /m~'Ji:n/ 23
machine (n) /m~'Ji:n/ 33
machine screw
/m~' Ji:n skru:/ 27

machine tools /m~'Ji:n tu: lz/ 23
machining /m~'Ji:n.llJ/ 23
magnesium /mreg'ni:.zi.~rn! 13
magnitude /'mreg.m.tju:d/ 30
mains /memz/ 37
mains electricity
/memz J,lek'tri.S J. ti/ 44

malleable /'mrel.i.~.bl/ 18
manganese / 'mrel).g~.ni : z/ 12
manmade /,mren'roeJd/ 14
manual gearbox /'mren . ju.~l
'g1~.boks/ 41

lift /hft/ 39

linear /' hn.i~/ 33
linear acceleration

/l~u 'v~ul.t1d3/ 44

lubricant /' lu:.bn.kant / XI
lumber /'IAm.b~/ 17
LV (low-voltage) /,el'vi:/ 44
m/s (metres per second)

/kju:.b1k 'mi:.t~/ 9

~v

,ve L p;}.fai'zeJ.f~n/ 36

intersect at / , rn.t~ ' sekt ~t/ 5
invert (n) /'rn .v3:t/ 6
inverter /m'v3:.t~/ 44, XII
ionize (v) /'a1~ . naiZ/ 24
iron /a~~n/ 12
iron ore /ar~ n "J:/ 15
iron oxide /a 1 ~n 'ok.sa1d/ 12
iron-carbon alloy
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low-voltage (LV)

laminated glass

're.l:)[ sti:l/ 12

mass /mres/ 9, 33
materials testing machine
/m;l'IJ~ . ri.~lz tes.IIIJ m~'Ji:n/ 30

matrix /'meJ.tnks/ 11
MDF (medium-density
fibreboard) /,em.di:'jef/ 17
measure along /'me3.;l r~ ' lolJ/ 4
measure from/to (v) 1
'me3.~ fr~rnl. /'me3.;l t~/ 4

measure vertically/
horizontally /'me3 . ~ 'v3:.t1k.li/,
/'me3.~ ,ho.n'zon.t~.li/ 4

mechanical advantage
/mJ'kren .Lkl ~d'vo:n.t1d3/ 33

mechanical bond
/m•'kren.Lkl bond/ 29

mechanical energy
/roJ'kren .r.kl 'en . ~ . d3il 35

mechanically stress-graded
/m•'kren.Lkli stres 'greJd.Jd/ 17

medium carbon steel
/' mi: . di . ~m 'ko: .bn sti:l/ 12

medium-density fibreboard
(MDF) /'mi: . di.~m 'den. sr.ti
, fa1.b~'bo:d/ 17

meet demand /mi:t dJ 'mo:nd/ 10

melt /melt/ 36
melting /'mel. til]/ 36
member /'mem . b~/ 30, 32
mesh together /meJ t~'ge.o;J/ 41
mesh with /mef w1o/ 41
metal /'met .I/ 11
fatigue /'met .I f;J 'ti:g/ 19
metal sheet /'met. I Ji:t/ 21
metallic /m;J'trei. Ik/ 11
metres per second (rnJs)
/'mi:.tn p;J 'sek.;Jnd/ 33
metres per second squared
(rnJs2)
/'mi:.t;JZ p;J 'sek.;Jnd skwe;Jd/ 33
metric /'met.nk/ 8
microchip /'mai.kr;:,.tJip/ 45
micro-cracking
/'mai.kr;JU 'krre.krl)/ 19
microphone /'mai.kr;:,.f;Jun/ XIII
microwaves
/'mai. kr;JU. we1vzf VII
MIG welding (Metal Inert
Gas) /mtg 'wel.d!IJ/ 28
mild steel /maiid sti:l/ 12
mill (v) /mrll 23
milling /'mri.IIJ/ 23
milling machine
/'mii.IIJ ID;J'fi:n/ 23
mineral /'mm .r;J I/ 15
minus /'maLn;Js/ 8
mix design /m1ks dJ'zam/ 16
mixture /'miks.tf;J/ 11, 40
mm 2 (square millimetre)
/skwe;J 'mii .I,mi: .t;J/ 9
molecule /'moi.I.kju:l/ 14
molten /'m;:,ul.t;Jn/ 13, 20, 28
molybdenum
/m;J'llb .d;J.n;Jm/ 12
moment / 'rn~u.m;Jnt/ 33
moment connection
/'m~u . m;Jnt k;)'nek.f;Jn/ 32
momentum /m;J'rnen.t;:,m/ 33
motion detector
/'m;:,u.fn d•'tek.t;J/ Xlli
motor /'m;JU. t;J/ 40
mould (n) /m;Ju[d/ 14
mould (v) /m;Juld/ 14
multimeter /,lllAI.ti 'mi: .t;J/ XI
multiply by /'mALtLplat ba1/ 8
Murphy's law /'m3: .f1z b :/ 3
NAND gate /'nrend gett/ XII
natural /'nretf.r;JI/ 14
natural polymer
/'nretf. r;J) 'poi.J. m;J/ 14

natural rubber
/'nretf.r;J) 'rAb.;J/ 14
negative charge
/'neg .;J.tJv tfa:d3i 43
negative pressure
/'neg.;J.ttv 'pre.f;J/ 3 8
negative terminal
/'neg.;J.t tv 't3: . mm.~ll 13
negligible /'neg .li.d3;J.bl/ 8
net (n) /net/ 1 0
neutral /'nj u:.tr;JI/ 45
neutral axis /'nju:.tr;JI 'rek.s ts/ 31
newton metres (Nm)
/'nj u:.tn 'mi :.tn/ 33
nickel /'mk.l/ 12
ninety-degree elbow
/'nam.ti d1 'gri: 'el.b;Ju/ IX
Nm (newton metres)
/'nju: .tn 'mi:.t;:,z/ 33
non-consumable
/non b n'sju:m .;Jbl/ 28
non-ferrous metal
/non 'fe.r;Js 'met.l/ 11
non-metal /non 'met.l/ 11
non-metallic /non m;J'trel.tk/ 11
non-return valve
/non n't3:n vrelv/ IX
NOR gate !'n:J: ge1t/ XII
NOT gate/inverter /'not ge1t/,
/m'v3:.t;J/ XII
note /n;Jut/ 2
nought /n:J:t/ 8
nuclear energy
/'nju:.kli .;J 'en.;:,.d3il 35
nut /nAt/ 26
oblique projection
/;J'bli:k pr;:,'d3ek.f;Jn/ 1
OD (outside diameter)
/,;JU'di:/ 6
off-peak time /of pi:k ta1rn1 10
offset (n) /,of'set/ 5
offset from (v) /,of'set fmnl 5
ohm (D) /;Jum/ 43
ohmmeter /';Ju ,mi :.t~/ XIII
one hundredth of an inch
(1/100)
/wAn 'hAn .dr;Jd9 ;:,v ;Jn mf/ 8
one thousandth of an inch
(1/1000)
/wAn '9au.z;Jne ;)V ;m mf/ 8
one to ten (1:10)
/,wAn t;J 'ten/ 1
opposing force /;J'p;JU.ZI!J b:s/ 33
OR gate /':J: ge1t/ XII

ore h:/ 15
organic h :'gren. Ik/ 15
orientated stand board (OSB)
/':J:.ri.;Jn.tei.tld strend b:J:dl 17
original length
/;J'n.d3;Jn.;Jlle1]9/ 30
OSB (orientated stand board)
/,;Ju.wes'bi:/ 17
out of plumb /aut ;)V plMn/ 4
outer circle /'au.t;) 's3: .kll 6
outlet /'aut.let/ IX
output /'aut.put/ 10
output shaft /'aut. put fa:ft/ 41
output speed /'aut.put spi:d/ 41
outside diameter (OD)
/,aut'satd dat'rem. Lt;J/ 6
outside tolerance
/,aut 'smd 'tol.;,.r;Jns/ 7
overcome friction
/,;,u.v;,'kAm 'fnk.f;Jn/ 34
overdesign (v) /,;,u.v;, .dJ'zaJn/ 3
overheat /,;Ju.v;J'hi:t/ VII
over-revved /,;Ju. v;J'revd/ 34
overstressed /,;Ju.v;,'stresd/ 30
over-tightened
/,;JU. v;,'tal.t;Jnd/ 26
oxide /'ok.satdl 12
oxidize /'ok.sJ.daJz/ 12
oxyacetylene
/,ok. si.;J'set.;J. li:n/ 24, 28
oxyfuel /'ok.si,fju:.;:,l/ 28
oxygen /'ok.sLd3;Jn/ 28
Pa (Pascal) /pa:/ 38
packer /'pre.b/ 25
pad foundation
/pred faun 'dei.f;,n/ V
parallel circuit
/'pre.r;J.Iel 's3: .kit/ 45
parallel with /'pre.r;J.Iel wto/ 5
part /po:t/ 16
partial vacuum
/'po:.f;Jl 'vrek.ju:m/ 38
particle board
/'po: .t1.kl b:J:d/ 17
Pascal (Pa) /pres'krel/ 38
PCB (printed circuit board)
/,pi:.si'bi:/ 45
peak (n) /pi:k/ 10
peak (v) /pi:k/ 10
peak time /pi:k ta1m/ 10
pellets /'pei.Jts/ 21
per unit of volume
/p;, 'ju:.mt ;,v 'vol. ju:m/ 9
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perfect vacuum
/' p3:.f1kt 'vrek .ju:m/ 38
period /'p1;1.ri .od/ 1 0
permissible /p;1'mi S.;1.bl/ 7

perpendicular to
/,p3: .p;ln'drk.jul.o to/ 5

petrol engine
/'pet.rol 'en.d31n! 40

/,pol.i'ko:.bon.eit/ 14

phase /fetz/ 44, 45
photosensor
/,fou.tou' sen .so/ XITI
photovoltaic cell (PV)

polyimide /,po .h .o'maid/ 14
polymer /'pol.I.mo/ 14
polyvinyl adhesive (PVA)

/,fou.tau. vol'te1.ik sell 44
piercing /'pio.silJ/ 24

polyvinylchloride (PVC)

piezoelectric sensor
/pi,et.sou.1'lek.tnk 'sen.so/ XIII
pile cap /pall krep/ V
pile /pail/ V
pin joint /pm d3omt/ 32
pinion /'pm.j;1n/ 41
pin-jointed /pm 'd3om.t1d/ 32
pipe /pa1p/ 21, 31
pipe fitting /pa1p 'fit. II]/ 3 7
pipeline /'paip.iain! 3 7
pipework /'paip.w3:k/ 3 7
piston /' pis.t;ln/ 40

piston cylinder
/'pis.t;1n 'sil.m.do/ 40

pitch /p•tf/ 39
pivot (v) /'piv.;lt/ 33
plain washer /plem 'wo.fo/ 26
plan /plren/ 1
plane /plein/ 4
planed /plemd/ 17
plasma /'plrez.mo/ 24
plasma cutting
/' plrez.m;1 'kAt.II)/ 24
plasma torch /'plrez.mo to:tf/ 24
plastic (adj) /' plres.uk!l 8
plastic (n) /' plres.tik/ 14

plastic deformation
/'plres. t1k ,de.fo'mei.f;ln/ 18

plastically deformed
/'plres.tik.li di'b:md/ 18
plasticity /pla:s'tJ.S;l.ti/ 18
plasticizer /'plres.tJ.satz.;)/ 16
plate (v) /ple1t/ 13
plate /pleJt/ 21
play (n) /plet/ 7 , 2 5
plug /plAg/ 2 7
as a screw 27
as a pipe fitting IX
in electrical appliances 45
plumb /plAID/ 4
plus !piAsl 8
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plus or minus /plAs ;1 'mam.;1s/ 7
ply /pla1/ 17
plywood /'plaJ.wud/ 1 7
point /pomt/ 8
point load /pomt loud/ 30, V
pointed /'p:nn.lld/ 22
polycarbonate

/,pol.i'vaml od'hi:.s1v/ 29
/,pol.i. vam.l'kb: .raid/ 14
pop rivet /pop 'nv.1t/ 27
populate (v) /'pop.jo.leit/ 45
port /po: t/ 40

positive charge
/'poz.o.t1v tJo:d3/ 4 3

positive pressure
/'poz.a.t1v 'pre.fo/ 3 8

positive terminal
/'poz.a.tJV 't3: .mm.ol/ 13

potential energy
/po'ten.Jol 'en.o .d3i/ 35

potentiometer
/po,ten.Ji'om .J.t;l/ XII

pounds per square inch (psi)
/paunz po skwe;1 nnJ/ 38
pour /po:/ 16
powder /'pau.do/ 21
power (n) /pauo/ 35, 43
power (v) /pau;1/ 35, 40
power circuit /pau;1 's3:.k1t/ 45
power grid /pauo gnd/ 44

power hacksaw
/pau;1 'hrek.so:/ 23
line /pauo lain! 44
rating /pauo 'rmt.II)/ 43
socket /pau;1 'sok.1t/ 45

power
power
power
power

station

/pau;1 'steJ.f on! 44
powerful /'pau;).f;)l/ 3 5
precast (v) /,pri: 'ko:st/ 16

precast concrete
/,pri:'ko:st 'kol) .kri:t/ 16

precious metal
/'pre.f;ls 'met.l/ 13
precipitation hardened
/pn,sip.I'teJ.fon 'ho:.d;lnd/ 20

precise /pn'sa•s/ 7
precision /pn 'SJ.3onl 7
predrilled /pri:'dnld/27
preliminary drawing
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/pn 'hm .m.ori 'dro:.tl)/ 2

preload /'pri:loud/ 26
pressure /'pre.J;l/ 38
pressure differential
/'pre.J;l ,dif.I'ren.fl/ 38

pressure drag /'pre.J;) drreg/ 39
pressure gauge /'pre.J;) getd3f 38
pressure vessel /'pre.Jo 'ves .l/ 37
pressurize /'pre .fo .rmz/ 3 8
prestressed /,pri:'strest/ 1 6
prestressing /,pri:'stres. II)I 16
prime (v) /prairnl X
printed circuit
/' pnn .tld 's3:.kit/ 45

printed circuit board (PCB)
/'pnn .tld 's3:.k1t bo:d/ 45

profile /'prou .fa•l/ 39
propel /pro'pel/ 39
propeller /pr;1'pel.o/ 39
proportional to
/pr;1'po:.Jon.ol t;1/ 18, 30

proposed /pro'pouzd/ 3
proud /praud/ 22
provide support
/pr;1'va1d s;1'po:t/ 25

proximity sensor
/prok's1m.o.ti 'sen.so/ XIII
psi (pounds per square inch )
/sa !I 3 8

pulley /'pul.i/ 42
pulley wheel /'pul.i wi:l/ 42
pullout force /'pol. aut fo:s/ 2 7
pump (n) /pAmp/ 3 7
pump (v) lpAmp/ 3 7
punch (n) /pAnf/ 24
punched /pAnt .ft/ 24
PV (photovoltaic cell)
/,pi:'vi:/ 44

PVA (polyvinyl adhesive)
/,pi: . vi:'je1/ 29

PVC (polyvinylchloride)
/,pi:. vi:'si:/ 14

quantify /'kwon.tLfai/ 3
quenched /kwenft/ 20
quenching /'kwenf.IlJ/ 20
radiation /,reJ.di'eJ.f;ln/ 3 6
radiator /'reJ.di.ei.t;1/ 36
radio waves
/' re1.di .ou we1vz/ VII
radius/radii
/'reJ.di .os/, /'reJ.di.at / 6

raft foundation
/ro:ft faun'deLJonl V

raised /rerzd/ 2 2
range !remd3f7
rate (n) /re1t/ 1 0

rate of acceleration
/rett ;}V ;}k,sel.;}'reLf;}n/ 33
raw material /r:J: ma't J;:J.ri.al/ 21
RC (reinforced concrete)
/,o:'si:/ 16
reaction /ri 'rek.fn/ 3 2
rebate /'ri:.beJt/ 22
rebated /n'beJ.tJd/ 22
recessed /n'sest/ 22
rechargeable battery
/ri:'tJa:,d3a.bl 'bret.ri/ 44
reciprocate /n's1.pra.keJt/ 34
reciproca ting action
/n'sLpra.keJl.IlJ 'rek.fn/ 34
reciprocating motion
/n 's1.pra.kert .II) 'mau.fn/ 34
rectangular hollow section

(RHS)
lrek 'trel).gj;}.la 'ho.I;:Ju 'sek.Jnl V
rectangular tube
/rek'treu.gj;}.l;} tju:b/ 2 1
rectifier /'rek.tJ.faJa/ XII
red hot /red hot/ 20
redesign /,ri:.d1'zam/ 2
reducer /n'dju: .sa/ IX
reference point
/' ref.r;}nS p:Jmt/ 5
refine /n 'fa1n/ 2
regulate /'reg.j;}.leJt/ IX
reinforced concrete (RC)
/,ri: .m'b: st 'kou.kri:t/ 16
reinforced with
/,ri:.m'b:st w1o/ 11
reinforcement
/, ri: .m'b:s.mant/ 11, 16
reinforcing bars
/,ri:.m'b: S. IIJ bo:z/ 16
reinforcing material
/,ri: .m'b: s. JJ) ma't1a.ri .al/ 11
relay /' ri: .JeLl XII
residual stress
/n 'z1d.ju .al stres/ 28
resist /n 'z1st/ 31
resistance /n'z1s.tans/ 43
resistance welding
/n 'ZJS.l;}DS 'weJ.dJJ]/ 29
resistor /n'z1s .t;}/ XII
resultant /n'zAl.t;}nt/ 32
resultant force
/n'ud .tant f:J:s/ 32
retaining wall /n'teLmlJ w:J:l/ V
retarder /n'ta:.da/ 16
rev /rev/ 34
rev counter /rev 'kaon.ta/ 34

rev limit /rev '!Jm .Jt / 34
rev limiter /rev/ 34
revise /n'vaJz/ 2
revision /n'v1.3an/ 2
revolution /,rev.a'lu:.fn/ 34
revolutions per minute (rpm)
/, rev.a'lu :.Janz pa 'mm .Tt/ 34
revolve /n'volv/ 34
revolving /n'vol.viiJ/ 34
revs per minute
/revz pa 'mm.Jt/ 34
revved /revdl 34
revved to /revd tal 34
revved up /revd Apl 34
rheostat /'ri:.a.stret/ XII
RHS (rectangular hollow
section) /,a:.reJtf'es/ V
ridge /nd3/ 22
right-hand threa d
/'raJt.hrend ered/ 26
rigid joint /'nd3.1d d3:Jmt/ 32
rivet /'nv.Jt/ 27
rivet gun /' nv .1t gAn! 27
rod /rod/ 21
rolled steel angle (RSA)
/r;}uld sti:l 'reu.gl/ V
rolled steel channel (RSC)
/r;}uld sti:l 'tfren.l/ V
rolled steel joist (RSJ)
/rauld sti:l d3:J1st / V
roller chain /'raul. a tj'eJn/ 42
rotary motion
/'raot.a.ri 'm;}o.fn/ 34
rotate /ra'te1t/ 23, 34
rotating /rau'teit.IlJ/ 34
rotation /ra'teLfan/ 34
rotational velocity
/ra'te1.Jan.el vJ'Ios.a. ti/ 34
rotor blades /'rao.t;} ble1dz/ 39
rough-sawn /rAf s:J:n/ 17
round /raundl 6
round bar /raund bo:/ 21
round down /raund daun/ 8
round head (n) /raond hed/ 22
round up /raund Apl 8
rounded /'raund.Jdl 6
rounding error
/' raund.JJ) 'e.ra/ 8
rpm (revolutions per minute)
/,o: .pi:'jern! 34
RSA (rolled steel angle)
/,o: .res'e1/ V
RSC (rolled steel channel)
/,o: .res'si:/ V

RS] (rolled steel joist)
/,o:.res'd3e1/ V
rubber /'rAb.a/ 14
run parallel with
IrAn 'pre.ra.lel WJo/ 5
run to capacity
/rAn ta ka'pres.a.ti/ 1 0
running dimensions
/'rAn.IlJ ,daJ'men .fanz/ 5
rust (n) lrAst/ 12
rust (v) lrAst/ 12
rusty /'rAs .ti/ 12
safety glass /'se1f. ti glo:s/ 15
safety valve /'self.ti vrelv/ IX
sag /sreg/ 31
save energy /se1v 'en .a.d3il 35
saw (v) /s:J:/ 17, 23
sawing / 's::~: . JJ) / 23
sawmill /'s:J:.mJI/ 17
scalar quantity
/'s keJ.Ia 'kwon.t;}.ti/ 30
scale (n) /skell/ 1
scale drawing /s kell 'dr:J: .IIJ/ 1
schematic drawings
/ski:'mre.tJk 'dr;:,:.JJ]z/ 1
schematics /ski:'mre.tJks/ 1
scratch (v) /skrretf/ 19
scratch hardness
/skrretJ 'bo:d.nas/ 19
screw (n) /skru:/ 27
screw anchors
/s kru: 'reu.bz/ 27
screw head /skru: bed/ 2 7
screw in /skru: m/ 2 7
screw into /skru: 'm.ta/ 22, 26
screw on to /skru: on tal 26
screwdriver /'skru:,dra1. va/ 2 7
screwed on /s kru:d on/ 26
seal (v) /si:l/ 25
sealed /si:ldl 37
seam welding /si:m 'weld.JJ]/ 29
secondary operations
/'sek.an.dri ,op.a.'reLfanz/ 24
section /'sek.fn/ 1, 17
select /s J'Iekt/ 41
self weight /'self ,wert/ V
self-tapping screw
/self 'trep.IIJ skru:/ 2 7
semiconductor
/,se.mi .kan 'dAk.ta/ 45
sense (v) /sens/ 45
sensor /'sen. sa/ 45
series circuit
/'s1a. ri:z 's3:.klt/ 45
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servomechanism
/'S3!.V;JU,mek.;JO.IZ10/ 45
set (v) /set/ 14, 16
set in /set m/ 2 7
set into /set 'm.t;J/ 2 7
set of drawings
/set ;1v 'dro:.Jl)z/ 1
set out /set aut/ 5
set screw /set skru :/ 2 7
seventy-five percent efficient
/'sev.;Jn. ti fa1v p;1'sent t'fJ.f:mt/
35
sewer /'su;1/ 37
shaft /fo:ft / 26
shaft /fo:ft / 41
shank /frel)kl 26
shatter /'fre.ta/ 15
shear (n) /fia t 31
shear (v) /ft;J/ 24, 31
shear force lfi;) fo:s / 24, 26
shear stress lfla stres/ 31
shearing /'fta.nlJ/ 31
sheave /fi:v/ 42
sheet /fi:t/ 15
sheet of metal /fi:t av 'met.l/ 21
shielded metal arc welding

(SMAW)
/'.fi:l.dJd 'met. I o:k 'wel.dtl)/ 28
shielding gas /'.fi:l.dtl) gres/ 28
shift (v) /fift/ 41
shim lfirnl 25
shop head /fop hed/ 27
short circuit /fo:t 's3: .klt/ 45
shot-peened /'fot.pi:ndl 20
shot-peening /'fot.pi:n.llJ/ 20
shut off !fAt of/ IX
shuttering /'fAt.a.nl)/ 16
sign off /sam of/ 2
signal /'stg.n;JI/ 2
silica /'sii. Ik.;J/ 15
silicon /'s ii .J.kn/ 15
silver /'sii .va/ 13
simple machine
/'s1rn .pl ma'Ji:n/ 33
simply supported beam
/'s1m.pli sa'po: .t1d bi:rn/ 31
sine wave /sam we!v/ 44
single-phase /'sll).gl feiz/ 44
sintered /'smt.;1d wetv/ 20
sintering /'smt.HJ.I)/ 20
siphon (n) /'sai.fnl X
siphon (v) /'sat.fnl X
siphonic action
/sa1'foo.tk 'rek.fnl 38, X
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siphonic drainage
/sat'fon .Lk 'dre1.0id3/ X
size (v) /saJz/ 3
sketch /sket.f/ 2
skin friction /s km 'fnk.fan/ 39
slab /s lreb/ V
slipstream /'sltp.stri:m/ 3 9
slot head screw
/slot hed skru:/ 2 7
slot into /slot 'm.t;J/ 22
slot through /slot eru:/ 25
small scale /smo:l skeii/ 1
small-section /s mo:l ' ek .fn/ 9
SMAW (shielded metal a rc
welding) /smo:/ 28
smoke detector
/s mauk dJ'tek .t;J/ XIII
socket /'sok.tt/ 45, IX
socket head /'sok .tt hed/ 26
soft /s oft/ 19
soft soldering
/soft 'saul.da.nq/ 29
softwood /'sof.wud/ 17
solder /'saul.da/ 29
soldered /' saul. d;Jd/ 29
soldering /'saul.d;J.rtq/ 29
soldering iron
/'s;Jul.da.nq aJ.an/ 29
solid rivet /'sol.1d 'n v.Jt/ 27
solid wire /'sol.td wa1;1/ 21
solid wood /'sol.1d wud/ 17
solidify /sa'h .di.fai/ 36
solvent /'sol.vant/ 29
sound energy /saund 'en.;1.d3ii 2
spacer /'spe1.sa/ 25
span (n) /spren/ 4
span (v) /spreni 4
spanner /'spren .;J/ 26
spare capacity
/spea k;J'pre.s;J.ti/ 10
spark erosion
/s po:k t'rau .3;10/ 24
spark plug /spo:k piAg/ 40
speaker/loudspeaker
/'spi:k .;J ,laud 'spi:.ka/ XII
specific heat capacity
/spa'sl.ftk hi: t k;1 'pre.s;J.ti/ 36
specification /,spes.Lf t'keJ.f;Jn/ 3
specify /'spes .t.fat / 3
specimen /'spes.;J.mtnl 30
spot welding /spot 'wel.diiJ/ 29
spread the load
/spred O;J laud/ 26
spring washer /spnq 'wo.f;J/ 26
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sprocket /'sprok.It/ 42
spur gear /sp3: 91;1/ 41
square (v) /skwe;1/ 8
square (n) /skwea/ 22
square bar /s kwea bo:/ 21
square millimetre (mm 2 )
/skwe;J 'mll.I,mi: .ta/ 9
square off (v) /s kwea rof/ 5
square tube /skwea tju:b/ 21
stainless steel /'stem.Jas sti:l/ 12
state /ste1t/ 3 6
static friction
/'stre.ttk 'fnk.fan/ 34
static load /'stre.tik laud} V
statically determinate
structure /'stre.llk.li
di't3:.mm.at 'strAk .tf;J/ 32
steam /sti:rn/ VII
steel Jsti:l/ 12
step down /step daun/ 44
step up /step Ap/ 44
step-down transformer
/step daun trrens'fo:m.a/ 44
step-up transformer
/step Ap trrens 'fo:rn .;J/ 44
stick welding /sttk 'wel.dJI)/ 28
stiction /'stik.Janl 34
stiff Jsttf/ 18, 32
stiffen /'stif.anl 32
store (v) /sto:/ 3 5
strain /stretnl 30
strain energy
/s trem 'eo.a.d3i/ 35
strained /stremd/ 30
strand /strrendl 21
stranded wire
/' strreo. d1d wa1;1/ 21
streamlined /'stri:m.lamd/ 39
stress /stres/ 30
stress grade /stres gretdi 17
stressed /strest/ 30
stress-graded /stres 'gretd.tdi 17
strike (v) /straik/ 4
strike an electric arc
/stratk an t'lek.tnk o:k/ 28
strip foundation
/stnp faun'deJ.f;Jn/ V
stroke Jstr;Juk/ 40
structural member
/'strAk.tfa. ral 'mem.b;J/ 31, 32
structural steel section
/'strAk.tfa.ral sti:l'sek ..fn/ 21
structural strength
/'strAk.tfa.ral strel)6/ 16

structural tee /'strAk.tfa.ral ti:/ V
structural timber
/'strAk.tfa.ral 't1m .ba/ 1 7

strut /strAti 32
stud /stAd/ 2 7
substrate l'sAb.streJt/ 29
substructure /'sAb,strAk.tfa/ V
subtract from /sab'trrekt fram/ 8
superheated steam
/,su:.pa'hi:.t 1d sti:m/ 36, VII
superseded /,su:.pa' si:.d1d/ 2
superstructure
/'su:.pa,strAk .tfa/ V
supply (n) /sa'plai/ 10, 44
supply (v) /sa'plai/ 10
support (v) /sa'p:J:t / 25
surface area /'s3:.fls 'ea.ri.a/ 9
surface hardening
/'s3: .f1s 'ha:d .ml)/ 20

surface level /'s3:.f1s 'lev .U X
surplus /'s3:.plas/ 10
swarf /sw:J:fl 23
switch /switf/ 45
switch off /sw1tf of/ 45
switch on /sw1tJ on/ 45
switch /switf/ XII
switchboard /'sw1tf.b:J:d/ 45
switchgear /'sw1tf.g1a/ 45
synthetic /sm 'Oeuk/ 14
synthetic polymer
/sm'Oet.Ik 'pol.J.ma/ 14

synthetic rubber
/s m'Oet.Ik 'rAb.a/ 14

take a measurement
/te1k a 'me3.a.mant/ 4
tank /trel)kl 3 7
tape measure /te1p 'me3.a/ 5
tapered /'teLpad/ 22
tee /ti:/ IX
teeth /ti:O/ 41
temperature /'tem .pra.tfa/ 3 6
tempered /'tem.pad/ 20

tempered glass
/'tern .pad gla :s/ 15

tempering /'tem .pnlJ/ 20
tensile strength

the square root of

torch /t:J:tf/ 24
torque /t:J:k/ 26, 3 1 , 40
torque wrench /t:J:k renf/ 2 6
torsion /'t:l: .Jnl 3 1
torsional stress

/(Ja skwea' ru:t av/ 8
the sum of /(Ja sAm av/ 8
theodolite /Oi'od .a.lait/ 5

thermal conductivity
/'03:.mal ,kon.dAk 't1v. a. t i/ 19

thermal conductor
/'03:.mal kan'dAk.ta/ 19

/' tAf.nd gla: s/ 15

thermal energy

trailing edge /'trell .IIJ cd3/ 3 9
transfer (v ) /'trrens. f3:/ 36
transformer
/trrens'b:m.a/ 44, XII
transistor /trren' z1s. ta/ XII
transmission line

/'03:.mal 'en.a.d3i/ 3 5

thermal inertia
/'03:.maii'n3:.fa/ 3 6, VII

thermal insulator
/' 03:.mal 'mt. sja.leJ.ta/ 19

thermistor /03:'m1s.ta/ XIII
thermocouple
/'03: .ma,kAp. l/ XIII
thermoplastic

/trrenz'm1J.n lam/ 44

transmission system
/trrenz'miJ.n 's1s. tam/ 41

/,03:.ma 'plres .t!kl1 4

thermoset (n) /'03:.ma'set / 14
thermosetting plastic
/'03: .mao, set .II) 'plres. tik/ 14

thermostat /'03: .ma .stret/ XIII
thickness /'0Ik .nas/ 4
thread /Ored/ 22, 26
threaded /'Ored .Id/ 22
three to one (3:1)
three-dimensional (3D)

/'t3: .bja.lant flau/ 39

/'t3:n .IIJ 'mau.mant/ 33

/,Ori:.dJ'men.fan.l/ 1

three-phase /'Ori :.fetz/ 44
through hole (n) /Oru: haul/ 22
thrust (n) /OrAst/ 40
thrust (v) /OrAst/ 39
tie (n) /ta1/ 32
TIG welding (Tungsten Inert
Gas) /t1g 'wel.diiJ/ 28
tight tolerance
lta1t 'tol.a.rans/ 7
tighten /'taL tan/ 26
timber /'t1m.ba/ 1 7
times /ta1mz/ 8
tin /tm/ 13
tip /tip/ 22
titanium /ti'tem.i .am/ 13

TV waves /,ti:'vi: we1vz/ VII
twist /twist/ 31
two-dimensional (2D)
/, tu:.dJ 'men.fan .l/ 1

two-part adhesi ve
/tu : po: t ad'hi:.s1v/ 29

UB (universal beam)
/,ju:'bi:/ V
UC (universal column)
/,ju:'si:/ V

UDL (uniformly distributed
load) /,ju: .di:' jeU 3 0 , V
ultimate tensile strength

(UTS)
/' Al.tJ.mat 'ten .sall strel)O/ 18

to two decimal places

ultra-high-pressure (UHP)
waterjet

tu: 'des.J.mal 'pleJ. sizl 8
tolerance /'tol.a.rans/ 7

the outside air

too much play /tu: mAtf ple1/ 7
tool steel /tu:l sti:U 12
toothed belt /tu:Ot belt/ 4 2

/(Ja ,aut' sa1d ea/ 38

transmit /trrenz 'mit/ 41
truss /trAsl 32
tube /tju :b/ 21
tubing /'tju:b .IIJ/ 21
tungsten /'tAI) .stan/ 12
turbine /' t3: .ba m/ 3 7
turbulence /' t3:. bja .lans/ 3 9
turbulent /'t3:.bj a. lant/ 39
turbulent flow
turning /'t3:n. IIJ/ 2 3
turning moment

/,Ori: ta 'wAn/ 4 1

/'ten. saii strel)O/ 18
tensile stress /'ten.saii stres/ 31
tensile testing /'ten .sall 'tes.tll)/
18
tension /'ten.Jan/ 18, 26, 31

the square of /(Ja skwea av/ 8

/'t:1: .Jan.al stres/ 31

toughened glass

Ita

/'AI.tra ha1 'pre.fa w:1:.ta.d3et/ 24

ultra-high-pressure (UHP)
waterjet cutting /'AI.tra ha1

tongue ftAIJ I 22
tongue-and-groove joint
l tAIJ an gru :v d3:1mt/ 22

'pre .fa w:1: .ta.d3et 'kAt.Jl)/ 24

ultrasonic welding
/,A l.tra' son .Ik 'wel.dii)I 29

ultraviolet /,AI.tra'vaia. lat/ VII
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under hydrostatic pressure
/'An.d;:, ,haJ.dr;:,'stret .Ik 'pre.f;:,/
38

under pressure
/'An .d;:, 'pre.f;:,/ 38

uniformly distributed load
(UDL) /'ju:.m.b:rn.li
d1'stnb.ju:.tJd l;:,ud/ 30, V
union /'ju:.ni .;m/ IX

universal beam (UB)
/,ju:.m'v3: .s;:,l bi:rn/ V

universal column (UC)
/,ju: .m'v3:. s;:,l 'kol.;:,rn/ V
universal joint
/ju:.m'v3: .s;:,l d3:>mt/ XI
unscrew IAn'skru:/ 26
upstream of IAp'stri:m ;:,v/ 39
useful energy
/'ju:s.f;:,l 'en .;:,.d3i/ 35

UTS (ultimate tensile
strength) /,ju: .ti'jes/ 18
vacuum /'vrek.ju:rn/ 38
valve /vrelv/ 3 7, IX
vanadium /va'neJ.di.am/ 12
vaporize /'vei.pa.raJz/ 36
vapour /'ve1.pa/ 36, VII
variation / ,vea.ri'eJ.f;:~n/ 7
vary /'vea.ri/ 7
vector /'vek.ta/ 30
vector quantity
/' vek.t;:, 'kwon.ta.ti/ 30

velocity /v•'los.a.ti/ 33
vertical plane /'v3:.t!.kl plem/ 4
vessel /'ves.l/ 3 7
view /vju :/ 1
visually stress-graded
/'v13.u .a .li stres 'gre1d.Jdf 17

vitrified /'v•t.n.faid/ 15
void /v:>Jd/ 22
volt (V) /v;:,ult/ 43
voltage /'vaul.t•d3f 43
voltmeter /'v;:,ult,mi:.ta/ XIII
volume /'vol.ju:rn/ 9
vortex/vortices /'v;,:.teks/,
/'v;,:.tJ.si:z/ 39

W (watt) /wot/ 35, 43
wafer /' we1f.a/ 45
waist /weJst/ 18
wake /welk/ 39
wall plug /w;,:l plAg/ 2 7
washer /'wof.a/ 26
waste energy
/we1st 'en .a.d3i/ 35

water main /' w:>: .ta rneiDI 3 7
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water vapour
/'w:>: .ta 've1.pa/ 36, VII

water-cement ratio
/,w:>: .ta.s1'ment 'reJ.fi.au/ 16

watertight /'w:>: .ta.tall / 37
watt (W) /wot/ 35, 43
wattage /'wot.1d3/ 43
wattmeter /'wot,mi:.ta/ xm
watts /wot s/ 40
wear (n) /weal 19
weigh /we1/ 9
weight /welt/ 9
weightless /'wert. las/ 9
weld (n) /weld/ 28
weld pool /weld pu:l/ 28
weld to (v) /we ld ta/ 28
weld together /weld t;:~'ge . o;:~/ 28
weld zone /weld zaun/ 28
welded /'wel.d rdl 28
welding rod /'wel.diiJ rod/ 28
white hot /wait hot/ 20
whole number /haul ' nAID . b;:~/ 8
width /w1t8/ 4
wind tunnel /wmd 'tAn.all 39
wind turbine /wmd 't3:.bam/ 37
windscreen (BrE) /'wm.skri:n/ I
windshield (ArnE)
/'wm.fi:ld/ 15

wing /WIIJ/ 3 9
wire /waJ"JI 21
wire rope /wa J"J r"Jup/ 42
within tolerance
/wJ 'orn 'tol.a.r"Jns/ 7

work (n) /w3:k/ 35
work done /w3:k dAn/ 35
work harden (v)
/w3:k 'ho:.dn/ 20

work hardened
/w3:k 'bo: .dand/ 20

work loose /w3:k lu:s/ 26
work to /w3:k tal 2
working drawing
/'w3: .kt1] 'dr:>: .JI]/ 2

working metal
/'w3:.k11J 'met .!/ 20

workpiece /'w3:.k,pi:s/ 23
worm /w3:rn/ 41
worm gear /w3:rn g1a/ 41
worst-case scenario
/'w3:s.ke1s s1'no:.ri.ao/ 3

XNOR gate /'eks.n:>: gert/ XII
XOR gate /'ek .s:>: ge1t/ XII
x-rays /'eks .re1z/ VII
yield (v) /ji: ldl 18
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yield point /ji:ld p:>mt/ 18
zero /' z J ;:~.rao/ 8
zinc /ZJJ]k/ 13
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